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PREFACE

The relationship among the volumes of the report is depicted below.

This relationship does not convey all the information contained within each

volume.
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rNTRODUCTION

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this volume is to present a full characterization of

the five Marine Sanitary Devices (MSDs) which were hybridized to form the

subsystems of the 18 candidate Wastewater Management System (WMS) con-

figurations included in this study. The purpose of this characterization is

to develop the various types of generic MSD data necessary for the follow-

ing phases of this study:

Development of the 18 candidate WMS concepts and the cor-

responding configurations suitable for each vessel included in

this study, as well as the associated installation requirements.

Quantification of the effectiveness of each viable candidate

system/vessel combination.

Development of life cycle cost estimates for each viable

candidate system/vessel combination.

In order to fulfill this objective it is necessary that all MSD data

be presented on a subsystem level (as opposed to the overall MSD system

level) corresponding to the manner in which the MSDs were hybridized

to form the WMS candidates for managing the black (sewage and garbage

grinder slurry) and gray (galley and turbid) wastewaters aboard the six

U.S. Coast Guard vessels included in this study. Generally, each MSD

needs to be viewed as consisting of two major subsystems namely, the

waste Collectlon/Transport subsystem and the waste Treatment/Disposal

subsystem MSDs whose Treatment/Disposal subsystems consist of

waste treatment equipment and an incinerator to dispose of the

residues of such waste treatment (Chrysler and Grumman MSDs), need

to be further brokon down for purposes of this study into two separate

subsystems, in order to fulfill the data requirements of the WMS concepts

which consider the substitution of a holding tank for the incinerator.

j . ... . .. . . 2;2 ,...r • ,.. • u .. • . 2T ." --" 1 *=. . .. .... .. . . .. . . . ..... ... •.. .... . '



In addition, MSD subsystem data are required for the different equipment

sizes and model types available from the manufacturers, in order to

facilitate the development of the most stiitable WMS configuration for

each vessel.

The specific types of MSD data required on a subsystem level include

the following:

MSD description, including the following:

.. Principle of operation

Method of implementing principle of operation

Physical characteristics including:

- Weights

- Volumes

- Dimensions (including maximum height)

- Pipe connection specifications

Vessel resource hook up requirements (e.g., fuel,

electric power, fresh water, compressed air, cooling

water, ventilation, and ambient air).

The above Information is required for the development of the

candidate WMS concepts and the specific WMS configurations

suitable for each vessel included In this study, as well as the

associated Installation requirements (see Volume IV).

MSD related effectiveness attribute data, including the follow-

ing types of information:

Installation characteristics

Performance characteristics

Operability characteristics

Personnel safety characteristics

Habitability characteristics

.. Reliability characteristics

.. Maintainability characteristics

2
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The above information, in combination with other types of information,

is required as input to the effectiveness rating functions which, in turn,

is used to quantify the effectiveness of every viable candidate system

vessel combination (see Volume II).

MSD costs, including the following:

Acquisition (including initial spares parts)

"Operation and maintenance, including the following:

-Consumables

- Repair parts

- Labor (number of men, man-hours, skills, frequency of tasks)

- Vessel resources (fuel, electric power, fresh water,

compressed air, etc.)

MSD installation costs are not considered in this volume.

Instead, installation data for each viable candidate WMS

for each vessel is presented in Volume III of this report.

The above information is required as input to the development of life

cycle cost estimates for each viable candidate system/vessel com-

bination (see Volume I).

SCOPE Or MSD ANALYSIS

The MSDs to be included in this study were specified by the U.S.

Coast Guard. The selection of specific MSDs was based on two considera-

tions. First, inclusions of representatives of the different MSD concepts

currently in use or under evaluation namely, reduced volume vacuum and

pumped collection; recirculation; flow through; and CHT (collection,

holding and transfer). Second, inclusion of a representative from each

of the above concepts which has the most extensive history of actual use and/

j• or development and testing.

3
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MSDs Considered

The five MSDs that were included in this study were far enough along

in their development to be seriously considered for installation aboard

operational vessels. In order to accommodate the need for systems of

various capacities for which the cited MSDs are not particularly appropriate,

other selected sizes and types of equipment from the same manufacturers

were included, even though the development or testing was not as extensive

as for the MSDs originally selected. In order to qualify for inclusion in this

study, different sizes and models of MSD subsystems had to satisfy at

least one of the following requirements.

* Be operational

. Be fabricated

• Be designed (catalog item)

• Be technically supported or endorsed by the manufacturer

The following five MSDs were considered for this study:

JERED reduced volume vacuum flush collection/incineration,

Model V85003 as installed on the USS Kraus (DD 848). For

reduced capacity requirements, Jered's Small Boat Sewage

Collection System was considered.

* GATX reduced volume flush pumped transfer collection/evapora-

tion, as installed on the Navy service craft MONOB (YAG-61).

For reduced capacity requirements, smaller evaporators which are

catalog items from the evaporator supplier, but which have not

yet had the GATX modifications designed for them, were considered.

Chrysler recirculating oil full volume flush collection/incinera-

tion, Aqua-Sans Models A, A/B and B, plus waste Holding Tank

and Incinerator for Model C.

4
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Grumman flow through/incineration, modified version of prototype

installed on USCGC Red Beech (WLM-686). The major modification I
is the substitution of a Thiokol Corporation incinerator subsystem in

place of the Grumman incinerator. Other modifications are described

further (see Grumman System Description) and in Volume IV.

Collection, Holding and Transfer (CHT) system. The CHT System is

not proprietary to any one manufacturer, and is generally custom

fitted in each installation. Therefore, tank sizes, pumps and mis-

cellaneous functions are generalized in this document.

Candidato Wastewater Management Systems Considered

The manner in which the above MSDs were hybridized to form the
18 candidate Wastewater Management System NWMS) concepts is indicated in

Figure 1. The specific MSD equipments used as the building blocks for

synthesizing each viable candidate WMS configuration which is suitable for

handling black and gray wastewaters on board each of the six vessels included

in this study are indicated in Table 1. The holding tank capacities indicated

reflect the results of shipcheoks and are necessarily those required to fulfill

the holding time requirements. The indicated percentages for black and gray

wastewater holding times indicate the percentages of the required black and

gray wastewater holding tank capacities which could be fitted on the vessel
Lq

due to space restrictions.

Limitations

The MSD analysis procedures used to develop the data in this document

are considered to be fairly general, and applicable for study purposes of this

type. However, the data presented in this document has been developed
specifically for use as inputs to the cost and effectiveness analyses of the

WMS candidates included in this study, and are subject to the stated assump-

tions and limitations.

7.1
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It is noted that most of the data presented in this document

have not been validated due to the lack of extensive usage of these MSDs.

(especially the different models considered here) in marine environments.

Unit and parts costs were obtained from manufacture -s whenever possible.

Other types of data, including equipment failure rates, some of the operating and
. maintenance activity times, and effectiveness attribute data (safety,

habitability, reliability, etc.) represent estimates and judgments by

Bradford personnel.

Although an attempt was made to present all MSDs at the same level

of detail, those MSDs which have been longest in service may, unfortunately,

be analyzed at a greater level of detail. There is also a tendency to

inadvertently penalize a MSD having the most detailed Operation and

Maintenance manual by including a disproportionate number of activities

compared to an MSD for which there is a dearth of information.

As a result of the above limitations, caution is advised in attempting

to use this data directly for systems and/or vessels specifically included

in this study.

ASSUMPTIO NS

A number of assumptions and Coast Guard guidelines were used in

the course of developing the MSD data presented in this volume. Most of

these assumptions and guidelines peitain to the operation and maintenance of

the MSDs included in this study and are presented below.

Maintenance Policy

The maintenance analysis of the MSDs included in this study was

governed by the following two U.S. Coast Guard guidelines:

To the extent possible, all MSD maintenance, including overhauls,

would be performed at dockside (at the vessel's home port) by

vessel personnel while on board the vessel (as opposed to main-

tcnance in a shipyard).

. _
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1I!
To the extent possible, repair of equipment is preferred to

replacement (with subsequent repair in a depot or by the

manufacturer).

The above guidelines served as the basis for defining the level at

which the MSD maintenance analysis should be conducted, as well as the

type of maintenance activities to be included. Although it was attempted

to accommodate the above guidelines by including maintenance activities

which deal with repairs which could reasonably be accomplished by vessel

personnel, the determination of the level of repair (as well as which

repairs to include) remains somewhat arbitrary and is a matter of Judgement

by the analyst.

Overhaul Intervals

Definitive overhaul policies could not be obtained from all MSD

manufacturers. As a result, an interval of two years between overhauls was

assumed for purposes of estimating MSD (life cycle) overhaul costs.

Cost of Labor

Personnel aboard U.S. Coast Guard vessels are in principle available

for duty while on board and are not paid on an hourly basis or on the basis

of specific equipments which they operate and maintain. However, in order

to estimate the share of the vessel's manpower resources which would be

consumed by the MSD when inctalled on such vessels, it is convenient

to have an hourly labor rate for different skill levels of Coast Guard

shipboard personnel. Such hourly labor rates can then be readily related

to MSD operating and maintenance task requirements.

Since hourly labor rates are not readily available for Coast Guard

personnel, such labor rates were developed for purposes of this study on

the basis of available data on Coast Guard personnel qualifications and

annual billet costs. In lieu of regularly defined work schedules which

are not available -for Coast Guard shipboard personnel, an eight hour day,

"five days per week, work schedule was assumed for purposes of this study.

14 '
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yielding 2, 080 work hours per year. Hourly labor rates were then obtained

by dividing the annual billet cost for a given skill level by 2080 (see page 18,

APPROACH). Estimates of labor costs were based on skill requirements for

MSD operation and maintenance, rather than on personnel skill availabili-

ties on board a given vessel.

Cost of Vessel Resources

Although resources available aboard a vessel already exist to support

other functions and are generally not installed for the sole purpose of support-

"ing an MSD, it Is nevertheless important to estimate the cost of such resources

which would be attributable to an MSD when installed on board the vessel. Another

reason for estimating these resource requirements is that such an

estimate will help determine whether an MSD installation would strain

vessel resources and perhaps require upgrading of the available storage or

generation capacity. Furthermore, it is noted that, except for fresh water

which is stored on board some vessels (as opposed to generating it by

an evaporator), all vessel resources derive from conversion of fuel (see

Appendix B for derivations), and hence constitute a direct cost
itern.

For purposes of this study the cost of vessel resources is assumed

to be as follows:

39C/gallon of fuel oil

3C/kwh of electric power

. 70/1000 gallons of fresh water, if taken from shore supply

* $20/1000 gallons (2C/gallon) of fresh water, if generated on board

vessel by an evaporator

. 1.83U/1000 gallons for the cost of electric power to pump

1; flushing fluid

0. 1419
S[6.1227 (14.7 + p) 8.9898] [V] is the annual cost of

compressed air in cents, where p is pressure in psig and V is

the flow in standard cubic feet per day.

.15



Miscella neous

The following additional assumptions were made, affecting the cost

of MSD operation and maintenance:

. The cost of lubricating oil and grease is assumed to be negligible

with-the differential costs between MSDs to be insignificant,

. The standard and high wattage heating elements in all sizes of

GATX evaporators are assumed to be equal in cost to the standard

heaters in the currently used 80 gallon evaporator. End connec-

tions of heating elements are a significant portion of the element

cost and is fairly constant for all wattages used. This tends to

minimize cost variations.
* Grumman MSDs are assumed to have the same operating and

maintenance characteristics and costs regardless of the type of

waste input, i.e., combined black and gray, standard flush black

water or gray water only. Variations due to differences of influent

flow rate will be accounted for later on in the utilization factor

applicable to a given vessel (see Volume 1). Variations due to

type of waste are too difficult and uncertain to ascertain and

are therefore ignored.

Electrical and electronic controls and the electrical portions of

motors and solenoid valves are assumed to warrant corrective

maintenance only, i.e., they are always run to failure,

Preventive maintenance is considered generally impossible or

impractical on board the vessel for these items. Replacement

or repair during overhaul will not be performed as F, preventive

measure but will be done for thosa devices that have exhibited

intermittent or temporary failures.

Th, times specified for maintenance are intrinsic repair times

and do not include logistic delay times such as the time to

gather tools, draw parts from stock, extensive cleanup, parts

ordering, or time to got to the compartment in which the equip-

ment is located.
16fjil ,0
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Corrective maintenance includes diagnostic time to detect and

isolate a fault as well as checkout time after repair.

* Equipment in parallel, e.g., dual/redundant pumps, are assumed

to wear or fail at equal rates.

, Where multiple units are involved, e.g., commodes, parallel

pumps, multiples of relays, operation (OP) preventive mainte-

nance (PM) and overhaul (OH) apply to all units. Corrective

maintenance (CM) is assumed to apply only to the one unit

that failed.

Where multiple items are involved, the failure rate of a single

item (as well as the number of spare parts used and costs thereof)

is multiplied by the number of multiple units

Where a number of corrective maintenance actions are listed for

a component and preparative time, i.e., isolation, disassembly,

drainage, etc. is required for any of the actions, then the prepara-

tive time is included for each action. For preventative mainte-

"nance and overhaul, the preparative time is included only once,

regardless of the number of actions subsequently taken.

The pressure generated by a pump that supplies flush fluid is

assumed to be 50 psig on all vessels. For pumping other liquids,

the pressure used for calculation is the known pressure require-

ment. If not known, 50 psig is generally assumed.

* The pressure used for calculating compressed air power or costs

is that which is required by the end use item. Although normal

practice calls for compression to some higher level and reduc-

tion through a regulator, this energy is ignored.

Labor costs are assumed for the minimum skill level or pay

grade that can execute the required action, regardless of the

availability of such personnel on board a given vessel.

17
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All data entries assume that the MSD is in usage all the time,

i.e., the system and subsystem are available round the clock

(100% utilization factor). This does not mean that every device

operates continuously, but only when called for in the normal

course of operation.

Where the load on an electrical motor cannot readily be calculated,

the load is assumed to be equal to the full horsepower rating.

Changeover in mode of operating a WMS is assumed to be in full

cycles, i.e., after changing from primary WMS mode of opera-
tion to either overboard dumping or discharging to a pier connec-

tion, the WMS is restored to primary mode operating status.

APPROACH

The approach used in the development of the MSD data presented

in this volume is discussed below.

Sources of Data

The following sources of data were utilized in the development of

the MSD information presented in this volume:

Visits to Coast Guard, Army, Navy, and commercial vessels on

which the MSDs included in this study have been installed and

are either operational or are under evaluation. These visists

provided an opportunity to inspect the installation of these sys-

tems and to obtain information on the operation, maintenance,

performance, habitability and other related aspects of these

MSDs.

MSD Operating and Maintenance Manuals.

,.MSD manufacturer personnel and literature.

* Navy MSD test and evaluation reports.

. Navy personnel conducting MSD test and evaluation studies.

. Navy Maintenance Requirements Cards (MRCs) for jered

and GATX MSDs.
ii•I 18
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U.S. Coast Guard personnel conducting MSD test and evaluation

studies.

* Engineering Judgements by Bradford personnel.

Whenever practical, the source of data or estimates have been

indicated in footnotes. In order to acquire the most realistic data,

preference was given to information obtained from operational experience,

i.e., from personnel running operating equipment or demonstration tests.

The hands-on experience by manufacturers was ranked second but was

tempered by the supposition of inherent bias. Where inconsistent data

were obtained from two or more equally ranked sources, the most penalizing,

credible data were used. This is compatible with the case of a manufacturer

recommending more preventive maintenance than was performed by operating

personnel. The assumption is that the personnel were too busy or lax and

had not yet seen the results of their failure to provide adequate preventive

maintenance.

MSD Descriptions and Physical Characteristics

MSD descriptions and physical characteristics were derived from

MSD O&M Manuals, manufacturer literature and personnel, and

Bradford personnel familiarity with some of the MSDs included

in this study. It is noted that since CHT systems are not standard MSD

systems marketed as such by MSD manufacturers, but instead are custom

fitted for a vessel, specific CHT physical characteristics (such as weight

and volume) cannot be given. Physical characteristics of CHT systems

are presented in Volume III of this report as part of the WMS installation

analysis.

MSD Effectiveness Attribute Data

The MSD effectiveness attribute data represents generic MSD

characteristics which are specifically of interest in assessing the overall

effectiveness of the candidate WMS configurations for each vessel. These

19
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data were developed on the basis of the MSD analyses, available informa-

tion, and judgements by Bradford personnel. Wherever considered appro-

priate, the data are supported by footnotes to explain the reasoning that led

to qpecific results or judgements.

The MSD effectiveness attribute data are geared to the objective of

fulfilling the input requirements of the structure of the effectiveness model

and the associated effectiveness rating functions developed in Volume 2.

These effectiveness attribute data are organized by MSD and within each

MSD are subdivided by Measure of Effectiveness (M/E). There are seven

M/Es which essentially are intended to evaluate different aspects or

characteristics of the MSDs. The seven M/Es or types of characteristics

are as follows:

I - ADPATABTTJTY FOR SHIPBOARD INSTALLATION

1 II- PERFORMANCE

III OPERABILITY

IV - PERSONNEL SAFETY

, V - HABITABILITY

. VI - RELIABILITY

. VII - MAINTAINABILITY

Within each M/E the effectiveness attribute data are organized by

elementary factor/subfactor which are identified by a unique number. These
elementary factors/subfactors address specific MSD characteristics or

attributes, some of which are subjective in nature.

In order to fulfill the objectives of this study, the effectiveness
attribute data are presented on an MSD subsystem level in accordance with

the manner in which these MSDs ara hybridized to form the 18 candicate

WMS concepts included in this study. The relationship between effective-

ness attribute data at the MSD subsystem level and the WMS level is

presented in Tables 2 and 3, which indicate cross-references between

* 20



Table 2

WMS/MSD CROSS REFERENCE FOR EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA
WMS Coliectio-n/Tra ns port Treatment/Disposal Subsystem J

No. Subsystem (Black) Black Gray
CRT C I-T CI-H T

2 Chrysler Chrysler with Hold- CHT
ing Tank

3 Chrysler Chrysler with Inoi- CHT
'____....__________ nerator . ...... .

4 Grumman Grumman with Hold CHT
-: ing Tank .. ... .

5 Grumman Grumman with Holding Tank

6 CHT CHT Grumman with Holding
- .. Tank

7 Grumman Grumman with Incd- CHT
-...... nerator . _, _,,_._

8 Grumman Grumman with Incinerator

9 Tered (1) CHT CHT
ederd/Thiokol (210 Tar (1) in er tor .... CHT

11 Tered (1) GATX COW

"12 Tered (1) CHT Grumman with Holding
Tank

13 Jered (1) Thiokol (3) Grumman with rncine-
-...... ..... .. . ___ Incinerator rator

14 GATX CHT CHT
1ered/Thiokol (3).1S _ CTX .Tniing Affir C HT

16 GATX GATX CHT

17 GATX CHT Grumman with Holding
____Tank

18 GATX Thiokol (3) Grumman with rnoine-
Incinerator rator

(1) Large or small boat system, depending on vessel. Effectiveness attri-
bute data based on large boat system.

ii (2) Jered or Thiokol incinerator, depending on vessel. Effectiveness attri-
bute data based on Jered incinerator.

(3) Thiokol incinerator used in conjunction with the Grumman MSD treating
the gray water stream. Effectiveness attribute data based on Tered
incinerator.• 21
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Table 3

MSD/WMS CROSS REFERENCE FOR EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

JER: D
IColle ction/Trans port Treatment/Disposal
Subsystem .black) Subsystem (Black)

9, 10, 11, 12, 13 j10, 13**, 15*, 18**

GATX
Colle ction/Trans part Treatment/Disposal
Subsystem (Black) Subsystem (Black)

14, 15, 16, 17, 18 11, 16

CHRYSLER
Collection/Transport Treatment/Disposal Subsystem (Black)
Subsystem (Black) With Holding Tank IWith .Incinerat..or

2, 3 2 3

GRUMMAN "

Collection/Trans port Treatment/D isposal Subsystem
Subsystem (Black) With Ho in Tank With .ncinerator.

S......... ,Black Gray Black Gray

4, 5, 7, 8. 4, 5 5, 6, 12, 7, 8 8, 13, 18
17

CHT

Collection/Trans port Treatment/D. isposal Subsystem
Subsystem (Black) Black Gray

1, 6 1, 6, 9, 12, 14, 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 9, 10 ,11,
17 14, 15, 16

* Jered or Thiokol incinerator. Effectiveness attribute date
based on Jered incinerator.

** Thiokol incinerator. Effectiveness attrib,,te data based on
Jered incinerator.
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WMS No. and MSD subsystem and vice versa. Table 2, in effect, indicates

how the 18 WMS concepts (see Figure 1) have been formed as hybrid com-

binations of the MSD subsystems. The manner in which effectiveness attribute

data at the MSD subsystem level is combined to form effectiveness attribute

data at the WMS level (sometimes in combination with other types of attribute

data, e.g., WMS installation related attribute data) is documented by each

effectiveness rating function for the correspondingly numbered elementary

factor or subfactor (see effectiveness rating functions in Volume 2 of this

report).

Acquisition Costs

Acquisition costs were obtained from MSD manufacturers, Exceptions

were the Grumman MSD, and the Thiokol incinerator used with the Grumman.

Estimated acquisition costs for these two subsystems were provided by the

Coast Guard. Since CHT systems are not standard MSD systems marketed

as such by MSD manufacturers, but Instead are custoti fitted for a vessel,

a CHT system is assumed to have no acquisition cost. A CIIT system Is
assumed to have an installation cost only, i.e., the cost of required

* materials to fabricate the tanks, and the cost of associated pumps are con-

sidered to be part of the installation cost (operating and maintenance

associated with CHT systems are treated in the same manner as other MSDs).

In accordance with the objectives of this study, acquisition costs

were solicited from MSD manufacturers on a subsystem level (rather than

on an overall MSD level), corresponding to the manner in which the MSDs

have been hybridized to form the 18 WMS candidate concepts.

Accordingly, data forms were prepared for each MSD in which each

subsystem, including all different equipment sizes and model types of

interest, were individually listed. The MSD manufacturer was requested

to provide an acquisition cost for each listed subsystem or equipment

23
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on the basis of 1976 costs and a production run of up to 100 units. In

addition, cost estimates were requested for initial spares packages

required to support each listed subsystem, together with estimates of

how many subsystems can reasonably be supported by one initial spares

package.

* Labor Rates for MSD Operation and Maintenance

Guidance for selection of skill ievel was furnished by a Coast Guard

Manual which does not give qualifications for ratings below E4. Abstracts

of skill level abilities are given in Table 4. Labor costs for various skill
2levels were obtained from a Coast Guard study which reflects total costs

to the government including such often neglected items as cost of educa-

tion and training, severance pay, pensions, etc. Annual billet cost was

converted to hourly rates by using the Coast Guard assumed working time

as 2080 hours per year. These rates are presented in Table S. The apparent

discrepancy in pay rates between an electrician's mate and a machinery

technician is primarily due to thm dWffer•,nco in the median years of servicc.

Conversion of labor grades of Navy personnel, prescribed for main-

tenance actions on MRCs, was made by equating a Fireman as an E2, and

EM3, and EN3 as an E3.

(1) Enlisted Qualification Manual CG-311 (1975) DOT, USCG.
3 , (2) USCG Military and Civilian Manpower Billet and Life Cycle Costing,
3. July 1975.

3 p 24
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Table 4

RATINGS AND SKILLS OF USCG ENLISTED PERSONNEL

chief Petty Officer .17

Petty Officer lot class - to

Petty Officer 3rd lass -E34

14 Electrlolan Mate or Electronics Technician EM or ET

Knowledge to replace motor bearings
Knowledge of common motor faults
Testing of miscellaneous applianoae

Z4 Machinery Technician MK

Change dehydrator in refrigeration system
Operate halogen leak detector
Repack compressor stuffing .boxes
Line up, start, operate and secure miscellaneous auxiliary ,iqulp.
SmOnt, meg: air compressors

environmental pollution control system

ES Eleotrimtowe Met* or Elictronic Technician EM or ET
Rewind controller solenoids
Replace heating units, thermostats, relays, switches
IC equipment maintenance
Asilst In repair and adjustment of electric motors and associtted

equipment

X$ Machinery Technician MK
Chemically remove scale from distilling plant
Change/add oil to refrigeration compressor J
Determine wear and overhaul pump
Adjust automatic regulating valves

36 Electricians' Mate or Electronics Technician EM or ZT

Adjust time-sequenca relay
Trouble shoot eleotrioal control circuits and follow corrective procedures

ES Machinery Technician MK

Teo and renew oil seals In refrigeration compressor
Major ropairs on refrigeration system

From DOT USCG Enlisted Clualiflcations Manual CO-311 (197S)

Table 5

LABOR RATES*
Pay Grade Anneu| ouyRate Aneelil la". 1pr.y pht

•; () (S/hour) S (L.) ($h u)...•

E.2 11,332 5.45 13,038 6.27

E.3 12,396 S.98 14,235 6,84
E.4 13,522 6.30 15, 45 7,42

S15,023 7.22 16,911 9.13
E 6. 20.240 9.73 23.2,5 11.16

+ Source of annual billet costs . USCO Military and Civilian ManpoWer
Billet and Life Cycle Costing, July 1975.

. l'[ / Hourly rate based on annual billet costs and assumed 2080 hours per year.
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Analysis and Classification of Operating and Maintenance Tasks

Analysis of MSD operating and maintenance requirements provides

data for estimating the WMS life cycle costs of the recurring expenditures

(as opposed to the fixed costs of acquisition and installation). However,

besides providing cost information, a lot of added useful information

can be gleaned from such an analysis If the data are recorded and organized

in an orderly and systematic manner. Specifically, the type of information

which can be obtained from such an analysis (some of which constitutes

effectiveness attribute data) includes the following-

Man-hour resource utilization, including the following:

Number of men required

Skill level requir ments

.. Total man-hour r quirements

.. Periodicity and duration of operating/maintenance tasks

• Consumable requirements

* Spare and repair parts logistic requirements

* Vessel resource requirements (fuel, electric power, fresh water,

compressed air, etc.).

In order to proceed with this analysis in an orderly fashion, all

activities associated with MSDs were divided into two main categories,

namely:

* Operation

. Maintenance

MSD maintenance was then subdivided into the following three

subcategories:

• Preventive (scheduled) maintenance

* Corrective (unscheduled) maintenance

. Overhaul

26
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It is noted that such categorization not only facilitates analysis of MSD

operation and maintenance, but it can also yield some important Information

and direction for MSD improvement programs. Some examples of this

are:

If operating requirements are unduly severe, automation of

the operation might be considered.

If the corrective maintenance burden is too severe, relief

might be sought along the lines of equipment/system reliability

improvement, or inclusion of additional or better fault detection

and/or isolation devices.

If the preventive maintenance burden is considered to be too

great, it might be alleviated by substitution of materials which

require less maintenance, by redesign, by adoption of different

maintenance procedures or schedules, by parts substitution, etc.

* If overhauls are considered to take too long, thus making the

equipment (and perhaps the vessel) unavailable for unacceptably

long periods of time, progressive maintenance might be considered.

Progressive maintenance, an approach utilized by the Navy, calls

for modularization of the system in such a way that overhauls
are in effect stretched out over time (as opposed to complete

overhaul at one time). This is accomplished by substituting

a major system module (which takes comparatively little time)

with one taken from a pool of such modules which have been

overhauled prior to the ship's arrival at the yard. During each

ship visit, a different module is interchanged. In time, the

entire system will have undergone overhaul.
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Before the analysis of MSD operating and maintenance requirements

could proceed, it was necessary to ensure that the above categorization

of task types was well defined and unambiguous. Corrective maintenance

tasks arise as a result of random equipment failures and hence are not

scheduled tasks. Overhauls are scheduled after extended system operation

and are intended to restore systems to their original status, to make major

modifications or improvements, and generally to counteract the effects of

it
wearout, so as to prevent major system breakdowns.

However, operation and preventive and maintenance tasks are both

scheduled and a priori prescribed activities, and the distinction between them

is riot always obvious. Certain activities clearly fall into one or the other

category. For example, removing ashes from an incinerator or adding

chemicals to a waste treatment system are clearly operating activities.

Similarly, greasing bearings is clearly a preventive maintenance activity.

But, how should one classify an activity such as replacing a filter? Is it

an operating activity or is it a preventive maintenance activity? The answer

is not a priori obvious, nor are there well established definitions of tasks

which would help one to decide one way or another.

To resolve such ambiguities, a rule had to be established against which

ambiguous tasks could be tested in order to determine whether it is to be

categorized as an operating activity or a preventive maintenance activity.

The rule adopted is based on the following conventions:

A task is classified as an operating activity if the following

two conditions apply:

Failure to porform this task may degrade the performance of

the eystem so that it is longer in conformance with specifica-

tions or it may become unacceptable (e.g., a reduction

in the rate of processing wastes, or an increase in odor).

28
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However, failure to perform this task will not result in

system/subsystem/equipment failures or accelerated wear-

out of any system component.

A task is classified as a preventive maintenance activity if the

following two conditions apply:

Failure to perform this task may result in a system/subsystem/

equipment failure, or the accelerated wearout of one or more

system components.

"However, failure to perform this task will not result in the
i,1

performance of the system to be degraded so that it no longer

conforms to specifications or becomes unacceptable.

The above rule can be used to resolve the question raised earlier

whether replacement of a filter constitutes an operating or a preventive

maintenance task. The answer depends on the type, or the +hinotion, of the filter

in question. If the filter is used to pil,, fy wastes, replacement of the filter

is an operating activity. On the other hand, if the filter is used to purify

lubricating oil, replacement of the filter is a preventive maintenance

activity. Further discussion and definitions of operating and maintenance

task categories appear in Appendix B.

Treatment of Dependencies Inherent in Operating/Maintenanoe Data

Irr accordance with the objectives of this analysis, it is necessary

to present MSD operating and maintenance data on a subsyttem level (as

opposed to the overall MSD level) corresponding to the manner in which

the MSD are hybridized to form the candidate WMS configurations. This

requirement poses special problems in the development and presentation

of operating and maintenance data.
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These problems arise from the fact that the data to be presented

should be generic and general MSD data which are applicable for evaluating

any WMS configuration on any given vessel. However, some of the data

depend on other factors, such as vessel type, crew size, installation,

etc. As a result, when such dependencies occur, explicit data cannot be

provided. Instead, the data (i.e., quantities or costs) have to be expressed

in terms of one or more variables which depend on the vessel, the installa-

tion, mission profiles, etc. Only when the context and specifics of a given

WMS configuration on a given vessel become known can values be assigned

to these variables and the data (at the WMS level not the MSD subsystem

level) can be made explicit.

Examples of such dependencies and the manner in which they are

• treated include the following:-

Operation/maintenance activities, part requirements, and

vessel resource utilization of fixtures, pumps, etc., depend on

the number of such units for any candidate system/vessel

combination. As a result, data have to be given on a per unit

basis rather than on a per system or subsystem basis.

Vessel resource utilization and certain replacement part

(e.g., Jered and Chrysler incinerator liners) requirements are

a function of crew size. As a result, such data are given on a

per capita basis rather than on a per system or subsystem basis.

Labor and costs for mode changeovers (from primary mode to over-

board discharge or pierside connection, and vice versa) depend on

vessel mission profiles (i.e., the number of 3-mile limit

crossings and the number of pier dockings). As a result, such
data are given on a per mode changeover basis rather than on a

system or subsystem basis.

4 ~30NY .
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The cost of fresh water depends on the type of vessel on

which the WMS is installed, i.e., the source of fresh water-

whether taken from shore and stored or whether generated on

board the vessel by an evaporator. This is due to the large

difference in cost of fresh water depending on source (70€/

1000 gallons for stored water versus $20/1000 gallons for

generated water). As a result, two different costs are given for

"fresh water.

The electric power consumption and cost for compressed air

depends on both the rate of usage and the pressure at which it

is used. If compressed air is used by an MSD subsystem at a

known pressure, then the cost of this vessel resource can

be calculated on a per subsystem basis. However, compressed

air used to aerate a black water holding tank depends on both

the volume and the maximum height of the holding tank, since

this height will determine the pressure at which compressed air

is used. However, tank dimensions are vessel installation

dependent and hence are variables. As a result, compressed

air consumption and cost are given in terms of the two variables-

rate of consumption and pressure, rather than on a system or

subsystem basis.

Presentation of Operating/Maintena nce Data

Data for operating and maintenance tasks were recorded on the data

sheets shown in Figures g, 3, 4 and 5 for operating, preventive maintenance,

corrective maintenance and overhaul tasks, respectively. The data are

presented on an MSD basis and within an MSD in the sequence: operation,

preventive maintenance, corrective maintenance, and overhaul. The data

presented in the four sections are grouped by MSD subsystem and sometimes

by sub-subsystem. The groupings are consistent for each MSD. These

separations permit assessment of a hybrid WMS which, for example, utilizes
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the collection subsystem from one MSD with the treatment subsystem from

a different MSD. Whoro the M.•SD manufacturer has established more than

one sizo (or capacity) component, equipment or subsystem, the different

sizes are included.

Every MSD operating or maintenance activity that would have a reason-

ably signifioant impact on labor, vessel resources, material consumption or

spare parts was included on these forms. For oxwmple, fixture flushing by users

has no effect on labor for operation or maintenance but has an effect on vessel

resource consumption (electric power and, for Jered and GATX collection.

subsystem, fresh water).

Sources of data for the activities included the manufacturer's O&M

manual, Navy MSD test reports, preliminary Navy Maintenance Requirement

Cards (MRC) for GATX and Jered MSDs, and recommendations by the Manufacturer,

.Coast Guard personnel, demonstration vessel personnel and the engineering

judgment of Bradford personnel. Data were obtained from these sources in

addition to calculated information. Calculations for vessel resource utilization

were based on equations furnished by the Coast Guard, and are detailed in

Appendix B.

Much of the data giving the time required to carry out an action was

estimated by Bradford personnel using their own personal experience as well as

the similarities to actions observed, tested for and prescribed by others. The

time given for execut ion of the action is usually without allowance for time to

get to the scene of the action, gathering tools, withdrawing parts from stock,

extensive cleanup or procedures for replacement of stock.

The skill level required for a stated activity is the assumed minimum

level. A system is not penalized if manpower availability aboard the vessel

dictates the use of more skilled operating or maintenance personnel than Is

necessary.

Operation and maintenance on MSD can be provided with only two

ratings: Machinery Technician (MK) and Electricians Mate (EM). The few

simple electronic tasks are assumed to be within the electricians mate's
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capability and the pay differences are within 10%. The pay grades and

qkill typ,- arr, combined for simplicity of prosontation, e.g., MK2 is -t
an E-2 machinery technician; EM5 is an E-5 electrician's mate.

,Estimated time requred for a given activity is given in hours-minutes.

The following examples explain the method of representation. Twenty

minutes is shown as -20, seventy five minutes as 1-15, and one hundred

and twenty minutes as 2..
il ~ ~~Electrical controls are treated in the data forms with the subsystem i,.•

or sub-subsystem (component) to which they are related. The power and

cost of automatic operation are included with those for the component or

subsystem. Power consumption data reflect the integrated value for items

that du not operate continuously or at constant rates.

Multiple units are indicatod by a number in parentheses following

the item name in the activity description wherever the number of units is

known. Operation, preventive maintenance and overhaul alty to all of the

multiples. Corrective maintenance applies only to the one failed unit but

the estimated frequency of failure, as well as the number/cost of spares

used, takes the population into account.

Wherever practical, the data shown are dependent only on the MSD
being operational, e.g., an exhaust blower that runs continuously whenever ,

the system is on. However, some data are clearly dependent on the number

of men using the system, e.g., power to pump flush fluid. These data are

given in per capita form. Where characteristics and costs are dependent

partly on the MSD and partly on crew size, a judgment was made as to the

significance and difficulty of calculation and a selection was made of the

method of calculation to be used. Labor costs to switch the MSD mode

of operation from treatment to off loading or to pumping overboard are mission

profile dependent. These data are given in per cycle form, where a cycle

includes the reversal of mode changeover. Vessel dependent data, in these

tables, are found in the cost of fresh water which is contingent upon the

source, i.e., generated on board or storage of shoreside supply. The I
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resulting water costs are shown both ways, Installation dependence occurs

in instances where tho number of multiple units is variable within an MSD,

i.e,, number of commodes, urinals, transfer pumps, etc. Cost figures are

given per unit or per pump. In summary, dependent data are presented in one

of the following forms:

Data reflecting both MSD and per capita influence, are shown

in the form (X.XX + Y.YY/capita).

Data that are not dependent only upon an MSD are presented in

one of the following appropriate forms:

X.xx/c - valuo per capita

x.xx/cy - value per (changeover) cycle

., x.xx/unit = value per unit, i.e., per commode, per flushometer

x.xx/pump = value per pump

Data entries frequently have superscript letters to indicate the general

origin of the entry. The coding for these lettors (which ý,mit the i and 1

characters) are:

a. Manufacturer's Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Manual

b. Manufacturer's catalog/literature/letter

c. Manufacturer's report

d. Manufacturer's personnel

a. Demonstration vessel personnel

f. U.S. Coast Guard report

g. U.S. Coast Guard personnel

h. U.S. Navy report

J. U.S. Navy personnel

k. Bradford calculation

m. Bradford personnel Judgment or estimate

"n. Navy Maintenance Requirement Card (MRC) (possibly preliminary)

p. U.S Coast Guard demonstration vessel data log
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The first three columns of each data form present then (1) time between

repetition of the activity, (2) time for execution of the activity and (3) the

number and labor category of personnel required. Since so many entries in

these columns were the result of Bradford personnel Judgment, the super-
V script Im' was omitted for claritty and easier reading. Other sources of input i

are always indicated. Obvious calculations such as annual hours, annual

labor costs, total material costs and the sum of material and labor costs

were performed by Bradford but the date are entered without superscript.

The superscript 'k' indicates that the data were from another source but

manipulated or converted by Bradford to conform to the column heading

format. Data from another source that was manipulated by Bradford personnel,

having to make judgments in the process, received an 'im' as the superscript.

3N
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JERED SEWAGE DISPOSAL SYSTEM i

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

The Jered MSD is based on the use of vacuum collection of human

wastes from proprietary, reduced flush commodes. Wastes from standard

urinals are also collected by the vacuum drains by means of a special

interface valve. The collected sewage is incinerated i.n a vortex incinerator.

It is the only MSD considered in this study that provides motive power for

transport of sewage at the central collection site,

The primary jered MSD under consideration Is the model V85003 that

was installed as a test system on the USS Kraus. The system has the

capacity to handle a maximum of 200 men on a 24-hour basis. In order to

examine a vacuum collection system that is practical for significantly fewer

users, the Jered Small Boat Collection System was included in this study.

The small boat system is essentially a collection and holding system; it

does not include an incinerator, Available information on this system is

much less extensive that for the 200-man system. The small boat system

is available in different capacities. In the description of it below, prospective

minor modifications are discussed which would be expected if the system is

to be adapted for use with a small incineration subsystem, possibly by

another manufacturer. Currently, Jered has only one size incinerator.

The 200-man MSD is an automatic system but requires an operator for

periodic ash removal from the incinerator. However, the system is quite

complex and requires a fair amount of operator and preventive maintenance

actions.

A function block diagram of the jered Large Boat Sewage Disposal

System is presented in Figure 6. A functional block diagram of the jered

Small Boat Waste Collection System appears in Figure 7.
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The more detailed description will basically address the 200-man MSD.

Description of the small boat system, whJch uses the same type of plumbing

fixtures and drain piping, will be given after the description for the 200-man

MSD, both for the collection and incinerator subsystems.

Collection Subsystem (200-manMSD)

The collection subsystem is comprised of:

. Vacuum operated commodes

# Standard urinals with vacuum interface valve

a Vacuum drain pipes

a Vacuum collection tank (VCT) assembly

A. Vacuum Operated Commodes

The vacuum toilet is shaped like a domestic toilet but is made of

porcelain coated steel. The outlet for wastes, a 1 1/2" hole at the bottom

of the bowl, is sealed from underneath by a Sewage Discharge Valve. At

the top rear of the unit is a diaphragm covered push button. When flushing

is required, the user depresses the push button. Within seconds,

the flushing sequence occurs. Flush water from the vessel's fresh water

supply starts to rinse the walls of the bowl. The discharge valve opens the

bowl outlet. Vacuum vigorously sucks the waste, rinse water and air into

the drain line for a second or two. A small amount of rinse water is retained

after the discharge valve closes. This water helps to effect a seal against

the vacuum. The entire cycle takes about six seconds.

Located inside the commode, between the bowl and the external

housing, are six control assemblies that are operated by the vacuum existing

in the drain pipe. They are:

Activation Valve - This is the valve that starts the flush

sequence when the user depresses its push button. If

the vacuum is insufficient to properly flush the commode,

the valve remains cocked until the vacuum is adequate

and then starts the sequence.
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Gravity Timer - This assembly controls the timing of the

various sequences by means of cam operated valves. It
1 is adjustable.

Vacuum- Dispensing Valve- This valve acts as a pneu-

matic amplifier or power relay. The small valves in the

gravity timer actuate the vacuum dispensing valve which

allows a large, rapid flow of air from the piston actuator

in the sewage dispensing valve.

Sewage-Dispensing Valve- This valve seals the bowl

from the vacuum in the drain pipe until called upon to

open during the flush sequence.

Check Valve Assembly - This assembly helps operate the

four assemblies above.

Water-Dispensing Valve - This valve releases frosh water

to the flush ring in the commode for rinsing the bowl.

The timing is set to draw the wastes, flush water (about two pints) and about

3.5 standard cubic feet of air each time the flush mechanism is actuated.

B. Urinals and Vacuum Interface Valves (Urinal Discharge Valves)

The urinals are standard, existing units with standard flushometers

accurately adjusted to deliver about one pint of rinse water per flush. The

urinals in one vessel compartment are piped to a single gravity drained line

leading to an interface valve (each interface valve can accommodate up to

5 urinals). The valve, called a Urinal Discharge Valve, isolates the

gravity-drained line from the vacuum drain line. The valve opens when it

detects a quantity of urine and flush water exerting a static pressure on a

float. Little or no air passes through the valve into the vacuum drain line

during operation.
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C. Vacuum Drain Pipes

The vacuum drain pipes are small diameter lines: 1 1/2 inch at the

commode, and 2 inch from the Junction of individual commode drains to the

collection tank. The air that enters the line through the commode during

a flush operation is approximately 3.5 cubic feet in volume. The sewage

sucked into the drain line will travel in the form of a slug for over 150

linear feet by the time the commode valve closes. The entrapped air

expands to about seven cubic feet at the collection tank pressure of half

an atmosphere. This volume of air is sufficient to drive the slug of sewage

1;300 feet In a two-Inch line. Thus, the output of sewage from a commode
can be expected to reach the collection tank in one action taking only a

few seconds.

Since the drain pipe cross section is always filled, with either the

slug of sewage (about 17 inches long) or air, the pipes need not be sloped

for drainage. In fact, the water can be made to flow vertically upward for

a distance of six to eight feet or up an incline of a few degrees. At regular

intervals, the drain pipe iF bent into a shallow dip so that water adhering

to the pipe walls, or the urine and flush water that enters the vacuum pipe
S~through the urine discharge valve, will collect In these depressions to

form slugs, The next flush action will sweep the collected slugs ahead of

the incoming sewage.

D. Vacuum Collection Tank Assembly (200-man unit)

The 200-man vacuum collection tank (VCT) assembly is skid mounted

and contains the following items:

2 " VCT

. Dual vacuum pumps and seal water tank

, Grinder -pump
i! Effluent pump :

a Transfer/dump pump

Fluid instruments, valves, and controls
" Electrical Instruments and controls
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a. VCT

The VCT is an upright cylinder with disked heads top and bottom,

approximately 3. 5 feet in diameter and four feet high. It holds

224 gallons to the high level shut.,down point. The unit installed

on the USS Kraus and possibly those on the Spruance class de-

stroyers had a vertical baffle that divided the tank into two com-

partments. The first compartment (coarse side) received incoming

sewage. The second compartment (fine side) received sewage that

had passed through the grinder pump once. Current design uses

no baffle so that the sewage can recirculate through the grinder

pump for a statistical average of seven times.

The tank normally operates at 14 to 20 inches of mercury vacuum

(Hg Vac). A vacuum relief valve prevents stronger vacuums. The

tank is constructed to withstand an internal pressure of 50 psig

and is protected by a pressure relief valve. The pressure capa-

bility permits the tank to be evacuated by using compressed air

to drive the sewage out during emergency conditions.

The tank has multiple probes that sense liquid level by conductance.

TUpon contact with sewage a small current flow triggers a sensitive

transistor relay. The original design of a two-compartment tank

has ten probes, five in each half, with one on each side acting

as a common ground. With an unbaffled tank, only five probes

(indicating four distinct levels) will be necessary.

b. Vacuum Pumps and Seal Water Tank

Dual vacuum pumps, direct coupled to electric motors, are in-

stalled in parallel, atop the seal water tank. They are water

ring seal pumps, drawing fresh water from the tank and dis-

charging the air-water mixture back into the tank for separation.

Air leaves the tank through a vent line. The heat of air com-

pression is absorbed by the water in the seal tank. If the water
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temperature is too high, pumping efficiency drops and operators

sometimes replace the water Just to lower the temperature. The

water is periodically replaced to avoid corrosion by the gases

absorbed in it.

Two vacuum switches control the operation of the pumps. As

; the absolute pressure rises to 6.86 psia* Q16 in. Hg Vac.)the

"run" pump starts up and continues until the pressure reaches

4. 9 psta (20 In. Hg Vac.) If system usage is heavy enough so

that the one vacuum pump Is inadequate, the "standby" pump

is started when the absolute pressure rises to 7. 84 psia

(14 in. Hg.Vac.). It, too, shuts off at 20 in. Hg Vac. Period-

ically, the run-standby designations are reversed by a manually

operated switch in order to give equal wear to the pumps. If

either one or both pumps operate continuously for more than 20

minutes, an alarm is given to indicate a probable vacuum leak

somewhere in the system.

c. Grinder Pump

The grinder pump is a macerating centrifugal pump, known by

the trAde name Maz-O-Rator, which recirculates collected sew-

age in the VCT. It is mounted vertically near the tank witn

piping to and from it, Pumping capacity Is at least 45 gpm. For

systems where the VCT had two compartments, the grinder pump

operation was controlled by the liquid level sensors. Pump con-

trol action in an unbaffled. VCT is not known at present.

*psia = pounds per square inch absolute.

Atmospheric pressure is 14. 7 pals.
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d. Effluent Pump

The effluent pump is the normal means of transferring sewage

from the VCT to the incinerator. It is a progressing-cavity

pump, often referred to by the trade name, Moyno, and is

operated at low speed to produce a 0. 5 gpm flow. The original

drive was by V-belt, but it now uses a chain drive.

e. Transfer/Dump Pump

The transfer/dump pump is a progressing..cavity pump, similar

to the effluent pump but operated at higher speed to yield a seven

gallons per minute transfer rate. its original purpose was to dump

the VCT contents overboard while the tank was still under vacuum

or to transfer the contents to the second VCT on a vessel with two

MSDs (two MSDs are employed on the USS Spruance). For purposes

of this study, the transfer/dump pump will be considered to be

a backup for the Mffluent pump, and vice versa.

f. Fluid Instruments, Valves and Controls

In addition to the level sensor probes and vacuum switches

already mentioned, the VCT assembly employs a liquid level

gage and a level sensor on the seal water tank, sight plugs

on the VCT, pressure/vacuum gages, manual valves and check

valve g.

g. Electrical Instruments and Controls

[• Electrical instruments and controls include:

S. Indicator lights, for status monitoring and alarm indication

. Elapsed time meters, for status monitoring

* Switches, for manual control and mode of operation

I',.: . Logic relays including automatic shutdown and alarm sequence

. Power relays, including overload relays

SAudible alarm
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Incinerator Subsystem (200 man MSD)

The incinerator subsystem consists primarily of a packaged incinerator

and an ancillary fuel oil day tank. Since the fuel tank is custom designed

for the installation, once the (daily) capacity is specified, the subsystem

description will be essentially that of the incinerator. This unit is skid

mounted and contains:

. An Incineration chamber with burner head and sludge nozzle

• A blower

* A fuel pump and fuel filter

Instruments and controls, both fluid and electrical

A. Combustion Chamber

The incineration chambcr is a horizontal cylinder, with a vertically - i

downvwarrd-firlng burner head mounted tangentially to the chamber near one

end. Through the end wall near the burner, a pneumatic nozzle, using

compressed air to atomize the sewage, sprays the sewage along the

centerltne of the cylinder, Combustion gases form a vortex, spiralling

through the chamber to the exhaust outlet at the center of the far wall.

The chamber shell is cooled by air taken from the blower, so that external

temperatures do not present a personnel hazard.

Since the sewage Is sprayed along the centerline of the vortex (and

the chamber), liquid and solid particles have to pass through the hot

combustion gases before they can reach the wall. The design is such that
liquids are vaporized, and the combustible vapors and solids are burned

In the combustion gases, leaving only particulate ash to reach the well,

Centrifugal forces keep the heavier ash particles in the chamber and

prevent them from leaving with the flue gas. -

The burner head consists of a fuel nozzle, ceramic vaporizing tube

(to vaporize the oil), ignition spark plug, combustion chamber, and flame

scanner. Fuel Is completely burned in the combustion chamber before the
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combustion gases enter the larger incineration chamber. The flame

scanner prevents continued fuel injection in the event that ignition does

not take place or the flame goes out.

Ash removal is through a small cleanout access panel at the bottom

of the door, through which the sludge nozzle is installed.

B. Blower

The Incinerator blower is a high pressure blower capable of producing

740 XCFM at 16 pstg. In addition to providing combustion air for the fuel, it

provides cooling air for the combustion chamger, the incinerator chamber

door, the incinerator exterior, and the exhaust gases. The air that cools the

combustion chamber and door also serves as combustion air for the organic

matter in the sewage. A motorized valve controls the amount of air flowwing

to the fuel-fired combustion chamber.

C. Fuel Pump and Fuel Filter

The fuel pump and filter are located under the incinerator chamber.

The pump is a fixed, positive-displacement gear pump directly driven by

a motor. The filter is a cartridge type.

D. Instruments and Controls

The instrumentation and controls are rather complex and only the

highlights will be presented here. For greater detail, the O&M Manual

should be consulted, Operator interfacing instruments and controls, (e.g.,

manual switches, indicating lights, elapsed time meter) are located in a

control panel box mounted on the side of the incinerator. A temperature

controller is separately mounted, Other items are located within pipes

in the processing units.

Primary incinerator control is provided by the temperature controller,

which is an indicating type that receives signals from a thermocouple

I n the exhaust stack. The proportional band control Is nullified so

that on-off control around a set point of 700°F is maintained, using a
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variable frequency of cycling. The controller also activates low and high

temperature alarms.

A simplified sequence of automatic operation of the incinerator is

as follows. Upon signal from the VCT, indicating a sufficiently high
level of contained sewage, the incinerator blower is activated. A com-

bustion air pressure switch senses blower operation and permits a pro-

grammed startup sequence to occur. After a timed interval during which

the air purges potentially explosive vapors from the incinerator chamber .4

and establishes movement of gas up the exhaust stack, the burner begins

to fire (46 seconds). The spark plug ignites the fuel under the watchful

(fire) eye of the flame scanner. If ignition does not occur within seven

seconds, fuul valves close. When stack temperature reaches 650-675 F,

the incinerator feed pump (VCT effluent pump) starts pumping, providing

compressed air is flowing to the sludge nozzle, its determined by a

pressure switch. When the VCT is satisfied that sufficient sewage has

been withdrawn (and incinerated) the fuel flow is out off to the burner. The

blower continues to supply compressed air for the duration of a time interval

empirically preset by a time-delay relay. The incinerator may be restarted

during this post purge period.

Small Boat Collection Subsystem

The lered small boat MSD is a special type of Collection, Holding and

Transfer (CHT) system, there being neither an incinerator as in the Jered

200- man MSD, nor any other treatment process. It is included with the

discussion of the jered MSD not only because of similar collection

methods, but because the adaptations and hybridization anticipated for
A

it will make it similar to that of the larger MSD.

The small boat vacuum collection subsystem (SBCS) uses the same

principles of vacuum transport as the 200-man system. In fact, it uses

the same commodes. If a urinal wcrc to bo in.tallod on a small boat, theV th

fixture and urine discharge valve would be the same.
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The type of equipment used in the SBCS is similar to components

found in household appliances. They are fairly reliable and long lasting

but for continual use on board a Coast Guard vessel, some of them would

be upgraded in quality. A prime example is the piping. The flexible

plasti, tubing and plastic fittings in the current design would be replaced

by rigid metal piping and fittings.

The major components of the SBCS, other than the commode, are:

Vacuum collection tank (VCT)

Vacuum pump(s) and ancillaries

Instruments and controls

A. Vacuum Collection Tank

The VCT is available in four sizes, 30, 60, 120 and 200 gallons. '

They are horizontal cylinders with dtsked heads, The sewage connections

are through two inch ball valves, in on top and out the end, at the bottom.

The small line to the vacuum source Is protected against sewage inflow by

a float-operated High-Level-Shutoff Assembly. Liquid level switches at

either end of the tank oparate a remote ,ht that indicates high level.

An external level sight gage and a compound pressure gage complete

the instrumentation.

The current method of evacuation is through the use of compressed

air to blow the contents out. If the SBCS is hybridized wLih an incinerator

or even an evaporator, a recirculating macerator/transfer pump might be

added. This pump would provide the primary or backup method of evacuation.

B. Vacuum Pump and Ancillaries

The vacuum pump is an oil-lubricated rotary vane pump close-coupled

to an electric motor. It can be used as a compressor as well, and is the

source of compressed air required durinq VCT blowout. Inlet and outlet

filters are provided with the pump, as well as an oil ceservoir/feeder.
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The filters have porous stone elements housed within glass Jars. The

glass Jars would probably be replaced by metal units for use on a Coast

Guard vessel .

A starting switch and a vacuum switch control the vacuum pump

operation. When the pump ts shut down because of adequate vacuum

in the tank, a check valve prevents air and oil from leaking through the

pump and into the VCT. A charcoal filter cartridge deodorizes the air

evacuated from the tank by the pump. It is replaced when saturated, as

determined by the detection of odor.

One vacuum pump of a single size is supplied for all sizes of

SBCS tanks. The larger tanks simply provide more holding capacity in

terms of man-days. Redundant pumps would most likely be installed for

use on board Coast Guard vessels. If the VCT were employed in a system

that has subsequent processing, the tank would be used for its vacuum

function only, with the holding function replaced by some process, e.g.,

incineration, evaporation. In this event, increased vacuum pumpinq capa-

city In conjunctiron with one of the larger tanks would be suitable for serving

bigger crews. A larger vdcuum pump of the same style, made by the uame

manufacturer, is available with a very slight increase in physical dimensions.

C. Instruments and Controls

In addition to the instruments and controls already discussed, one

more item is required and is basic to the subsystem, t. e., the mode valve.

The mode valve is a five-part, four-way valve that reverses the direction

of air flow (into or out of the VCT) without requiring any change to the

vacuum pump. This is accomplished by connecting the discharge or

suction side of the pump to the tank. The valve is a spool valve with

sliding O-Ring Seals, manually operated by a lever. A possible modtfica-

tion for this valve is to have its operation automated, cnntrolled by

a level sensing device.
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TERED

COMPONENT PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

m erelght (1bs) Volume Dimonslons ••nches)Component-
Dry Filled Cu ft 1eight Length Width

Commode 30 31 3.1 16.3 20.3 16 dia

Urine Dischg. Valve 7 8 0.2 12.4 - 5.6 dia

Vac. Collect. Tank *

30 gal 100 266 4.4 - 38 16 die

60 gal 175 591 8.7 - 48 20 die

120 gal 350 1183 18.1 . 69 24 dia

200 gal 530 2100 33.5 - 72 32 dia

Vacuum Pump
0822 43 1.0 18 10 10

3.022 47 - 1.1 19 10 10
Reciro. Macer. Pumi* 125 127 1.0 10 25 7

Incin. Foed Pump ** 144 147 2.5 16 30 9

Vac. Coll. Tank Assy.

250 gal 5U00 6900 165 66 72 60

Incinerator 2000 . 102 63 77 36

* Includes tank and auxiliary components except for vacuum pump(s).

• * Included in 250 gbl VCT Assembly.
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JERED

COMPONENT PIPE CONNECTION SIZES

Commode Outlbt Pipe: 1 1/2-inch IPS
Water Supply: 1/2-Inch ID Hose

Urinal Discharge Valve Inlet and Outlet: 1 1/2-inch IPS

Vacuuii;, fanks

8mall boat VCT Inlet and Outlet: 2-inch NPT
Vacuum Connection

250 gal See JERED Dwg. H20118C001 (3 sheets)

Vacuum Pump

0822 and 1022 Inlet and Outlet: 3/8-inch IPS

Recirc. Macerator Pump Inlet: 3-inch NPT
Outlet: 1 1/4-inch NPT

Incinerator Feed Pump Vertical: 1 1/2-inch NPT
Horizontal 1 1/4-Inch NPT
(Flow in either direction)

Incinerator (TERED)

Sludge Connection 1/2-inch NPT

Compressed Air 1/4-inch NPT

Stack 8-inch 150-lb steel flange*

* Stdck may vary in size depending upon installation.
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COMPONENT VESSEL RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

Ambient Compreused Fuel oil
Componc-nt HP Watts Volts Phase Hertz Amp.Al CMArSF p

Vacuum Puimp

0211/2 4 0/2 40 1 Go

1022 3/4 120U/2 40 1 60

Vacuum Collection Assy.

Vacuum Pump' 3 440 8 60

Overboard Pump 3440 3 60

Effluent Pump 1/2 440 3 60

*Controls, 250 est. 120 1 60

Racite. Macerator Pump 1 1/2 440 3 60

Incinerator (JEREID11 1 6 10 max is
1.10 1 60 1.0

Blower 5440 3 60 2700"

Oil Pump 1/3 440 3 60 '7. 5est.

Controls 250 est. 110 1 60

•__

*Dual vacuum pumps frequently run at the same time.
**Combustion blower withdraws 720 SCFM. Compartment ventilation required is

2700 SCFM (per incinerator)
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*MSD 1PlFECTIVrNESS ATTREIBUTE DATAI
I - ADAtJTABI[,17Y FORl

M/F. ____SHIPBOARDI) NSTPJLATION

MSD JEE ____Sheet I of 4

~IINSTALLATION
F~actor/ INSTALLATION .iL ~ cDt
Subfactar Collct, /Transp, TreAt. /DIsposal

Ident. No _________Characteristics 
Subsstem susyte

12 MSD materials disallowed or not rccomme.nided.0) Loatg SmBalt

()No disallowed or not recommended mateials pre.-ent(' nMD ussem

(b) Sorni disallowed or not recommended materials pre~sent In MSD subsystem,
but resuiltantt problems can be solved or compensated for.

(c) Presence or disallowed or not recommended niaterialsl In NIS)) subsystem
presents problemts with no feasible solutions.

of upprtsysemreqirmens fr SD ubystm._____
13 Extent of additional support systetrs or equipment required to accommodate()

21 E~xtent or Mounre modifications required for MSD irtisallatiost, ('7) ('7).

(it) Mni1 uses standard commodes and urinals.b N/
(1i) MSI) uses non-standardi commisodes and special equipment Is associated bb N/

with the tiritals.
(o) NMSD us4 sion-3tandatd comnmodes. special equipment Is associateu with

the urinals and each fixture has additional hool--up requirements.

22 Extent of flush medium oupply inodificattions r~quired for MSI) instAllatlon,I

(,a) MSI) uses sea water for flu~limig flxtutes.
(b) M81) uses frush water for flushing fixtues b I b N/A

_____ (e) MSD uses A nion-aiqueous for flushing, fL'xmurcs.
(4)

231 Hookup requirements for MSD Collectioti/Transkvrt siubsystotm Installation.() ()

(a) M51) tses staindard C~olluction,'Tr~inSport SuL1SyStCMi.
h) NI) list's rcr: I icul aUt' Cl Len/igrr rs.m.~

(c) MRL) utses uon-stamidatd and centralized Coile~otlnirratisport subsystemi. cc NIA
(d) MSD uses non-standard and niou-centralized Collection/Transport

________ stulsystem.0()

(1) As specified rIn subehaptarin 3&4 of hierchauti Marine Coda and C,-G, MSID ra8ulations.
(2) Vor purposes of this study, C.G. directs choice (a) for aAt MSls,
(3) Examoples;

. Firefighting system musmt be Installed with Incinerator,

. Bilge alarm requited if large tank is Installed above bilge.

. Compressor required on vessels that 0o niot Already have one.
. Detectors of toxic or noxious gases should be Instilled with any systemn that, a§ an fifanhten design feaMur, lies

such gases inl processing waistes.
(4) Dralin piping; electric cable-s for connsecting corinmodes, &1/1 pump ind control panel, compressed air, etc.

(5) In existing gravity drain oystorn.
(6) Includest conversion from reducerd falui vacuum wimlection to a standard gravity drain systemn with or without recirculation,.

('7) F'ire protectlcit cquipnient~ ventilation,
(8) urinal discharge valves rei'.ircd (at least one for every 5 urinals).

(9) Cables for electric power and vontrols (control panel, VClT). compressed air, vacuumi lines, fresh water,
(10) Electric power, electrical controls, fresh watch vacuum Uties (has own compresed air).
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MSD EFFECTIVENE3S ATTRIBUTE DATA
I- ADAPTABILITY FOR

M/E $HIPBOARD IN$ ALLATIOS

MSD JERED Sheet of
WE INSTALLATION

:, sactor/ , INSTALLATION Attribute Data- Subfaotor 
Collect./Tranrp, Treat. /Disposal

Ident. No. Chaacteristics subsystem Subsystem

232 Routing flexibility for drain piping modifloations 1 ) auociated with MWD DO Small
Collection/Transport subsystem Installation(2 ) (at (at

(a) Routing of Mwr Coliention/Transport piping is highly flexible, a a
(b) Routing of MSD CoUection/TranSport piping t moderately flaidble with N/A

some restrictions. I
(a) Routing of MSD Collection/Transport piping Is hifghl inflexible. _

233 Space requirements for NMD Collection/Tranhport subsystem Installation

(a) Space required for MSD CollIctior/Transport subsystem Is little or no
greater than that required for standard Collection/Transport subsystem. N

(b) Space required for MSD Collection/Transport subsystem Is moderately N/A
Increased over that requied for standard Collectdon/Transporr subsystem,

(c) Space required for MSD Collection/Transport subsystem is much greater
than that required for standard Collction/Transport subsystem. c c

234 Modularity of MSD ColloctiontTransport subsystem (as it affects instauation).

(a) Colleotion/Transport subsystem is highly modular.
(b) TheM is an option for some decentralization of the MSD Collection/ N/A

Transport subsystem.

M The MSD Collection/Transport subsystem Is highly centralized, c c_ _

(6) T (7)
235• Vent requirements for ND Collsecttil/Ttansport subsystem installation.

(A) MSD Collection/Transport subsystem requires no vents. N/A
(b) MSD Coliectiorn/Transport subsystem requires few vents. b b
(c) MSD ColIection/Transport subsystem requires many vents.

(1) Of the three relevant categories of routing lines (piping, ventilation, electdcal), piping Is the most important for
asusesing ease of MSD installation.

. With gravity dr. ýnage, lines must always slope downward and require venting.
Smaller size lines ae inherently more flexible.
With pUmp or vacuum Collection/Transport subsystem, sharp bends, risers and long runs can be accommodatedIn piping.

(8) Restriction on vertical risers: 6-8 ft.

(4) VCT and vacuum pump with eal water taak.
(6) Requires less spacel two vacuum pumps and valves are relatively small.

(6) Vent required for VCT (connected to seal water tank).

(7) Vented only In compartment.

5
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA
I -ADAPTABILITY FOR

W/E SHIPBOARD INSTALLATION

MSD LERED Sheet 3 of 4
WdE INTLAINAttribute Data.

3uPaetor Collect. /Ttsrin,p Treat. /Disposal

Moent. No. ______Characteristic: subsystem Subsystem

242 Hlookup te(ieet or MSD waste Treatment/DisposAl subsystem Boo I BsUt5

Va ie.nt t ndo al requ~rements forth MSDwat Treatment/Disposal sbyc f.AUI~la

(b) Pipe dents andor cbe require met for th MSD Treatment/Disposal sbytm

(ichag lipe, euts. electri cables reuirem fow r thieoe panelstmentc. u /D igsprvetiasalec

"e4 ogmtat aoe monly ntrnal tof M wse omp atment/Dinswhich subsystemis loate Irnt cniee ee
effctsi incineration)r rqie ml (w xat

Fuel icinreratormequ/ire osalae subsste iha glymoulr.N/

(( i ay tNOD Tomreamn/Dspsed alr vussemtlaIon e glectrcpoenralecd.ca cotos(oto0ae one il nieao

2" Vae).rqieet o N*wseTetet Dsoa ussemIsalto 3

(a).N..........e.r.quird.for.............../...os.l..ubsy.tem. NIA

(b Vnt a rqure fr WDTrsimet/isosl ub59 em

24 xas tc eurmnsfrMD at ramn Dsoa usse
intlain 4



MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTrRIBUTE DATA
I - ADAPTABILITY FOR

M/E SHIPBOARD INSTALLATION

MSD JE RED Sheet 4 of 4

WE ~INSTALIXT-10N
Pactor/ INSTALLATION Attribute Data
subfactor aflloat. /Transp. Treat. /Disposal
Montn. No. Characteristics SubsystemSuste

28 Raue of rt&Wtlizg MSD support equipment(l)l~S Small 2
Dot Boat.

Extent of additional support equipment required to Accommodate MSD
(4) 14o Additional support equipment required for MSD subsystem. A a b(b) Some additional support equipment required for WSD subsystem.
(c) Ntuch Additional support equipment required for MSD subsystem. _____________

()Exa m pes:I

. Ftrfighting system must be inatalied with incinerator.

. Bilge Alarm required If large tank is installed Above bilge.

. Compre~ivor required on vessels that do not Already have one,

. Detectors of toxdo or noxious gasim sliould be installed with any system that, AS An Inherent design feature, isos
such gases in processing wastes.

(2) Fire fighting equlpment:.vvntilation,
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1M-) EFFECTIVENESS ATTrRIBUTE DATA .
M/ i -PERFORMANCE

MSD ERDSheet 1 of 4

M/I~ Attribute Data

Subfactor Collect. /Transp. Ttcat./Dispoaai
Ide .No. ChATACteriltICA ~susstem Subsystem

311 Effect of peak hydraulic loads In WiACO' water stream on MSD peorfamance Wor Ba(A)or L o N/nfcn feto lo ae ek o a usse efrac. () () A

(b) Effoct of black water peaks is of short duration. wdit temporary lmplicsto' ytm anth iega ae
toufor MSD subsystemn performance, eaay to overcome.b b

* ~(0) Long-term effect of brayk water peaks, difficult to overcomne with long-tm
torlimplications for MSD subsystem performance.

(d) No ability of WD subsystem to handle brayk water peaks.

3121 Effect of lowk hyraliw londitosln ~tms ins blackl water stream on NISt perormnc (2)

(a) No significant effect of black water lopleak dton/ogIdetms onMNSD subsystem performance. aNIA NA

(b) Effect of blayk water pelow fwIniosln detms of short duration, wt eprr mlctoi
wttmorrIplciosfor MSDSl subsystem performance, gauy toovrme

(a) Long-term effect of btack water loaks dflo ul to dtoneromg widhlong-merm
difcl ooe-oiwt u-emImplications for MSD aubsystemprfrane

performance.3
(ai) No signiicat affecDubyte tof adl black water low flow eonditiri/ogIl imson/ I

(h feton f blackwater, _owno____________dltmeosordraio ,

(') Pek loadhantemnorariiy dmpendstions for BS ubsystem. Theabiltofants eas whct mlyoa netsug akt

( ) Logner examplt of blcwae low flow condition i hn7%o i rwis orong Ilear timefsa. ekansaeinob
damifficul 2to ovr crw , wis nom l. ong-tdbine mpiareons feorde of sustevma ek fvruil osaeo W

otofusngrslsnvcumpm.wligonebttidosordrdeperformance, 1
(1 ldge feoA a sLteay rateIS zbyto m tniero hnl lc ae lwfo odtos

(~) . Not longsty idl vauu [lines.
(1 Ifncluesistary Vt amshul bled dal y foraertoodasmt.tn n u nfeh ae rd~fcat

(2 Pfeank loadntentsgo sepltic adeprenson/surbrsesteoul 1ovela carcabiltero an Md prdchempodos sitifun t couprtme tnt o
h andl pumps outstallk ndepeinde Almst ntreoly fitt ieer.Sofths

Lo) of sludge rninierultor is wet, pmay woeuinr g lodoer, thrughistc dhesno degecute standrard n e, i ugebfr
firnlu ge up ti ted aet incinerator,

If sludge line Ibt.am c nncinerator~ owt a eeake uporcan be corrackdwornpeeveutestnad byc bloing outrte liefand

cleaning with fresh water; corrective aerastion may require discontimoting the line.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

,M/ - PERFORMANCE

MSD JERED Sheet 2 of .

o/E Attrlbttte Data
fPactor/
Subtfactor Colloc t./Transp. Treat. /Disposal
Ident, No, Characteristics Subsystern Subsytem

122 Effect of low flow conditions/Iong idle times in gray water stream on MND Large Small

performance() DoaM ioat
(a) No significant effect of gray water low flow oondltions/long Idle times on

MSD 3ul;systcm performance.
(b) Effect of gray water low flow conditons/long idle times of short duration, N/A N/A

with tomixerary implications for MSD subsystem performance, easy to Systema cannot hI idLe gray water
overcome, I

(c) Long-term effect of gray water low flow conditions/long idle times, I
ifficult to overcome with long-term Implications for NISD subsystem I

performance.
(d) No ability of MSD sLbsystetn to handle gray water low flow conditions/long

-,idle times,
33l Ability of black water portion of NtsD to handle additional perionnel (on a (4, 6) (4) (a)

long-term batsi)() '

(a) NISD black water subsystemti will handle additional personalel with little ora a
no dogs,,ration in performance. A A a

(b) MSD blacl, water subsystem will handle additional personnel with
moderately degradod (but still barely acceptable) performance.

(c) MSD black water subsystem will not handle additional petsumul I

31P2 Ability of gray water portion of MSD to handle additional r-roonnel (on a long- i
term hasis)(') I
(a) MSD gray water subsyStCem Will handle addi tkoal prsri~tnel with little or no N/A N/A

degradation in performanco, System cannot hat die gray water
(b) -t3ray water subsystem will handle additional personnel with moderately

degraded (but still barely acceptable) performance,
(c) MSD ruy water subtystomn will not handle additional pcrsounel. .

(1) An example of low flow condidon Is when 75/o of the crew is not on board vessal for a weak and usage rate by
remaining 25,/1 of .zrew Is normal. Long idle times are on tie order of several weeks of virtually no usage of MSD.

(2) Resultiq,g In fong-terw increase In average black water stream hydraulic loading. The ability of an MND which
employs a black water (or sludg, holding tank to handle additional personnel may be determined by the size of
that tank.

(3) Resulting fit long-term increase in aeverage gray water stream hydraulie loading. The ability of an MSD which employs
a gray water (or sludge) holding tank to handle additiornal personnel may be determined by the size of that tank.

(4) If InAny flushes In short periOe of time. there may be a Msort (,-10 min.) delay in flushing aotion while vacuum pumps
to-build to higher pressure.

(5) VCT can handle additional peS'onnel (1/3 more than any system oonsidered In study).
(6) In small h.mtt, incinerator feel tank sized so as to make incinerator rmn at maximum rate.

0J
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E . - PpFORMANCE

MSD JERED Sheet 3 of 4

'1 M/EWEactor/ 
Attribute lata

Subfactor Collect. /Tranep. Treat, /Disposal
Ident. No. Characteristics Susystem, Subsystem

* Large'o Small
41 Ablity of black water handling portion of MSD to operate for sustained time Ba.-i Usoat

• lperodsI

(a) MSD black water sublytern can operate for Indefinite period of time If no
conmpoitfnts fall,( 1) A a a

(b) MSD black water subtystem can operate for only limited period of time,

even If no componenu fall.(2) (I

42 Ab'lity of gray water hisirl,% poztiop of MSD to ope-ac or st sitatned time I

period I

(a) MSD gray water subsystem can operate for Indefinite period of time if 1o N/A N/A
oomponen is fail,() SyRtem cannot hial dle gray water

(b) MSD gray water subsystem can operate for only limited period of time, I
oven if no components fail..(2)

i1 Ability of MSD to handle ground garbage In black water stream (4) I (4) (5)

(a) ISD black water subsystem will handle ground garbage in black water

stream on a long-term basis, a a
(b) SISD black water subsystem will handle ground garbage in black water

stream on at least a short-team basis. b
(c) MSD black water subsystem wil not handle ground garbage in black water I

stream.

62 Ability of MSD to handle foreign materials/obJectsi(8) In black watr stream (6) (Inblckwae srem 6 (l) (7)

(a) MSD subsystem will handle foreign mar.rlals/objects In black water
stream on a long-term basis.

(b) MSD subsystem will handle foreign m'terlals/objecu In black water
stream on at least a slort-term basis.

(o) MSD subsystem will not handle foreign materlals/objects In black Water
Stresam. b IJ

-L -

(1) AppUle to a T/D subsystem with an incinerator.
(2) Applift to a T/Dtuboystem without an incinerator.

: Long, narrow objects (pean, pencils, toothpicks, etc.)
, Small hard objects (nut shells, pull tab from a flip top can, bottle cap@, paper clps, coins, nuta/bolrl/

screws/naill, cuff hlnk, etc.)
"*Largo soft objects (paper towels, newipaper page, stiff and shiny mnagazine pago, strings from a floor mop,

rag, tampons and sanitary napkins, etc.)

(4) An int"rface device is required to direct ground garbage slurry into vacuum lines. A urinal discharge valve can be used
for tbis purpose.

(5) Particles In garbage (plces of bone, melon pits, pieces of meat, etc) may clog feed Une or spray nozzle in Incinsrator
necessitating shutdown or cleanout.

(6) Toothpicks may interfere with operation of urinal discharge valvea magazine paper may interfere with operation of
commode alone. 63

(1) Only If small (spray nozzle •rifice (1/4").

N.
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MSD EFFECTIVEDESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

MAE Il - PERFORMANCE

MSD JERED Sheet _4 of 4

WE__ 
_ _ _ _ _

Factor/ Attribute Data
Subfactor Collect. /TrAnsp. Treat. /fllspomal
ideant. No. Characteristics Susse subsystem

83 Ability of WSD to handle detergents/suirfactants in black watre streamr on a Large Small
long-twrm basis.Lot I Dt

(A) MSD subsystem will handle detergents/surfactants in black water stream
on a long-term basis, aA

(b) MSD subsystem Will handle detargents/surfactants in black water stream
on at least a short-term basils. I b

* (c) MSD subsystem will not handle detergents/surfactants in black water strea. I

54 Ability of M61) to handle toxic materials In black water stream

(a) MSD subsystem w~ll handle toxic materials in black water stream on a
long-terms badls. aa a

(b) MSD subsystem will handle toxic materials in black water stream on atleast a ahort-term basis,(0) MFID u1blyltem Will handle toxic materials in black water stream.- T - )

61 Ability of MSD secondary emissiorns to rnec applicable standards for
the discharge of Aft polisitants

(a) No possibility of discharge of significant air pollution hcm MSD subsystem. aa
(b) MSD subsystem will ineet standards for air palluitants tinder normal opet-

acing conditions. jb
(c) NMSD subsystem will meet standards for air pollutants under normal oper-

ating conditions and there is a strong posslibility of non-con~formance to

62 Ability of MSD secondary emissions to meet Applicable standards for ()
disposal Of oJ~l-cOntAminated residues At sAG
(A) MSD) suhsystem tias no potential for prr'ducing ail-contamluated residues

At %ca.
(b) MSI) subsystorm has A potential for producing oil-contaminated residues

at 3a.
71 Performanice risk for black water hanling portion of MSD -(4)

(a) MSI) black water subsystom has a history of fair or batter test results.
(b) M21. black wvater subsystem has a history of poor test results. Ib

- (c) No rtst results are Available for the MSD black Water 11ubsyitRO._______________

'12 Performance risk4 for gray Water Water ha01dling1 portion of MSD
(u) MvSD gray water sul~yatem hans a hisromy of fair or bectter teot results.NA /
(b) MSD gray water subsystem tins at history of poor tes reuls System cannot list le gray water
(c) No test rasulta are available for the MSI) gray water subsystem.

(1) (11 type vacuuim pump life reduced if foaming washesj out otli Ottl and detergents may degrade charcoal filter performanceIdewreassng mecrculating pumping ability And odor removal,
(2) Under ext'mordli''y or Improper cor~ditions, LInCIneratot ma exiiaust pollutants.
(.3) If incinerator is working Poorly, Ash1 MAY have some cit rn t: fatty wastes possible, but not likely.(4) Problems with tncinerator (pot, flameout, under cextairt conditions).
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E - III -OPERABILITY

MSD TERED Sheet 1 of 2

W/E OPERABILITY
Factor/ OPERABILITY Attribute Data

Subactot Collect. /Transp. Treat./Disposal'ent. No, Chuacteristis ... ub Subsystem

La I Small
11 Degree of automation for MSD operation (1) Boat I Boat

(a) MED sub•ystem is almost tisUy automatic.
(b) MED subsystem is semi-automatio: requires Infrequent operator

attention, b
(c) WSD subsystem is semi-automatics requires a moderate degree I b

of operator attention, I c
(d) MSD subsystem Is semi-automatios requires frequont operator

attentlo,-
(e) MSD subsystem is operated manuaUly.

12 ase of disposal of MSD reddue(i)( 1)2) (6) (5 ('7)

(a) MeD subsystem has no residues, or disposal of residues from MED I a
subsystem is very convenient.

(b) Disposal of residues brom MSD subsystem Is moderately convenient. b I b
(a) DlspoWl of residues from MSD subsystem is Inconvenient. - -

14 Likelihood of violating effuentt standards because of procedural errors in MSD (0) (b) ()
operation, (3)

(a) There Is virtually no chance of violating effluent standards because of
procedural errors in MSD operation.

(b) There is a low likelihood of violating effluent standards because of
procedural errorý in MSD operation. b I b b

(c) There is a fair to moderate chance of violating effluent standards because
of procedural eorors in MSD operation.

(d) There is a high Uikelihood of violating effluent standards because of
procedural errors in MSD operation. -

23 Skill level requirements for operator of MSV

NUD subsystem complexity ranking fom 1 to 5 a 6 3

94 Training requirements for operator of MED

MsD subsystem complexity raeking from 1 to 5 5 I 3 -

(1) Residue is any by-product of normal MSD operation, disposal of which is regular operating task, Examples are ash
produced by an incinerator, seal water used by vacuum pulmps, wastewater or sludge held In a tank, evaporator
residue, etc.

(2) Length of time required for disposal is the main factor consideredl other factors ate ease of Access of area of MSD
containing the residue, amount of residue to be disposed of, and ease of ItorinS residue on board or taking if off
vessel, as appropriate.

(3) By dumping overboard effluent which doesn't meet standards, flush oil, evaporator residue, air pollutants from
Incinerator, etc.

(4) No automatic disposal; 4-way valve, manually operated. ('7) ltninerator ash: Make sure incinerator is coolh remove screws
(5) Seal water for liquid ring pumps. that hold end plate: remove end platet scoop or scrape out
(6) No residue ashes - should be dry.

65 (8) Must misuse 2 sets of controls (buttons and/or valves).
(9) Improper operation of Incinerator may result in disuhatge of

4i air pollutants.



MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E III - OPERABILITY

MSD TRE Sheet 2 of 2
W/E PN rLT

APaotor/ OPERABILITY Attribute Data
Subfictor Collect. /Transp. Treat, /DlspotaI
Ident No. Characteristios Subivitem Subsystem

25 Effect of MSD operation on venal work routines/schedules

(a). MSX) operation has minimal or no effect on work routines/schedules..
(b) Effect of MSD operation on work routines/ schedules is more than

minllmal-t. e., io moderate or extensive).
82 Availability Of specialized or unique consurrableu/ expendables required for oa I4 Bmall(t

MSD operation
(a) No specialized or unique consumnables or expendables required for MVSD A I a

subsystem operation.
(b) Any specialized or unique consumables or expendables required for 101)l

subsystem operation Are available from ship's inventory.
(a) Any specialized or unique consumnables or exp~endables required for MSDI

subsystem operation are available from Federal Stock System.
(d), Any specilaized or unique consumables or expendables required for WDb d

subsystem operation are Available from a commercial source.-

83 Operating requirements fot special Or unique MED) support equipment (0)
(a) No special or unique support equipment required by MISD subsystem. a I a
(b) Some special or unique supporttequipment required by 1\40 subsystem:

equipment requires only minimal and infrequent attention(J~) to keepI

(c) Some special or unique support equipment required by NtSD subs stem:
requires more than infrequent attention to keep operational.(

(1) By C. 0. direction, (A) Applies to a111 MSDs consicared In this study.
(2) No more frequently than weekly with a duration not greater than 10 minutes: or more frequently than

semi-annually with a duration of' 2 hours.
(B) E.g.. firefighting equipment, special transformers. ozone detector, bilge Alarm.
(4) E.g.. compressor installed to support MWD operation.

(5) Incinerator relatod items (pot) obtain fromi manufacturer only.
(bI) M'e fighting equipment for incinerator; ventilation.
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* MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E IV - PERSONNEL SAFETY

MSD JERED Sheet j of

EM/ SAFETY
Factor/ SAFETY Attribute Data
subfactor collectt, /Transp. Treat. /Disposal
"Ident. No. Characteristics Subsytem Subsy.temS.. . i...Large I Small!

11 Hazard of contact with/spillage of toxic/dangerous substaneel(I) due to W4D lOat i
inherent design

L - Likelihood of hazard

(a) No chance &
(b) Highly unlikely b
(c) Fair to even chance

8 - Severity of hazard

(a) No resultant injury. A A a
(b) Results In injury of low to moderate severity requiring first aid or limited I

medical teatment,
..e. i injevee injury or death-. "

C - Hazard correction I

(a) Hazardous dtu&tion can be easily corrected, 4 a A
(b) Hazardous situation is difficult to correct. I
(0 Hazardoue situation cannot be corrected. _ _ _

(1) EXAM0lus
. Leakage of fumes from incinerator into adjacent berthing and working spaoea.
. Hydrogen ulfide (a toxicant) may be generated in sewage holding tanks,
. Fresh water connections to MSD subsystems have a potential for contaminating the veselS potable water supply

with toxic/dangerous substances.
. Sewage contamination.

The followitn pathogens may be transmited through sewage,
- Tetanus (bacteria)
- Typhoid (bacteria)
- Dysentery (bacteria)
- Cholera (bacteria)
- Hepatiti (viru)
- Polio (virus)
Posaible methods ofinfection (a healthy p•rson may be A carrLert Infection hazard depends on a parton's
zotstAnce).

- oral (f'om hand& while smoking or eating) - the moot common method or t4armnitting enteric
(Intestinal) diseases.

- Through breaks in skin (cut, abrasions, soxes).
- Eyes and nose (form hands).
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:,L,.) EF'FECTIV1NESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E IV - PEISONNI:L SAE.I.,[

MSD IERED Sheet 2 of 6

Factor/ Attribute Data

subfactor Collect. /Trausp. Treat./Disposal

Ident. No, Characteristics subs ubystem ,.

12 Hazard of contact due with/spillage of toxic/dangerous substances(l) due to I t(8)

procedural error/equipment failures of MSD I (2)

L - Likelihood of hazard I

(a) No chance
(b) Highly unlikely b b b
(c) Fair to even chance

,.- Severia -of hazard

(a) No resultant injury. a I a A
(b) Results in injury of low to modernte severity requiring first aid or limited

medical treatment.()Results in severe injury ' death.

C - Hazard correction II
(a) Hazardous situation can be enaily corrected. a A
(b) Hazarous siatiuton is difficult to correct.
(c) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected.

(.t) Exaninless

. lakage of umes from Incinerator Into adjacent bortding and working spaces.

. Hydrogen sulfide (a toxicant) may be generated In towage holding tanks.
* Fresh water connections to MSD subsystems have a potential for contaminating the vosse's potablo water supply

with toxic/dangeroui rubstances.
. Sewage contamination.

The foUowing pathogens may be traanmittod through tewage.
- Tetanus (bacteria)
- Typ~ioid (bacta-ia)
- Dyientory (bacteria)
- Cholera (bacteria)
- Hepatitis (vir•)
- Polio (virus)
Potsible methods of infection (a healthy person may be a carrier; infection hazard depends on a person's

resistance).
- oral (fron hands while smoking or oating) - the most common method of transmitting enteric

(Intc~tinal) diseases.
- '1through breaks in skin (cuts, abrasiom, sores).
- Eyes and nose (from hands).

(2) Requires multiple failures. In small boat, collection system could blow tank backwardt, blowing gases back
through commodes.

(9) . May come into contact with wet sludge when removing ash from incinerator.
Leakage of timres from Incinerator pouiblc.

6 8
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rA
MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E IV - PERSONNEL SAFETY

JERED
MSD ;E _ _D Sheet of_

M/E SAFETY
Factor/ SAFETY Attribute Data

Subtactor Collect. /Transp. Treat./Disposal

LIdent. No. Characteristics .Subsstem Subsyttemn
Large Ismau

21 Hazard of e xplosive potential for operator/maintainer due to inherent MSD Boart Boat

design o Bo

L - Likelihood of hazard I

(a) No chance A a
(b) Highly unlikely I b
(a) Fair to even chance
.JýL 2~l- jyjlkely. -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Severity of hazard

(a) No resultant injury, a a a *1
(b) Results In injury of low to moderate severity requiring first aid or limited

medical treatment.
(_c). .a =u l, fl ,_er injuy o death,

C - Hazard correction

(a) Hazardous situation can be easily corrected. a a a
(b) Hazardous situation is difficult to correct.
(c) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected."equpmen feiuressfmaDt(1 ('2

22 Hazard of explosive poccitial for opeator/malrtainer due to procedural errors/ LoaI Sm (at
equipment fallnres of NISD ) i)

L - Likelihood of hazard

(a) No chance
(b) Highly U1inikely b b
(c) entr to even chance

F.' - Severity of hazard

(a) No resultant Injory. a
(b) Results In injury of low to moderate sevebity requiting irst aid or limited I

medical treatment. h

.su_ t1ts in sever X lnljury or death. --

C - Hazard correction

(a) Hazardous situation can be easily corrected. a

(b) Hazardous situation Is difficult to correct. h
(c) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected.

(1) if relif valve Fornu and compressed air regulator got$ stuck.
(2) If flawmnablc Uquid is poured down commode, vacuum ipumip will pi'; explosive vapors out Into compartment of pump.
(a) If flammable liquid Is fed into incinerator, will overheat.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

m/E rV - PERSONNEL SAFETY

MSD JERED Sheet 4of 6

M/E SAFETY
WEcor SAFETY Attribute Data

subfactor Collact. /Transp. Treat, /DispOsal
ld ],Cha1racteristics Subsae. Subsystern

'l1 Hazard of fire Ignition piotenitial~1 ) die to inherent M5D deig oat IBoat

1. - Likelihood of hazard

(a) No chance a a
(b) Highly unlikelyb
(C) Fair to even chance

------ --- - - --- - - -- - - ---- -- -- -- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- --- I--
S - Sever.ty of hazard

(a) No resultant injury. a A a

(b) ResUlts in injury of low to moderate severity requiring flrst air or lminated

C - Hazard correction

(a) Hazardous situation can be easily corrected, a aa
(b) Hazardous situation is difficult to norrect.
(c) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected,.-

*32 Hazard of Atre Ignition potcntia111 ) due to procedural errors /equi pinent failure of (2)
MSD

L - Likelihood of hazardI

(a) No chance aa
(b Hihyulkl
(c) Fair to even chanice A

S - Severity of hazard

(a) No remultAni injury,.
(b) Results in Injury of low to moderate severity reqjuiring firs aid or limited

_S!) Resultsin severeL~ Lnur -a deah.

C - iliazard correction

(a) Hazardous situtatioss can be easily corrected. a a
(b) Hazardous situation is difficult to correct. b
(c) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected.

(1) 01. used for flushing is not flammabIL. under ordinary conditions. However, at high temperatures, e.g., In the
presence of a fire, it will suppo~rt combustion.

r2) If too much oil h ftbd into L:i.Aacrator, the insulation comea away froml combustion chamber,
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DjAA

M/E IV - PERSONNEL SAFETY

__MSD JERED Sheet 5 of

W/E SAFETY
Pactor/ SAFETY Attibute Data
Subfactor follect./Transp, Treat. /Dlsposal
ldent. of . .. ...... Characteristics stem Subsystem;; L~re M rAU

4 Hazard of electrial sook potensal(I) for operator/maintainer of MSD SAOL

L - Likelihood of hazard

(a) No chance
(b) Highly unlikely b I b b
(a) Far to even chance

S - Severity of hazard

(a) No resultant injury, a a a
(b) Results In injury of low to moderate severity requiring first Aid or limited

medical treatment,
.clResults In severe lilyux or death. ,-

C - Hazard correction

(a) Hazardous situation canr ht easily corrected, a a a
(b) Hazardous situation is difficult to corrczc.
-a Hazardous situation cannot be corrected.

51 Physical hazards asociated With MSD due to sharp edgei(s)

L - Likelihood of hazard

(a) No chance
(b) Highly unlikely b I b b
(a) Fair to even chance

Hihykl-------- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ------ -•2 -IhX-U•Z -- -----I .
S - Severalr of hazard

(a) No resultant injury, a a a
(b) Results in Injury of low to moderate severity requiring ih'st air or limitc-I

medical treatment.
AJ, 1!uLts in revere LnjurX ot death, 1

C - llazard correction

(a) Hazardous situation can be easily corrected, a I a a
(b) Hazardous situation is difficult to correct.
(C) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected.

(1) Ele•ric shock may result in severe bums and/or deathd in addition, reaction to electric shock may casue affected
Individual to be thrown aside, possibly subjecting him to severe Impact injuries and/or contact with sharge edges/hot
surfaces.

(2) Combined effect of Injury due to sharp edges/poinra and sewage contamination may Introduce harmful pathogens into
the bloodstream of an affected Individual.

(3) Stock Moj have sheet metal wrap with sharp edges.
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MID EPPECTIVENESS ATTRIUTE DATA

MSD JERED ME r- ESNESATYShoet 6 of 6

W/E SAFETY
Factor/ SAFETY AWtiLt Data
Subfactor collect. /Tranhp. Treat. /Disposl
Ldent. No. Characteristics Subs stem subsystem

52 Physical hazirds Associated with MSD due to hot surfaces 11

L - Likelihood of hazard

(a) No chancebb
()Highly unlikely 0

(r) Fair to even chance
----------------------------------------- ---- -- -- -- -- ----

S - Severity of hazard
(a) No resultant Injury. a
(b) Results in Injury of low to moderate severity requiring first aid or limited

medical treatmient.b
(a)L Resulti in severe injury or death.

-------------------------------------------------------
C - Hazard c'orrection

(a) Hazarkous situation can be easily corrected.aaa
(b) Hazardous situation is difficult to correct.I
(a) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected.,

83 Physical hazard for maintalner of MSD due to rotating machinery JO Ba

L - tikellhood of hazard(4

(A) No chance
(b) Highly unlikely b
(c) Fair to even chance

!k $lZ~J --- - -- -- -- -- -- ------ -- -- -- -- -- -- --- --- -.---.. ---..---..---
S - Severity of hazard

(a) No resultant injury, I A a
(b) Results in Injury of low to moderate severity requiiring firs t aid or Lirnitud b I

medical treatmentb

-QL!!!u-its In severe lIuyo death. -

C - Hazard correction

(A) Hazardous situation can be easily corrected.
(b) Hazardous situation is difficult it' correct.
(c) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected.

(1) Only with equipment failure. e.g., mo~tor overishuas.
(2) For maintainat.
(3) Vacuum P111nip shaft COuUP1ngs Are guarded, but could get hand under guard. voelt drives on effluent. tranisfet and

Stinder punips.
(4) Vacuum pump is close coupled.
(5] Blower close-coupled.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

WE V - HABITAILITY,

MSD JERED Sheet 1J of 3

WE HABITABMLITY
Factor/ HABITABILITY .. AttbuteData

Subdector folleat./Taansp. Treat./Dispom1
-den. No. Chaacteristmcs eSubs stem Subsyptem

12 Habitability problems(l) asocnated with bacteria contaminatin due to M(D ) I

inherent designi mntfu

(a) There Ia no bAoteial contamination habitability problem due to Morae s n
sualustem Inherent desygn featum.h k a a()There is & bacterial Co'tAMInation habitability problem due to MSDl

S_ m~~~rbeystm Inherent desISMfeatures. ,. ..... .
12 Habitability problems•l) 21Je~isled with bacterial contamination due to (4) I (4)

procedural errors/equipment failures of M SD(•) b

- (a) A bacterial contamination problem due to procedural attn./equipmentfailures of NISD subsystem Is highly unlikely. A I A
(b) Procedural arrne/equipmant failures of. CS suUsefiekeyt ausI

21 MID fixture comfort

(A), Commodes an4 urinals are oomfortable and easy to use even under ships a
motiona a u a N/A

(b) Commodes and urinals are not comfortable and easy to use under silp's
motion.

22 Flushing procedure requir'mmtu for MSD fixture

(a) There are no "non-standard" requiremens for flushing.
T!) There are *non-standard" requiremenu for flushing. b I b NI .

23 Waste retention in MID commode howl

(a) The amount of waste that remains in the bowl after flushing Is less than
that remaining after flushing a standard fall water flushed fixture.

(b) The amount of waste that remains in the bowl after flushing Is the s&Me
as that remaining after flushing a standard full water flushed fixture. b b N/A

(c) The amount of waste that remains in the bowl after flushing is more thanI
that remaining after flushing a standard full water flushed fixture. ' L I

(1) As distinguished from problems of health and safetyl likely psychological reactions of uen Ate a matter for
condderatio..

(2) A vacuum wste collection subsystem is less likely to expose personnel to sewage in case Of a line break than a
presasuized waste collection subsysteml fresh water con•ections to MD subsystems have a potential for contaminating
the vessel's potable water supply.

(3) Even if blow tank is backwards, will blow air, not sewage.
(4) The JIRED MSD, because it has a sewage vacuum collection system, is iss likely to expoes personnel to sewage in

cAe of a ine break.

"I', 73
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E V - HABITABILITY

MSD JERED Sheet 2 of 3

M/E HABITABILITY
Factor/ HABIrABILITY Atibute Data
Subfactor Collect. /Transp. Treat./Dispoul

Ident. No. Characteristics Subsystem Subsystem

24 Lilellhood of user contact with MSD fiture flushing medium Boat_ oat

(a) User is unl/kely to come into contact with flushing medium. a(0) I1 a(3) N/A
(b) User Is more likely to come into contact with flushing medium that, with I

standard water flushed fixture. I

25 Appearance of MSD fixture flushing medium I

(a) The -color and general appearance of the flushing medium is as acceptable
as clear water, a a N/A

(b) The color and general appearance of the flushing medium are acceptable,
but clear water is preferable. I

(c) The olor and general appearance of the flushing medium are not
iceep~tAble. I

26 Noise produced in flushing MSD flxturea i

(a)' The noise produced in flushing fixtures Is lets than that of a standard I
commode/urinal.

(b) The noise produced in flushing fixtures Is the same as that of a standard

commode/urinal. NIA
(c) The noise produced in flushing fixtures is greater than that of a standard

commode/ urinal. o 1 0_
31 Odors produced as a tusult of inherent MSD design

(a) •l., MSD subsystem produces no odor as a result ot Inherent design. a I a a
(b) The NISD subsystem produces a noticable odor as a result of inhe.ent design. I

32 Odors produced as a result of procedural errots/equipment failures of MSD (4) I (8) t')

(a) The MSD subsystem produces no odor as a result of procedural ernrrs/ I
equipment failures.

(o) The MSD subsystem produces a noticeable odor as a result of procedural I
_en/oqnipen_..t failures. ....... .. _________ _ b I b b

41 ueat generation for nearby personnel.) due to inherent MSD design

(a) As a result of inherent design features, the MSD subsystem does not generat
enough het to render its vicinity hotter than most shipboard areas
containing machinery. i

(b) As a result of inherent design features, the MSD subsystem does generate
*no,,-h heat to render its vicinity hotter than most shipboard areas
containing machinery. b

(1) Due to flushing medium composition, fixture oesign, motion of vessel (which may cause splattor, splashing, or
spillage of flushing medium).

(2) For iperator/mnaintainer/adjacent berthing and working areas,

(3) The JERED MSD, because It has a sewage vacuum collection system, is less likely to exponsm personnel to towage
in cae of a line break.

(4) Ammoiia odor hCm seal water tank.

(6) if charcoal filter is depleted. 74
(0) if sludge in Lici,•atOt is wet or IUel Le81. :1



MSD FrI'ECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

SM/E V~I-V HABITABILITY

MSD JERED Sheet 3 of 3
'i M/•: H A B IT A BI L T Y"

IFactor/ HABITABILITY AbITA TY
SubfAotor Colleat./Transp. Treat./Disposal
]dent. No. Characteristics Subsystem Subsystem

42 i-eat generation for nearby personnel(1) due to procedural errors/equipment at / n.
failures of MSD..

(a) The MSD subsystem does not generate enough heat as a result of A
procedural etrors/equipment failures to tender its vicinity hotter than
most shipboard areas contaLning machdnerv,

(b) The MSD subsystem does qeneration ewougbh heat as a result of
procedural errors/lquipment failures to render its vicinity hotter than b
most thipboard areas contning machinery, I

Noise level for personnel in vicinity of MSD() I (()"

N1 - Noise Isidex I

(a) The MSD subsystem is silent or nearly Lilent.
(b) Noise level of MSD subsystem is approximatetly equal to background

noise level of veuel. b I h b
(c) The MSD subsystem is very loud, produces constant noise, drowus out

veeal background noise in immediate area of the system; must shout
to be heard. I

a Vibration levels for nearby personnel( produced by MSD machinery

VI Vibration Index

(A) MSD subsystem produces little or no perceptible vibration in addition to I
background level on vesel, a I a a

(b) MSD subsysrem produces perceptible vibration, but similar to veseal
background. I

(c) MSD subsystem produces abnormal or disturbing intensity and/or I
frequency of vibration. _ _ __

7 Effect of HSD on user housekeeping routines (restrictions on user imposed bysubsystem2 '). '

(a) Subsystem oharaoteristi•o do not impose restictions on user. a a a
(b) Subsystem characteristics impose reats~ldons on user.

(1) For operator/maintAirner/adJacent berth and working atres.
(2) E.. Must use water-soluble toilet pmper which is not as comfortable as usual

toilet paper.
Must use special bowl cleaner which is lea effective thin usual cleaner

- . Cannot dump detergents dowt, galley sink: must store and off-load at shore,
(a) Incinerator blower paoduces fairly high pitched nolse,

75
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* MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M I V1 - RELIABILITY

MSD PRED Sheet 1 of 2

M/E RELIABILITY
factor/ RELIA B ILITY Attribute Data
Stibfactor Collect./Traasp. Treat./Disposal
Ident, No. Characteristics Subsystem Subsystem

lA•ge Small
21 MSD complexity Boo

Complexity inde" of MSD subsystem based on a complexity ranking from
I to a. _ __

2M Wxtent of MSD equipmoJit/component rdundancy~1 ) (6) I (7)

(a) There is some dsgnicant redundancy in the MSD subsystem's major
components. a a

(b) There is no igrnificant redundancy in the MSD subsystem's major
11 components. b

24 Degree of equipment failure Independence(2 ) (9) ( (10) (i1)

(a) There is a high degree of equipment failure Independence in MSD
subsystem,

(b) There is a moderate degree of MSD equipment failure independence in !
MSD subsystcm,.

(c) Thera it a low degree of equipment failure Independence in WSD
subsystcm. c c

26 Adequacy of MSD equipment ratings (12) (1u)

(a) Mott MSD subsysutem equipments are ovezrAted.
(b) Some MSD subsystem equipment ratngs axe nominal, sonic are overrated. b b b
(c) Some MSD subsystem equipments are underrated, some are nominally I

rated,.
(dc) Most MSD raubetenm equipments are underrated. _

26 Provlsions for fault actuated cut-off mechanims( for MSD protection i 15)16)

(a) There are many fault actuated mechanisms in MSD subsystem, or they are
not required. I

(b) There tare some fault actuated mechanisms in MSD subsystem. b I b
(c) There are no or almost no fault actuated mechanisms In MSD subsystem.

3 Relitbility risk for MSD(O) (17)

(a) MSD subsystem has a history of fair or better test results, a i a
(b) K!SD subsystem has a history of poor test results. b
(c) No t,:st rcsults arc available for MSD subsystem.

(1) Any redundancy in electron•c circuitry Is not conshdered.
(2) 1.e., filure of onv item will not result in failure of major component or su'eyslem.
(3) includes mr'atitlsms to: (1) a•hrt operator/Minitaltier to high stress or abnormal conditions that will result in failure,

and/or (Hi) to c'orrect those condiLtiots or turn off equlpnienat.
'(l) E.g.. standard comniicsled ,id urlnals it a 1,ravity drain sowage colhcction suhsysicn do not retqulrc fault ncmzatLd

J.: cut-off tneelhan/sml.
5 ) E.g.., i nOxVatjiVt dcsIgtg, ctXicrl Ve1c.

iI I (G) M1. aclwutuul pIumps.

k", Transfer dctllIP pump '111d d'schargu are filtetch;lgeablle.
. Coctipressed ait for blhwinA o it latnk in case of vacuim•m pu,,p failure.

rootcotes contintled o!fllowi 2 pngpae. 76



Shieet 2 of 2

(1) Vacuum pumps.
(8) Sludge nozlo ha, 12 holes.
(9) . Vacuum pump failure disables C/T system

. If seal water level becomeI too low, vacuum stops pump.
. If seal water becomes too hot, vacuum Is reduced.
. Level sensing probes get contaminated and do not measure level properly, causing grinder pump to pump.

tank empty.[ (10) . Vacuum pumps failure makes fluthing impossible.
. Four way valve failureresults in los of flushing capability or inability to empty VCT.
. Lubricator failure (lubricator not kept full) re4ults in accelerated vacuum pump wearout.

if filter clogs, performance is degraded. nl(e
(11) BJlower failure ra~ert incinerator inoperative. !

If grinder pump falls, cannot use Incinerator.
(12) Vacuum pumps overrated for leos than 200 men.

Grinde pumps overrated.
(13) Incinerator pot underrated.
(14) If vacuum pumps run for more than 20 minutes continuously, alarm goes off (indicates probable leak in

vacuum system). ,
.Commode 8CWAag discharge valve falls closed If spring fails. '
Level senior In ea) water tank.e

if grinder pump runs continuously for mure than 20 minutestimer cuts it off or indicates by alarm.
(15) Two level stches - if one twitch falls, thete Is a high level shut off assembly, similar to a float valve,

that will prevent sewage from reaching vacuum pump,
(16) . Flame scanner; overtemperature sentor,

. Sludge cannot be fed into incinerator while Incinerator is cold since compressed alt pressure must be
sufficiently high in order to open sludge feed line.

. Pressure switch for blower stops fuel oil from being fed to incinerator.
(11) Due to presence of Incinerator (problems with incinerator pot).

,77 ==mo



* MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E VII - MAINTAINABILITY-

MSD JERED Sheet 1 of 2

M/E MAINTAINABILITY
Factor/ MAINTA1NABILITY Attbute Data
Subfactor eollet./Transp. Treat./Disposal
IdentLo ... Characteristics Subsystem Subsystem

Large Small ()
B~t ,..BOat

101 Accessibility of replaceable MSD components

(a) High degree of accessibility In MSD subsystem components. bI
(h) Moderate degree of accesuibillty in WSD subsyttem components." . (c) Low degree of acccsis~blity In MSD subsystem componenti, o c

132 Extent of MSD modularizaton for coe of repair/eplcement I (/) (8)

(a) High degree of MSD subsystem modulanlataon.
(b) Moderate degree of MSD subsystem modul.azat.on.
(c) Low degmae of MSD subsystem modulratoi I c

(•)i (10)
133 Degree of MSD repairabLUty on board vassel.( 1)

(a) AU WAD subsystem items are repalrablu on vessel. a
(b) Some MSD subsystem Items are repairable on vessels some must bereplaced. b I b

.. .(o) All NSD stubsystem items must be replaced.

134 AyallabLury of mantdacwtrer flebl support and trainiug programs for MIvSD

(a) Manufacturer field support And a training program is available. a a a
(b) Manufacturer field support( 2 ) is available but no taining program is

available.
(c) Manufacturer training program is avallablo but field support is notavallablo.
(d) Naitr fleld support nor training program are Available from manlifactur•er.

142 Special/proprietary(3) item requirements for MSD equipment repair (11)(12)I ( 31)(la) (14)

(a) No special items required fwc any MSD subsystem repairs.
(b) Some special items required for ione MSD subsystem repairs. b b ,
(c) All Items required for MSD subsybtemn repaisl are special items. _

(1) Versus necessity for replacement of failed equipment.
(2) May Include some limited trainlng support during initial MNSD installation.
(3) E.G., Incinerator pot, filten versus stwidard supply purt.
(4) Must remove commode to access fludi •nechlanisn; commodes held in place by four nounting bols.
(6) . To access level sensor, must lose vacuum, remove flange bolts from tank.

Grinder and other pumps are very heavy - need crane to lift.
(6) Blower is heavy though well exposed - possible to disasiti, ,ie in place by removing blower housing.
(7) km1tes are cartrdge type.
((8) spark plug screws In and out, but not quickly.
(0) . Solid state modules mIust be replaced.

* Water dispensing valve is d-ow away item.
* Could repair vacuum prmpa on vessel - alignment Is difficult on vessel.

(10) Sensors and incinorator A,,, must be replaced.
(11) Commodes, urinals and discharge valves arc special,

(12) Level senr (and associated links) for large VCT.
(13) RIgh leve) shut off assembly may be special.
"(14) . Sludge nozzle may be special.

. Cnnbustion liner is a ceramic cylinder of special dimensions - possibly a catalogue item,
, Inchinertor pot special item. 78
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

"M/E VII - MAINTAINABILITY

MSD JERED Sheet 2 of 2

M/" •MAINTA.INABILITY
Factor/ MAINTAINABILITY tuteData
SubfActor Collect./Tranip, Treat./Dirposal
Ident. No, Characteristics -Subsystem subsysterm

Large Smai
23 Effect of WD peventive maintenance on watolutander routines Noat Boat

(a) No effect on watchitander routines,. a a a
(b) There is omne effect on watchrtander routines.

33 Special doeing requirements for WtD overhauls

(a) There are no special docking requirements for the MSD. (1) a a a
(b) There are special docidng requirements for the MSD.

4 Lo/istic requtrments for MSD

(a) No special parts are required for the MSD subsystem.
(b) Few different categories of special past am required for the MSD

stuboytcm and there arc few parts in each category. b b b
(a) Few diffc•r~L categories of special parts am required for the MSD subsystem

but many parts of eachi type are required, or many different categories of I
special pact* At requi'ed but therta are few paris in each category.

(d) Many different categories of parts are required for the MSD subsyitem and
thena Is A Inge ninbuba of patst in each category. _____________

(1) By C.G. direction, this applies to all MSDs considered In this study.

79
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JERED

EQUIPMENT AND INITIAL SPARES ACQUISITION COSTS

Equipment Equipment Cost of Associated

Cost Inital Spares Package

Commode $ 300 $ 3 0 0 (a)

Urinal Disch. Valve 300 150(a)
VCT Nwith 30 gal. (Sma.UBoat) .5,000 400 (b

associated 60 gal. (Small Boat) 5,000 400(b) .....
equipment ..
and 120 gal. (Small Boat) 6,000 _O0__(b)

controls) 200 gal, (Large Boat) 20,000 1,o20
250 gal. (Large Boat) 20,000 1,200(b)

Incinerator (including 33,000

Note:

1. Please supply oost estimates for each equipment based on a
production run of up to 100 units.

2. All cost estimates are to be based on 1976 costs.

3. Identify recommended contents of Initial Spares Package
associated with each equipment.

(a) Manufacturer recommends one initial spares package for every
5 associated equipments on board the vessel,

(b) Manufacturer recommends one initial spares package for every
associated equipment on board the vessol.

(c) Includes the cost of one incinerator liner (Inconel 601 at $6, 500)
which was not included in cost provided by manufacturer. A
new incinerator liner (Inconel 671 at $7, 800) is currently being
evaluated by the Navy.

80
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GATX EVAPORATIVE TOILET SYSTEM (ETS)

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

The GATX Evaporative Toilet System (ETS) is a "no discharge" system

that is characterized by four basic features. It utilizes:

* Reduced volume flush commodes and urinals (also called controlled

volume flush (CVF) water closets and urinals).

* Transport of wastes by macerator/transfer (M/T) pumps.

SEvaporation of the water content of the concentrated sewage.

4 Holding of residual sludge in evaporator for subsequent disposal,

either to pier connection or overboard.

Because the flush fluid requirement is small (about 1.5 gallons per capita

per day (gpcd) rather than 8.5 gpod), this system is practical with fresh

water as well as sea water flushing. The penalties involved with the use of

fresh water flushing are offset in part by the reduced corrosion and lower

residual volumes in the evaporator. Thus, the evaporator can be smaller or be

used for longer periods of time without unloading.

The MSD is fully automatic except for periodic servicing of the evapo-

rator, involving pumping out the sludge, and rinsing and refilling the evapo-

rator with the initial charge of fresh water.

The collection subsystem is required to be operational at all times to

provide toilet facilities for the crew. Since the sewage transport pumps are

decentralized, only one M/T pump and the urinals and commodes that drain

to it need be kept operational, if minimal facilities are required. While at

pierside or beyond restricted waters, the M/T pump discharge can be diverted

to the pier connection or overboard in a simple MSD system. Where multiple

evaporators necessitate an intermediate feed tank, diversion of raw sewage

off the vessel is effected by a transfer pump, taking the wastes from the feed

tank. A functional block diagram of the GATX Evaporative Toilet System appears

in Figure 8.
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

For ease of description and visualization of hybrid WMS, the GATX MSD

is presented as two subsystems: collection and treatment/disposal.

Collection Subsystem

The collection subsystem is comprised of:

• Special commodes

6 Standard urinals with modified flushometers

* Macerator/transfer pump(s)

* Controls

A. Commodes

The commode is a vitrious china unit that uses a swing-away discharge

valve, instead of a trap, to seal off sewer odors or gases. This permits an

effective flushing action with a minimal water volume on the order of one

quart. Before defecation, the user actuates the flushometer by hand to

dispense one pint. This water minimizes soiling of the bowl and release of

odor during usage, After usage, a pedal, mounted on the commode, is

actuated. This operation opens the swing-away flapper valve, releasing the

contents of the bowl. An actuating cable, attached from the pedal linkages

to the flushometer handle, causes the flushometer to release another pint to

wash down the bowl while the flapper valve is open. After the valve closes,

the small amount of water draining from the supply passageways effects a

water seal between the valve and the c ,scharge port. The discharged wastes

flow by gravity into a short three or four inch diameter sewer which is con-

nected to the inlet of a macerating/transfer (M/T) pump.

Built into the pedal flush mechanism is a switch which actuates the
M/T pump through a time-delayrelay and contactor. The pump operates for

ten seconds after each actuation. As many as four commodes may be hooked

up to one pump; each flush mechanism can actuate the pump.

100
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B. Urinals

The urinals are standard units with special flushometers. Wastes from the

urinals discharge into the M/T pump inlet pipe. Several arrangements of the flusho-

meter have been used, designed, and proposed. The original flushometar design used

on the Navy's MONOB was a timed solenoid valve, push-button operated. An

electric counter actuated the M/T pump after five urinal flushes. The current

design, which is assumed for this study, calls for a special, manually operated

flushometer with an electrical switch. The switch can optionally actuate the

M/T pump after each flush, or after several flushes. If the sewage piping 1c;

installed in a continually descending arrangement, the urinal(s) can drain

through a pump that is not operating, providing no other M/T pump is running.

One operating pump pressurizes the discharge line and closes the check valves

on all other M/T pumps, thereby preventing gravity drainage from a urinal.

C. Macerator/Transfer (M/T) Pump

The M/T pump is a close-coupled grinder pump and motor that was

originally designed for submerged sewage service. The inlet adapter can be

chosen to accept 3-or 4-inch suction piping. Discharge is through a 1-1/4 inch

screwed pipe connection. A rotating, hardened impeller tip cuts up solids

against a stationary cutter ring through which the solids and liquids flow.

The impeller provides centrifugal pumping characteristics of a nominal 20 gpmn

at 35 psig or 34 gpm at 25 psig.

The M/T pump is hung from the overhead for the deck below the commodes

and should be located no more than eight feet (horizontally) from the farthest

commode. Sewage flows by gravity to the pump, whereas the pumped sewage

fl1trws by pressure in a small (1 -1/4 in.) filled pipe. Therefore routing of this

line is unrestrained, i.e. it need not be sloped and can flow vertically upwards

if necessary, limited only by pump pressure. The M/T pump operates for approx-

imately 10 seconds following the signal from a commode or urinal. An interlock relay

prevents MAT pump operation if the high level sensor in the evaporator is actuated,

thereby avoiding overfilling the evaporator. The interlock relay will shut down

control circuits for all MAT pumps in a multiple pump installation.

101
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In a simple MSD, the M/T pump(s) discharges(s) directly into an evaporator

in the treatment/disposal subsystem. In larger systems with more than one evapo-

rator, or in a hybrid system with an incinerator, the M/T pump(s) discharge(s)

into an intermediate feed tank for distribution and/or metering of the sewage.

Treatment/Disposal Subsystem

The treatment/disposal subsystem is comprised of an

* Eva porator

9 Vapor treatment section

. Sludge pump

* Controls

A, Evaporator

The evaporator is a modified commercial steamn-jacketedkettle, made of

stainless steel, and electrically heated. It is used to receive and hold sewage

collected by the commodes and urinals, and delivered to the tank by M/T pump(s).

It treats the sewage by evaporating the water content at elevated temperature,

and retains the residual sludge until an appropriate time for unloading.

The standard unit for the GATX MSD is a modification of the largest size

kettle (80 gallons) made by the supplier. The tank interior is teflon lined and

the exterior (and jacket) is insulated with fiber glass. A metal shroud covers the

insulation. The evaporator tank has a gasketed top cover that provides a

positive watertight seal to prevent fluid seepage and leakage of tank odors.

A 10-inch diameter gasketed port with. a Pyrex window is also provided in the

cover, to permit access to the interior of the tank for cleaning and inspection

purposes. Fittings are provided in the cover for waste input, rinse water, vapor

venting, pressure relief, and electrical connections.

The 1-1/4 inch waste input line terminates near the bottom of the tank's

hemispherical underside. Incoming sewage prevents settled sludge from becoming

hard and difficult to remove. The Influent pipe is also used for emptying the
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evaporator. Rinse water (sea water) is dispensed by 14 spray nozzles to wash

down the inside of the tank at the end of the sludge removal cycle. As water is
evaporated from the sewage, it exits, through the vapor connection in the

cover, to the Vapor Treatment Section.

Extending through the rinse water connection, along the vertical center.

Sline of the tank, is a twt, sge liquid level switch. The lower float magneti-

cally actuates a reed sw).fch co operate the heaters when the level is high and

shut them off when evaporation has lowered the level sufficiently. The upper ,
float actuates a FULL light to indicate that the level is high, a SERVICE indicator ,

light when the sewage is fairly concentrated, at which time it stops any M/T
pump from operating. The term "service" is used for the procedure of drain- .

ing, rinsing and partially refilling the evaporator with fresh water. .j

The controls on the steam jacket are a pressure gage, steam relief

valve, water fill valve, level sight glass, low level switch, high temperature

switch (set at 2400F) and a high pressure switch (set at 27 psig). As the

sewage in the evaporator becomes concentrated, heat transfer from steam to

sewage decreases, thereby causing the jacket pressure and temperature to rise.

Actuation of either switch will shut off the heateri. and notify the operator of .

the need for servicing when the tank is full. The jacket pressure relief valve

will prevent jacket rupture In the event of a control failure.

Smaller size evaporators are available from the kettle manufacturer in sizes of

20, 40, and 60 gallons. These units can be modified in similar manner to

the 80 gallon units for use in vessels with smaller requirements. For larger

vessels, multiple evaporators would be required, necessitating one of three

distribution schemes, namely:

1. Each evaporator supplied by its own collection subsystem.

2. Equal disbursement to each evaporator from a central feed tank,

using one or more transfer pumps.

3. Sequential filling, i.e. all sewage goes to one evaporator until it 4

is full, whereupon automatic switchover to the next evaporator takes

place. 
:"!i
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B. Vapor Treatment Section

The vapor and gases leaving the evaporator are passed through a hot

catalyst bed along with compressed air where the odoriferous compounds are

oxidized to mainly carbon dioxide and water vapor. The vapor treatment

section (VTS) consists mainly of 1-1/2 inch piping incorporating instruments,

controls and a 6 in. diameter by 18 in. long pipe containing catalyst, in a

prede signed configuration. A compressed air control station feeds ship' s

service air to the VTS. A three -way valve at the inlet to this section can be

set to bypass the entire section in an emergency.

A 1600-wattheating element maintains high temperature in the vapor/air

mixture flowing in the insulated piping and catalyst bed to prevent conden-

sation of water. A thermal switch downstream of the heater shuts it off if the

temperature reaches 5000F. Another thermal switch downstream of the catalyst

bed does not permit the evaporator heaters to go on until the gases (initially

air) leaving the catalyst bed reach 250°F. The compressed air controls regulate

the pressure and thereby the flow through an orifice . A pressure switch up-

stream of the orifice allows operation of the evaporator heaters only when the

air pressure reaches 13 psig. These two switches assure deodorization of the

vapors leaving the evaporator by requiring both oxidation air and high tempera-

ture at the catalyst.

Since the VTS is a fabricated assembly, it can be scaled up or down

readily by maintaining:

• The ratio of air flow to vapor flow.

* The same temperature.

Equal flow rate and gas retention time through the catalyst bed,

Although one large VTS could handle the output of several evaporators, numerous

complexities are involved that may make it more practical to have one VTS

per evaporator.

10i4
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C. Sludge Pump

In the MONOB design, the sludge pump is placed underneath the

evaporator where it withdraws concentrated sewage (followed by manually

injected rinse water) from the evaporator and discharges them from the

vessel. This close-coupled centrifugal pump could be located elsewhere

in the vicinity of the evaporator. The motor is actuated by a manual starter.

* I
* Iii
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GATX

COMPONENT PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Weight Volume DimensionsComponent
Dry Filled ci ft Height Length Width

Commode 80 81 3.5 19 21 15

M/T Pump 125 127 1.0 10 25 7

Evaporator

20 gal 300* 433* 13.2 43 - 26 dia

40 gal 470* 743* 20.0 43 - 32 dia

60 gal 620* 1025* 27.1 46 - 36 dela

80 gal 750 13-75* 32.8 50 - 38 die

Sludge Pump 35 35 0.3 7 dia 15 -

Catalytic Oxidizor 90* - 0.3 18 - 6 die
(uninsulated)

Controls 75 3.1 21 12 21

* Estimateod. Dry tanFk weight taken as 2/3 power of ratio to 80-gal tank.

Water weight proportionately basied on 65 gals in 80-gal tank plus 10 gals
I1 (!•a m jacket,
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GATX

COMPONENT PIPE CONNECTIONS

Macerator/Transfer Pump Inlet: 3-inch NPT

Outlet: 1 1/4-inch NPT

Evaporator

Waste Inlet (and sludge suction) I 1/4-inch NPT

Vapor Outlet I 1/2-inch NPT

Sludge Pump (in and out) I 1/4-inch NPT

Vapor Treatment System (80-gal evap.) I
Vapor (in and out) 1 1/4-inch NPT

Compressed Air 1/4-inch NPT

GAIX

COMPONENT VESSEL RESOURCE REQUIRMENTS

Coniptw~c -- - Compressed FlushJ
conmpomat lip Watts Volts Ph~as Hertz Amp. Aimr SM a te r I

WT Pump 11/2 440 3 60

Evaporator (Std) 30 •[g
20g8l 1,073 440 3 60

40 gal 2,745 440 3 60

GO gal 4,118 440 3 60

8081 35,490 440 3 60

sludge Pump 1 1/2 440 0 60

Vapor Treatment System

2O gal std. evap. 325 440 1 60 2.5

40 gal std. evap. 650 440 1 80 5

60 gal std. evap. 975 440 1 60 7.5

0 gal sItd. evap. 1,300 440 1 60 10

fControls 200 440 1 60
Itot.



MSD IlF1'1'F(CTIV lENLSS ATTRIIIBUTE DATA
I - ADAPTABIITY FOR

M/A SHIPBOARD INSTALLATION

MSD GATX Sheet 1 of 4

INSTALLATION
rINSTALLATION Attribute Data

Subfactor Collect./Transp, Treat./Disposal
Ident. No, Chaactcttics SUbsystem Subsystem

12 MSD materials disallowed or not ecomnmendcd.,

(a) No disallowed or not recomrnended materlals present(2) in MSD subsystem, a a
(b) Some disallowed or not recommended nmaterials pr-sent In MSD subsystem,

but resulant problems can be solved or compensated for.
(c) Presence of disallowed or riot recommended materials III MIlJ s Lsbystem

presents problemts dith no feasible solutlons,

13 Extent of additional suprxirt systems or equlpmeni t required to accommodate

Identiflcation of support systern requirements for MSR subsystem.

21 Extent. of fLxturu modifications required for MSD irtiuatian, (7)

(a) MSD) •sci statdard commodes and urinals.
(b) MSD Wes non-standard commodes and special eqttlpment is associated

With rthe Urhlils.

(c) MSD uses non-stanclard conmodes, special equIpmetnt Is associated with e N/A
the urlnals and each fixture has AddItional hook-up requIre retts.

22 Extont of flush tiedhtm supply modificatlons required for MSD i•stallation.

(a) MSD tism sea water for flushing fixtures.
(b) MSD usas fresh water for flushing fixtttrs. b N/A

S--• (c) MSD uses a neoinaquoto for flIshls: fixtures.
,(4)

o31 lloop reqiilTeiCtRtts for MS; Collection /Tirarsprt suh; ;tertn hititallatloti. (8)

(at) MST) t•ics stantdard Col tenton/t'r•srty',rt. subsystem.
(h) M¶, U uses rcct1-cd)ttlathI Sollicticn/trQ.hut siu )sicrr.(t') N/A
(C) NISI) uses Ils-stilidaid Ild centralized CollucUon/i'raiis, irt sttlos•s,.

(d) MSD uses non-standard and n-ecnrallzcd Collecetion/Tra|spxart
m.... . bsly~telr) (t3) di

(1) As spocIfled in subchapters J&F of Merchant Marine Codu and C;G. MSD regiilatioti.m,
(2) For pur•xises of this study, C.G. directs cholce (a) for all MSDlj.

F Fireflghtlng system must be Installed with incticrator.
* lilgo alarm required if large tant Is itstalled above bilge.
, Compr..ssor required on vessels dtat do not already haven one.
* Detect, rs of toxic or noxious gases shoil.! be Installed with any syr)i,.t that, a% an inherent design featuir., Ilses

such gases InI processing wastes.
(4) Drain piphig; electric cables for cotiertln? commodes, M/T pu11p) and control panel, conipressed air, etc.
(8) 1Ii existiti, gravity drain systom.
(0) Includes conversion from reduced fluls vacuwn *xsllertlon to a statndard gravity dailn system with or without recirculatioll.

"(7) MI'f pumps ;ýuc.itWd with commudes; replacclelnte of itushomlietor valves with special electrically contsoll.'- units,

"(8) htoctric powet, electrical controls (control p:mncl, M/T pumups, urinal flushonleters), fresh water.
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•MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA
I ADAPTABILITY FOR

M/E SHIPBOARD INSTALLATION

MSD GATX Sheet j._2,. of ... _L...

NVE INSTALLATIONAttribute Data
Facto[/ INSTALLATION
Subfactor Collect. /Transp. Treat. /Dlsposal

Ident. No,. Characteristics Subsystem Subsystem

232 Routing flexibility for drair. piping modifications associated with MSD
Collction/Transport stibsystern lnstallation(2 )

(a) Rouzing of MSD Collection/Transport piping Is highly flexible.
(b) Routing of MSD Collection/Transport piping Is moderately flexible with b N/A

some restrictions.
(c) Routing of MSD Collection/Trnnsport piping is highly Inflexible.

233 Space requirements for MSD Collection/Transport subsystem Installation

(a) Space reqluired for MSD Collection/Transport subsystem is little or no
greater than that toquired for standard Collection/Transport subsystom.

(b) Space required for MST) Collection/Transport subsystem is moderately b N/A
Increased over UIat required for standard Collection/Transport subsystem.

(C) Space rcqtired for MSD Collection/Transport subsystem is much greater
than that required for standard Collection/Transport subsystem..

234 Modularity of NlSD Collection/Transport subsystem (as It affect& Installation).

(a) Collection/Transport subsystem is highly modular.
(b) There Is an option for some decentralization of the MSD Collection/ b N/A

Transport subsystem.
(C) The MSD Collection/Transport subsystem is highly c;entralized,

2385 Vent requirements for MSD Collection/Transport subsystem installation. (5)

(a) MSD Collection /Transport subsystem requires no vents.
(b) MSD Collection/Transport subsystem requires few vents. N/A

(c) MISI) Collection/Transport subsystem require-s mauy venu. A

(1) Of the three relevant categories of routing lines (piping, ventilation, electrical), piping Is the most important for
asessing ease of MSD Installation.

(2) Notess

* With gravity drainage, lines must always slope downward and require venting.
. Smaller size lines are Inherently more flexible.
* With pump or vacuum Collection/Tiansport subsystem, sharp bonds, risers and long runs can be accommodated

in piping.

(3) MIT purips must be close to comimodes since waste is gravity drained to M/T pumps.

(4) M/T pumps are close to overheald of decks below head spaces.

(5) Vents required on gravity drain portion of piping to M/T pumps. As for standard drain lines (i.e., all traps must be vented).
Answer applies to new Installation only: If standard drain Line already installed in veuel, then (a) applies.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA
I - ADAPTABILITY FOR

M/E SHIPBOARD INSTALLATION

MSD GATX Sheet 3 of 4
MIE •-

Factor/ INSTALLATION Attribute Data
Subfactor Collect. /Transp. Treat./Dlsposal
Ident. No. Characteristlcs Subsystem Subsystem

242 Hookup requirements(1) for MSD waste Treatment/Disposal subsystem (5)
instalation

(a) Pipe, ducts and/or c-able requirements for the MSD Treatment/Disposal N/A b
subsystem are minimal.

(b) Pipe, ducts and/or cable requirements for the MSD Treatment/Disposal
subsystem are moderate.

(c) Pipe, ducts and/or cable requirements for the WSD Treatment/Disposal
subsystemare extonsive, ,_.... ....

243 Degree of modularity of MSD waste Troatment/Disposal subsystems (as It (6)
affects instalatfon)Cz)

(A) MSD Treatment/DiJspsal subsystem Is highly modular. NIA
(b) There is an option for some decentrallzation of die MSD Treatment/

Disposal subsystem.
(a) MSD Treatment/Dlsposal subsystem is highly centralized.

244 Vent requirements for MSD waste Treatment/ sposal tubsystem Installaton (3).

(a) No vents are required for MSD Treatment/Disposal subsystem. N/A
(b) Vents are required for MSD Treatment/Disposal subsystem. b

245 Exhaust stack requirements for MSD waste Treatment/Dlisposal subsystem
InstaUation. (4) NIA

(a) Exhaust stack not required for MSD Treatment/Disposal subsystem.
(b) Small exhalst stack required for MSD Treatment/Wisposal subysrom. a
(a) Large exhaust stack required for hiSD "rreatment /Dlsposal subsystem. -1 -

(1) Piping for fuel oil, fresh water, cooling water, compresscd air, lnterconnecting remotely located equipmeut, overboard
discharge line, etc., electric cables for power supply, remote panels, etc. i ducting for ventilation, etc.

(2) Decentralization of components may require additional hookups and piping runs.
(0) Vents that are only internal to the compartment In which subsystem is located are not considered hem.
(4) Notest

Mectric Incinecrtor requires small (2") exhaust.
Fuel incinerator requires large (10") exhaust.

({) Fair number of cables required (electric power, electrical controls); line for flushing evaporator tank.

(6) Vapor treatment unit may be separated from evaporator,

(7) One vent Is required for evaporator,
i!,,
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MSL) EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA
I - ADAPTABILITY FOR

M/E SHIPBOARD INSTALLATION

MSD GAXSheet 4 ofL.

W/E INSTALLATION
Factor/ INSTALLATION Attribute Data
Subfactor Colleet,/Transp. Treat, /Disposai
Id ent, No. Charao-tetistics Subsystem Subsystem

25 East of installing MSD support equipment~

Extent of additional support equipment required to accommodate MSDJ

(a) No additional support equipment required for MSD subsystem. a
(b) Some additional support equipment required for WSD subsystem.
(c) Much additional support equipment required for MSD subsystem. t______ ______

* lIefightinS system muit be installed with incinerator.
*Bilge alarm required if large tank Is installed above bilge.
*Compresior required on vessels that do not already have one.4
*Detectors of toxic or noxious gases should be installed with any system that, as an inherent design feature, uses

such Sasm in processing wastes,
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE IDATA.

M/1 I -_PERFORMANCE -

MSD GATX Sheet 1 of 4

Fco/E Attribute Data
Factor/
Subfactor Collect./Transp. Treat./Dispoal:
den, No... Characteristics Subsystem Subsystem

311 Effect of peak hydraulic loads in black () water strenm on MSD performance(2) (4) (5)

(a) No significant effect of black water puaks on MSD subsystem performance. a
(b) Effect of black water peaks I& of short duration, with temooray Implica-

tions for MSD subsy.wom performance, easy to overcome, b
(a) Long-term effczt of black water peaks, difficult to overcome, with long-

term Inplications for MSD subsystem performance.
(d) No ability of MSD subsystem to handle black water peaks.

312 Effect of peak hydraulic loads in gray~1 ) water stream on MSD perfocmance (2)

(a) No slIgnficant effect of gray water peaks on tvS.O subsystem performance.
(b) Effect of gray water peaks is of short duration, with temporary implications N/A N/A

for MSD subsystem performance, easy to overcome. System cannot hl idle gray watt-
(a) Long-term effect of gray water peaks, difficult to overcome with long-term

implications for MSD subsystem performance.
(d) No abilit of MSD subsystem to handle gray water peaks. :._

321 Effect of low flow cond tioons/long idle tmes in black water stream on MSD (0)
performance( 3)

(a) No significant affect of black water low flow conditions/long idle timis on
MSD subsystem performance. a a

(b) Effect of black water low flow conditionsAong idle times of short duration,
with tempoeary implications for MSD subsystem performance, easy to
overcomIe.

(c) Long-term effect of black water low flow conditions/long idle times,
difficult to overcome, with long-term impUcations for MSD subsystem
performan•O.

(d) No ability of MSD subsystem to handle black water low flow condtiols/
lona Idle times.

(1) Includes instantaneoushourly and daily loads.
(2) Peak load handling ability depends on C/T subsystem. The ability of arl MSD which employs an Influent surge tank to

handle peaks usually depends almost ent.rely on the sizing of tits tank.
(3) An example of low flow condition is when 15",% of the crew is not on board vessel for a week and usage rate by

tarnalninn 2501j of crew Is normal. Long idle tirnos are on the order of several weeks of virtually no usage of MSD.

(4) In the unlikely eveut that two or more M/T pumps that feed into the sante 1-1/4" drain run simultaneously, it would
not pull all liquid from 3" drain since 1-1/4" line capacity will limit pumping rate of MIr pumps,

(5) If evaporator Is full or almost full when peak( ocurs, the tank must evaporate some of Its contents before being able
to accept the peak load.

"(0) Solids will settle but M/T pumps should sweep out lines,
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PzIl tor/
Siibfactor Cllect,/Transp, Treat,/Diposal
Ident. No.. GcIhractcristlcs Subsystem Subsystem

322 Etfjet of low flow eoCdition.3O/lg idle times in gray water stream on MSD
performance(l)
(a) No significant effect of gray water low flow conditions/long Idle times on

:,() MSD subsystem performance.
(b) Effect of gray water low flow conditions/long idle times of short duration, N/A N/A

with temporary implications for MSD subsystem performoance, easy to Systemi cannot hA idle gray water
overcome.

(a) Long-term effect of gray water low flow condtlotu/long idle times,
difficult to oviscome with long-term implications for MSD subsystem
petformance.

(d) No abiLity of MSD subsystem to handle gray water low flow conditions/long
idle tim.es,..

331 Ability of black water portion of MSD to handle additional personnel (on a (4)
long-term bat4s)(O)

(a) MSD black water subsystem witt handle additional personnel with little or
no degradation in performance.

(b) MSD black water subsystem will handle additional personnel with
moderately degraded (but still barely acceptable) performance. b

(C) MSD black Water subsystem w1U not handle additional personniel__

3132 Ability of gray water portion of MSD to handle additional personnel (on a long-
term basis)( ,

(a) MSN) gray water sub..stern will handle additional personnel with little or no N/A N/A
degradation In performance. System cannot hat Is gray water

(h) MSD gray water subsystem will handle additional personnel with moderately
degraded (htt still barely acutptable) performance.

(c) NISI) grtly wU ater subsystem will not handle additional personnel. _L

(1) An examplu of low flow condition is when 75.G,;, of the crew Is not on boad vensel for a week and usage tatu.by
remaining 25 o of crew is normal. Long Idle times are on dte ordur of several weeks of virtually no usagn of MSD.

(2) Resulting In lung-term lncrase in average black water stieani hydraulic loading. The ability of an WSD which
employs a black water (or sludge) holding tank to handle additional porsonnel may be determhimd by the size of
that tank.

(3) Resulting in long-term increase in av:tage gray water stream hydraulic loading. The ability of an MSD which employs
a gray water (or sludge) holding tank to handle addiotioal personnel may lie determined by tha size of that tank.

(4) Will have to service evaporator more frequently.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA
M/ , I - PERFORtLAN.C.E.
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M/E Attribute Data
Factor/ -,=
Subfactor Collect./TVansp. Treat./Disposal
Idenr. !o, Characteristics Subsystem Subsystem

41 Ability of black water handling portion of M.SD to operate for sustained time
periods

(a) MSD black water subsystem can operate for indefinite period of time if no
components fall. () A

(b) MSD black water subsystem can operate for only limited period of time,
even if no components fal1.( 2 ) b

42 Ability of gray water handling portion of MSD to operate for sustained time
period

(a) MSD gray water subsystem can operate for indefinite period of tdme If no N/A N/A
components fail. System cannot ha idle gray water

(b) MSD gray water -absystem can operate for orily limited period of time,
even if no components fil, (02)

(4)(e
61 Ability of MSD to handle ground garhage in black Water stream

(a) MSD black water subsystem will handle ground garbage in black water
stcream on a long-term basls.

(b) MSD black water subsystem will handle ground garb. go In black water
stream on at least a short-term basis. b

(0) MSD black water subsystem will not handle ground garbage in black water
itream. c

52 Ability of MSD to handle foreign marerlals/objects(3) in black water stream (6) ()

(a) MSD subsystem will handle foreign materialu/objecu Ln black water
stcarn on a long-term basis.

(b) MSD subsystem will handle foreign materials/obJecu in black water
stream on at least a short-term basis. b

(c) MSD subsystem will not handle f6teign materialu/obJecu in black water
stroani. C

(1) Appliea to a T/D subsystem with an Incinerator,
(2) Applies to a T/D subsystem without an incinerator,
(3) Examples:

. Long, narrow objects (pens, pencils, toothpicks, etc.)
-. Small hard objects (nut dsells, pull tab from a flip top can, bottle caps, paper clips, coins, nuts/bolts/

screws/nails, cuff links, etc,)
. LarCe soft objects (paper towels, newspaper page, stiff and shiny magazine page, strings from a floor mop,

rag, tampons and sanitary napldns, etc.)

(4) C/T subsystem does not handle ground garbage slurryi it Is fed by separate Une directly into evaporator.
(5) Detergents In ground garbage slurry may cause foaming. Will have to empty evaporator more often,
(6) M/T pumps will handle If material Is not too hard,
(7) Might interfere with operation of sludge pump,
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factor/ Attribute Data

subfactor Collect. /Transp. Treat. /Disposal
Ident. No. Characteristics Subsystem Substem

83 AbiliUy of MSD to handle detergents/surfactants in black water stream on a (1)
long-term basis.

(a) MSD subsystem will handle dctergents/surfactants in black water stream
on a long-term basis,

(b) MSD subsystem will handle dotergents/surfactants in black water stream
on at least a short-term basis. b

(a) MSD subsystem will not handle datergenu/surfactants in black water stream,

54 Ability of MSD to handle toxic materials in black water stream (9)
(a) MED subsystem will handle toxic materials in black water stream on a

long-term basi., a
(b) MSD subsystem wIlJ handle toxic materials in black water stream on at

least a short-term basis.
(c) MSD subsystem will handle toxic materials in black water stream.

61 Ability of MSD secondary emissions to moot applicable standards for
tile discharge of air pollutants
(a) No possibility of discharge of significant air pollution from MSD subsystem. A A
(b) MSD subsystem will meet standards for sir pollutants undnr normal op v

sting conditions.
(C) MED subsystem will meet standards for air pollutaits under normal oper-

asting conditions and thete is a strong possibility of non-conformance to
s tandards under unusual operating conditions.

62 Ability of MSD secondary emissions to meet applicable standards for
disposal of oil-contaminated residues at sea

(a) MSD subsystem has rno potential for producing oil-contaminated residues
At SOa.

(b) MED subsystem has a potential for producing oil-contaminated residues
•A. at sea.

'71 Performance risk for black water handling pordon of MSD

(a) MSD black water subsystem has A history of fai or better test results.
(b) MSD black water subsystem has a history of poor test results.
(c) No test results are available for the MSD black water subsystem.

72 Performance risk for gray water water handling portion of MED

(a) MSD gray water subsystem has a history of fair or better test results. N/A N/A
(b) MSD gray water subsystem has a history of poor test results, system cannot ha die gray water
(a) No test results arg availablo for dte MSD gray wamtr subsystem.

(1) Could Affect evaporation process! If foam build up, the fbam may get into the vapor treatment sention, damaging
the catalyst or decreasing the sections temperaure so that odors are produced.

(2) Some toxic materials may get throfagh vapor treatment section and be vented (no standards against it).
S~115
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EM/ OPERABILITY
Factor/ OPERABILITY Atbute Data
Subfactor Collect./Transp. Treat. /Disposal
:dent. No, Characteristics Subsystem Subsystem,

11 Degree of automation for MSD operation (1) (4)

(a) =SD subsystem is almost fully automatie. a
(b) ND subsystem is semi-automatic: requires infrequent operator

attention. b
(c) MSD subsystem is semi-automatic: requires a moderate degree

of operator attention,
(d) MSD subsystem Is semi-automatic: requixea frequent operator

attention.
(e) MSD subsystem is operated manually.

12 Wae. of disposal of MSD residue(s)(1)(2) (5)

(a) MD subsystem has no reidues, or disposal of residues from MSD
subsystem Is very CO(IveniL01t, a

(b) Disposal of iesidues from MSD subsystem Is moderately convenient. b
(a) Disposal of residues from MSD subsystem is inconvenient. .. ......

14 Likelihood of v.olAting effuent standards because of procedural errors in MSD (6)
operation, (8)

(a) There Is virtually no chance of violating effluent standards because of
procedural errors in MSD operation, a

(b) There Is a low likelihood of violating effluent standards because of
procedural errors in MSD operation. b

(c) There Is a fair to moderate chance of violating effluent standards because
of procedural errors in MbSD operation,

(d) There Is a high likelihood of violating effluent standards because of
procedural errors in MSD operation.

23 Skill level requiremants for operator of MSD

MSD subsystem complexdty tasldng from 1 to 5 4 2

24 Tra2ning requirements for operator of MSD

MSD sbsystem completity rankdng from 1 to 5 4 2

(1) Residue isany by-product of normal MSD operation, disposal of which Is regular operating task, Examples are ash
produced by an incinerator, seal water used by vacuum pumps, wastewater or sludge held in a tank, evaporator
residue, ete,

(2) Length of time required for disposal Is the main factor considered| other factors are ease of access of area of MSD
containing the residue, amount of residue to be disposed of, and ease of storing residue on board or taking If off
vessel, as appropriate.

(3) By dumping overboard effluent which doe.n't meet standards, flush oil, evaporator residue, air pollutants from
Incinerator, etc.

(4) Evaporator requires Infrequent servicing.
(5) Procedure is as follows; Stop M/T pumps and wait 16-30 minutes; leave heater on for 15 minutes to sterillse any

remaining sewage coining In: lot evaporator cool down: prime sludge pump; empty evaporator: turn on rinse water;

clean and refill,
(6) May pump sewage overboard. 116
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Fasctor/ OPERABILITY Attribute Data
Subfaoror Collect. /Transp. Treat. /Disposal
Wdant, No, Characteristics Subsyitem Subsystem

25 Effect of MSD operation on vessel work routines/schedules

(a). MSD operation has minimal or no effect on work routinuu/schedulea.a
(b) Effect of MBD operation on work routines/schedules is more than

minim&l (1, e. , Is moderate or extensive).

82 Availability of specialized or unique consumables/ expendables required for()
?ISD operation

(a) No specialized or unique consumnables or expendables required for MSD
subsystem operation. a a

(b) Any specialized or unique consumnables or expendables required for MED
subsystem operation are available from ship's inventory.

(c) Any specialized or unique consumables or expendables reu 'iced for MSD
subsystem operation Aae available from Federal Stock System.

(d) ny secilixed or unique consumnables or expendables requiredfoMD
subsystem operatlon ame available horom a commercial source.

38 Operating requirements for special or unique M&D support equipment

(a) No special or unique support equipment required by MSD subsystem.a
(b) Sonme special or unique support equipment required by MSD subsystem-,

equipment rejuires only minimal and infrequent attention(2) to keep
operational.t

(a) Some special or unique support equipment required by MWD subsysteml
requires more than Infrequent attention to keep operational.M~

(1) By C. G. direction, (A) applisS to All MSDs considered in this study,
(2) No more frequently than weekly with a duration not greater than 10 minutes; or more frequently than

semi-annually with a duration of 2 hours,
(8) E.g., firefighting equipment, special transformers, ozone detector, bilge; alarmi.
(4) ELg, compresor Instal~ed to support MSD operation.

(5) Catalyst bod not special,
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

Mi /E IV - PERSONNEL SAFETY

.MSD GATX Sheet . of

M/E SAFETY
Factor/ SAFETY Attribute Data

Subfactor Collect. /Transp, Treat, /Dlsposal
Ident. No. Characteristics Subsystem Subsytem,

11 Hazard of contact with/spillage of toxic/dangerous substancu( due to MSD
Inherent design
L - Likelihood of hazard

(a) No chance
(b) Highly unlikely
(0) Pair to oven chance
Ldl d d,

S - Severity of hazard

(a) No resultant Injury, a a
(b) Results in injury of low to moderate severity requiring first aid or limited

medical treatment.
. •£cLResutl In severe injury or death.

C - Hazard correction

(a) Hazardous situation can be easily corrected. a
(b) Hazardous situation is difficult to correct.
(c) Hazirdous situation cannot be cotrected.

(1) E xA.leal
, Leakage of fumes from incinerator into adjacent berthing and working spaces.
. Hydrogen sulfide (a toxicant) may be generated In sewage holding tanks.
- Fresh water connections to MSD subsystems have a potential for contaminating the vessel's potable water supply

with toxic/dangerous substances.
, Sewage contamination.

The following pathogens may be transmitted through sewage.
- Tetanus (bacteria)
"- Typhoid (bacteria)
"- Dysentery (bacteria)
- Cholera (bacteria)
- Hepatitis (virus)
- oPolo (virus)
Possible methods of Infection (a healthy person may be a carrier; infection hazard depends on a person's

iresistance).

O- ral (from hands while smoking or eating) - the most common method of trtnsmltting enteric
::. Ontestinal) diseases.

- Through breale In skin (cuts, abrasions, sores).
- Eyes and nose (form hands).

(2) Since M/T pumps arc mounted overhead, contact with sewage Is highly likely, even If maintainer wears protective clothing.
(3) lor ooerat ! almost no chance: splatter of sewage In rinsing evaporator Is possible, but avoidable. For mataianer may

have to get into part of evaporator to service and even with protective clothing, some contact with lewage Is
highly Ukely.
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.I~c/g Attribute Data

Subfactor Colloct./Transp. Treat./Disposal J
SIdent, N~o . Characteristics Subsyitem Subsystezn

12 Hazard of contact due with/spillage of toxic/dangerous substances(') due to
procedural error/equipment failures of MSD

L - Likelihood of hazard

*i (a) No chance
(b) Highly unlikely b
(o) Fair to even chanvce

S - Severity of hazard

(a) No resultant injury. a
(b) Results in injury of low to moderate severity requiring first aid or limited

medical treatltteut.
.Lc, .gcults In severe injury or death.

I C - Hazard correction

(a) Hazardous situation can be easily corrected. a
(b) Hazardous situation is difficult to correct,
(c) Ha.ardous situation cannot be corrected.

(1) Exmle.
* Leakage of fumes fron incinoerator Into adjacent berthing and working spaces.
* Hydrogen sudfldc (a toxicant) may be gencrated in sewage holding tanks.
_' resh water connections to MSD subsystems have a potential for coutaminating the veasel's potable water supply

with toxic/dangerous substances.
. Sewage contamination.

.The following pathogens may be transmitted through sewage.
- Tctanus (bacteria)
- Typhoid (bacteria)
- Dysentery (bacteria)

- Cholera (bacteria)
- Hepatit (vinus)
- Polio (virus)
Possible methods of infection (a healthy person may be a carrlerl Infection hazard depends on a person's

rosistanco).
- Oral (from hands while smoking or eating) - the most common method of transmitting enteric

(Intestinal) diseases.
- Through breaks in oldn (cuts, abrasions, sores).
.- Eycs and nose (from hands),

,() , Check valve could fail to open and another M/T pump running pushes sewage through cbe.k valve into fixture.
. Drain line gasiket failure results in leakage- -- sewage dripl on someone.

S(a) . No danger from vapor treatment section,
". Evapxorator priming valve might be left open (a procedural erro).

If M/T pump does not shut off due to control valve relay coil burnout, evaporator may overfill and pressure relief
valve may spray sewage all over compartment.
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S)iSAFETY
Factor/ SAFETY Attribute Data

Subfactor ollect. /Transp. Treat. /Dlsposal
Ident, No. Characteristics Subsystem Subsystem

(F) (2)
21 Hazard of explosive potential for operator/maintainer due to inherent MSD

design

L - Likelihood of hazard

(a) No chance a
(b) Highly unlikely b
(c) Pair to even chance

S - Severity of hazard
(a) No resultant injury.

(b) Results In injury of low to moderate severity requiring fIrst aid or limited
medical reatment. b

I Re ults in severo Injury or dcst.

C - Hazard correction

(a) Hazardous Situation can be easily (orrected. a
(b) Hazardous situation Is difficuit to correct.
(c) Hazardous situation cannot he corrected,

22 Hazard of explosive potential br operator/maintainer due to procedural errors/ (3)
equipment failures of MSD

L - Likelihood of hazard

(a) No chance a
(b) illghly unlikely
(o) Fair to even chance

S - Severity of hazard

(a) No resultant injury. a
(b) Results in injury of low to moderate severity requiring Arst aid or limited

medical treatment. b
c) Resuits In severe inljury or death.

C * Hazard correction

(a) Hazardous situation can be easily corrected. a a
(b) Hazardous situation is difficult to correct,
(c) Hazardous situation cannot be conected.

(1) wxiept if discharge line is not drained, sewage goes seprtc and gmnerates methane.
(2) Evaporator has pressurized steam jacket, with safety relief valve.
(3) If flammable liquid (e.g. lighter fluid) is dumped into evaporator (or commodes)i if many liquids were dumped

into evaporator, may have to turn off heater to prevent further burning.
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Factor/ SAFETY Attribute Data

Subfactor Collect./Transp. Treat,/Disposal
Ident. No. Characteristics Subsystem Subsystem

31 Hazard of fire ignition potential~i due to inherent MSD design

L - Likelihood of hazard

(a) No chance
(b) Highly unlikely b
(c) Fair to even chance

S - Severity of hazarde

(a) No resultant injury. a a
(b) Results in injury of low to moderate sevorlty requiring first air or limited

medical treatment,
. -ResUlts in severe inJr or death,

C - Hazard correction

(a) Hazardous situation can be eAtily corrected, a a
(b) Hazardous situation is difficult to correct.

-~ (c) Hazardous titjatdon cannot be corrected. __.____.._

32 Hazard of ifre ignition potential t ) duo to procedural errors/eqttipment fahlure of (2)
.7ISD

L - Likelihood of hazard

(a) No chance a
(b) Highly unlikely b
(c) Fair to even chance

-_- ---Lh --i- - - ---- ---- ---- ----------------------------------- - - ---

S - Severity of hazard

(a) No resultant injury. a a
(b) Results In injury of low to moderate severity requiring first aid or limited

(c.• Re•UltU in s evec'e injury or death,

C - Hazard correction

(a) Hazardous situtatlon can be easily corrected. a
(b) Hazardous situation is difficult to correct.
(c) Hazardous situation cannot be correctd.

(1) Oil uwed for flushing is not flammable under ordinary conditions. However, at high temperatures, e.g., in the
presence of a fire, it will support comt bustion.

(g) If inswlation comtles off evaporator or vapor trUatment. section,
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WES SAFETY
Paotr/ SFETYAttribute Data

Subfactor Collect. /Tranip, Treat. /Di~poial
Ident. No. Characterist~ics Subsystem Subsystem

4 HA=Wz of electrical shock potental(')~ for operator/inatintafisiz of lASt (3)

L - Likelihood of hazard

(a) Na chance
(b) Highly unliltely b b
(a). Fair to even chance

8 - Severity of hazard

(a) No resultant Injury.
(b) Results in injury of low to moder.t evrity tcquiring first aid or limited

medical treatment, b
ts tL 1 vtSLjrordeath. C

C - Hazard correction

(a) 'Hazardous situation can be easily corected. a a.
(b) Hazardous situation it difficult to correct,
~c) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected,()

51 Ph~ysical hazards associated with MSD due to sharp edges(2 )(4

L - Likelihood of haTard

(a) No chance
(b) Hihyunlikely b
(c) Fair teven chance

S - Severit of hazard

(a) No resultant Injury. a

(b) Result: In injury of low to Moderate severity relti~ring first air or limited tetet

nvriajuror death

C ,Hazard correction

()Hazartious situation can he easily corrected'.
(b) Hazardousq situation Is difficult to coti-ect.
(c) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected.

(1) Mecorie shook may result In severe burna and/c? deadth in addition, reaction to electric shook may castu, affected
Individual to be thtrown aside, possibly subjecting him w~ scvere impact injuries and/or cxatact with shatge edges/hot
Kuracei.

(2) Combined effect of injury due to sharp edges/points and sewage contamination may Pitroducts harmful pathogens Into
the bloodstream of Lin affected indivldval.

(3) In servicing' flushomester, commode mnicroawitch flushi switch, MIT pump, It Is possible ~r mftintainor ito get an
L ~electric shock,

(4) If maintainer had to dislodge hartl matefilA which had sharp edge$ 'ly the M/1 pump.
(5) Hard objepts may be sharpened by pasinlg thk-OL18gh M/T pumip auid may Jam sludge pump: in iorvicing either pinlip, 1

may get cut on sharpened object, 122
Inside electrical control box, tirer aire miaiy burrs fronm stamped metal parts.

*Stainless steel evaporissor housing may have sharp edges on which maintainer could be cut,J
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WE SAFETY
FcrSAFETY Attribute Data
Subfactor Collect. /Tranap. Treat,/Disposal

Ident. No. Characteristics Subsystem Subsystem

(1)
62 Physical hazirdl associAt6d with MSD due to hot surfaces'

L - Likelihood of hazard

(a) No chance
(b) Highly unlikely b
(c). Fair to even chance c

'N .S - Sceerlty uf hazard

(a). No resultant Injury, a
(b) Results In injury of low to modcrate severity requiring first aid or limited

.medical treatment. b

,LRJul-ts in severe injury or death.
"C - Hazard correction

(a) Hazardous situation can be easily corrected, a
"(b). Hazardous situation Is difflult to correct,

e)_" sardous ituation cannot be corrected. ,_......... . . ...

5 !Phydcal'h•a~dortr maintainer of MSD due to rotating machinery (3) (4)

L - Likelihood ofb ard

(a) No chance
(b) Highly unlikely b b
(c) Fair to even chance 1*.

_.--•- ----- -- --- --- - -- -.-----.-- - - ---- - -- --- --- -------- - - ---

S - Severity of hazard

(a) No reiultant injury. A
(b) Results in injury of low to moderate severity requrigMfirst aid or limited

medical teatment

-(cL!-M-1!- R -1P severe LnJury. ot death. - "..

C - Hazard corretlon"

(a) Hlazardous situation can be easily corrected, a
(b) tIazardous tituation Is difficult vo correct,
(C) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected,

(1) MAintainer might touch hot pump motor.
(2) Vapor treatnent sectiou surfaces axe well insulated; it over temperature switch falls, section can overheat.

Evaporator Is Insulated; maintalner removing evaporator cover while still hut may get a burn.
(3) l:rdm MT pumnp, if malntaineer verj carelsCs.
(4) Prom sludge pump, if naintalner careles.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E V - HABITABIIt.TY_

MSD GPTX Sheet 1' of
M/F HABITABILITY

M/E Attribute D~ataFactur/ HABITA BILITY
SubfactorII

Collect. /Transp, Treat. /DshposalIdent. No, Chatacteristics Subsystem Subsystem

11. Habitability problcms(l) associated with 1bacterial contamination dno to MSD
inherent design

(a) There it no bacterial contaminatoti h-birability problem due to MSO
subsystem inherent design features.

(b) There is a bacterial contamination habitability problem due to MSDt
sub$ystem Inherent detalgu features.

12 Habitability problems(1) associated with bacterial contamination due to (8)
procedural, errors/equipment failures of MSDO)

.(a) A bacterial contamination problom due to procedural errors/equipment a
failures of MSD subsystem Lj hLghly unlikely.

(b) Procedural errotss/equipnment fallures of ,vlsrl subsysturn are likely to cause b
a bacterial oontamuatýrn problem

21 MSD fixture comfort

(a) , Commodes, and urinals are comfortable and easy to tuse even under ship's
motion, a N/A

(b) Commodes and urinals are not comfortable and easy to usc tinder hilp's
motion.

22 Fushing procedure requirtrrentu for MSD fixture

(a) There aLe no "non-standard" requirements for flushing. N/A
(b) Thele are "non-standard" re-tuLrernetats for f lmhttlg.. b

23 Waste retention in MUSD commode bowl

(a) The arnount of waste tkat remains in the bowl aft,.r flushing is less thien
titi t re .tt mi:, i ftt faltt'hi tr a standard Aitl ".tAt tr ls it..d-i x'.:t tlr, N/A
('3) T]I¢ alth•',(U :r, \',.ih s I nI\ riill;l r h'.t bow.l a ft-,r 1it;%]ldno, h[ w:.i l o,2• t ;

as that tmanlthtiL after fl~u•hingt a standard fuLl water fl,*hWl fixture.
(c) The amount of wasto that remains in the bowl after flushing is more than

that rema•iatng after flushi!a astnandard full water flushed fixture.

(1) As distinguished from problems of health and safety; ltkoly pycholosical reactiens of users are a matter for
consideration.

(2) A vacuuta waste collection subsystem Is less likely to expose personnel to sowage it case of a l1ine break than a
pressurited waste collection subjysroto; fresh water connections to vlMsr jubsyitems have a potential for contaminating
the veusel's potable water supply.

(3) The GATX MSD, bccause it has a pressurized sewage collection system, is more likely to expowe pearomnel to
sewage'. in case of a line break.

t-
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SGATX

msD EFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

"W/E V - HABTTABILITT

MSD GATX Sheet 2 of 3

lvl/E ~HABItAU. M ITY I
Factor/ HABITABILITY Attlure Data
Subfsctor Collect./Transp. Treat. /DispoMl
Ident. o g Characterisdcs Subsystem Subsystem

24 Llhelihood of uer contaot 1 with MSD flittre flushing medium (3)

(a) User is unlikely to come into contact with flushing medium,
(b) User Is more likely to come Into contact with flushing medium than with

standard water flushed fixture. b N/A

28 Appearance of MSD fixture flushing medium

(a) The color ind general appearance of the flushing medium is as acceptable
"as clear water, a

(b) The color and general appearance of the flushing medium are acceptable, N/A
but clear water is preferable,

L (c) The coho! and general appearance of the flushing medium are notaccepabl ... .. .

20 Noise produced in flushing MSD fixtures

(a) The noise produced in flushing fixtures it less than that of a standard
commode/urinal.

(b) The noise produced in flushing fixtures is the same as that of a standard
commode/urinal. b N/A

(c) The noise produced in flushing fixtures Is greater than that of a standard
commode/urinal.

31 Odors produced as a result of inherent MSD design (4)

(a) The hISD subsystem produces uo odor at a result of inherent daesgn. a a
(b) The WDsu bstem p:oduceO a noticeablC odor as a result of Lnhecent design.

32 Odors.produced as a result of procedural errors/equipment failures of MSD

(a) Vic MSD sublystem produces no odoi as a result of procedural errors/
equipment faflurel.

(b) The MSD subsystem produces a noticeable odor as a result of procedural
errore__/4pmenet failures. b b

41 Heat generation for nearby personnel,) due to inherent MSD design
II

(a) As a result of inherent design features, the MSD tubsyttem does not generateenough heat to render its vicinity hotter than most shipboard areas

containing machinery, a a
(b) As a result of inherent design features, the MSD subsystem does generateenough heat to render its vicinity hotter than most shipboard areas

- .c ntraining mAChin~l. n
(I) Due to flushing medium composition. fbxture oaeign, motion of vessel (which may cause splatter, splashing. or

spillage of flushing medium).
(2) ror operator/tnaintainer/adjacent berthing and workdng areas,

(3) Tho GATX MSD, because it has a pressurized sewage collection system ts more likely to expose personnel to sewage
in case of a line break.

(4) Evaporator sealed.
(s) If flapper valve doesn't mat well. 125
(6) , If open equipment and don't rseat suls correctly, slight odor will reult.

*If vapor treatment setion is not fluntoning and I1 thdefom in bypass mode, odor may be vented to deck.

- __ __ __ __ ___.



MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E V- I-IA nl['FABILtTY

MSD GATX Sheet 3 of 3
M/E HABITABILITY

Factor/ HABITABILITY Attribute Data
Subfactor Collct. /Transp. Troat./Disposal
Idynt, No, Characteristics Subsystem Subsystem

42 Heat generation for nearby personnel due to procedural errors/equipmetA

failures of MSD.
(it) The MSD subsystem does not generate enough heat as a result of

prouedural errors/equipment failures to render its vicinity hotter than
most shipboard areas oontaining machinery. a a

(b) The MSD subsystem fhtes generation enougb beat as a result of
procedural erors/equipment failures to render its vicinity hotter than
most shipboard areas containing machinery.

5 Noise level for personnel In vicinity of MSD( 1) (3)

NI - Noise Index

(a) The MSD subsystem is silent or neatly silent.
(b) Noise level of MSD subsystem is approximately equal to background

noise level of vessel. b b
(c) The MSD subsystem is very loud, produces constant noise, drowns out

vessel background noise in immediate area of the system; must shout
to be heard.SVibration levels for nearby personnel(1) produced by MSD machinery (4)

VI .- Vibration index

(a) MSD subsystem produces little or no perceptible vibration in addition to
background level on vessel, a a

(b) MSD subsysten produces perceptible vibradon, but similar to vessel
background.

(c) MSD subsystem produces abnormal or disturbing intensity and/or
-frequency of vibration.

7 Effect of MOS on user housebeeping routines (restrictions on user imposed by (5)subsystem'S.

(a) Subsystem charaoteristics do not Impose restrictions on user. a
(b) Subsystem charactoristict impose restictions on uwer. b

(1) For operator/maintainer/adjacent berdt and working areas, .*
(2) E.g. Must use w ater-soluble toilet paper which is not as comfortable as usual

toilet paper.
Must use special bowl cleaner which is less effective than usual cleaner
Cannot dump detergents down galley sink; muir. store and off-load at shore.

(3) * If compressed air lne breaks. (c) applies
If beadnri In pumps are very warn, (c) applies,

, It steam jacket vonb-steam noise is of short duration.
(4) If hard matedals got into M/T pump, (b) or (C) applies.
(5) Detergent is very likely to Cause foaming in evaporator.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E VI - RELIABILITY

MSD GATX Sheet 1 of 2

Wi/E RELIABILITY
Factor/ RELIABILITY Attribute Data
Subfactor Collect./Tranip. Treat./Dlsposal
Ident. No, Characteristics Subsyttnm Subsystem

21 MSD complexity

Complexity index of MSD subsystem based on A complexity ranking from
ito 3. 4 2

23 E•tent of MSD equlpment/component redundanoy(1 ) (6) (')

(a) Thero Is some significant redundancy in the MSD Subsystem's major
components. a a

(b) There is no Significant redundancy In the MSD subsystem's major
c components.

24 Degree of equipment failure independence(2) (8)

(a) There is a high degree of equipment fAilure independence in MSD
subsystem.

(b) There Is a moderate degree of MSD equipment failure indepeudence in
MID subsystem. b b

(c) There Is a low degree of equipment failure Independence in MSD
subsystem. -

25 Adequacy of MSD equipment ratings (10) (11)

(a) Most MSD subsystem equipments are ovenAted.
(b) Some MSD subsystem equipment ratings are nominal, Some are overrated. b b
(c) Some MSD subsystem equipments are underrated, some are nominally

rated.
(d) Nost MSD subsystem equipments are underrated.

26 Provisions bt fault actuated cut-off mechanisms( 8 ) for MSD protection (12)

(a) There Are many fault actuated mechanisms in MSD Subsystem, or they are
not required 1.4)

(b) There are some fault actuated mechanisms in MSD subsystem. b
(0) There ame no or almost no fault actuated mechanisms in MSD subsystem. c

3 Reliability risk for MODM5 )

(a) MSD Subsystem has a history of fair or better tat results, a a
(b) WSD subsystem has a history of poor test results.
(C) No test results ar available for MSD Subsystem. ............

(1) Any redundancy in electrinic circutry i& not coosldered.
(2) I.e., failure of one Item will not result in failure of major component or subsystem.
(3) Includes mechanisms to: (1) alert opermor/maintainer to high stress or asnormal conditions that will result in failure,

and/or (ii) to correct those conditions or turn off equipment.
(4) E.g., standard commodes and urinals in a gravity drain sewage collection subsystem do not require fault actuated

out-off mechanisnm.
(6) E.g., innovative design, experience.

(6) Fixtures: possibly WT pumps.
(7) , Six elecric hbeate installed In steam Jacketi only three used.

Fourteen Spray nozzles in evaporator
May drain evaporator in one of two ways. 127
FootootU continued on following page.
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(8) If M/T pumps do not shut off, may over fill evaporator.
(9) If vapor treamient section fails, can operate but will produce odor.

* If pumps run dry, will accelerate shaft seal wearout, stress impeller.
(10) M/T pumps overrated.
(11) Electrcal heaters and sludge pump may be overrated.
(12) . Pressure relief valves on steam Jacket, evaporator.

. Level, temperature and pressue sensors in vapor treatment section,
, Pressure switch in compressed air line: interlock type cannot heat evaporator or vapor treatment section

without it,

128
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E Y.. fl MAINTAINABILITY

MSD GATX Sheet 1 of 2

M/E MAINTAINABILITY -
Pactor/ MAINTAINABILITY Attribute Data
Subfactor Collect. /Transp. Tret./Disposal
'dent. No. Characteristics Subsystem Subsystem

(4) (5)
131 Accossiblity of replaceable MSD components

(a) High dogrme of acceibility in MSD subsystem componeints.
(b) Moderate deogr of accmssiblllty in MSD subsystem components.
(c) Low degree of accessibility in WaD suba.tem components. o

182 Extent of MSD modulat:zation for ease of repalu/replacement
,: (A) High dogmae of MSD subsystem modularization.

(b) Moderate degree of MSD subsystem modultsiatton.(c) Low deo=ee of MSD subsystem modularizaaion, b

133 Degree of MSD repairalblity on board veel.( 1 ) (0)

(a) All MSD subsystem Items am repairable on venal. A
(b) Some MSD subsystem items ae repairable on vesns!! some must berplaced. b

- (c) All MsD substysrm items must be replaced-

134 Avaflabflty of manufacturer field support and training programs for MLD

(a) Manufaotrer field support and a training program Is available.
(b) Manufacturer field support(2 ) is available but no training program Is

available, b b
(c) Manufacturer t•aining program it available but field support Is not

avallable.
(d) Neither field support nor trainig program are available hom majnfacturer. -

(3)
142 special/propfietAry item requlremenu for MND equipment repair (8)

(a) No special items required for any MSD subsystem repairs.
(b) Some special Items required for some MSD subsystem repairs. b b
(o) All items e*uhd for MSD subsystem repair are special items.

(1) Versus necesity for replacement of failed equipment.
(2) May Inolude some limited training support during initial MSD installation.
(3) E.., incinerator pots, lters vrus standard supply para.

(4) . WT parts difficult to access because of overhead location and weight of pump.
. To get at flapper valve may have to remove entire commode.

(5) To service or replace floats Inide evaporator, have to remove evaporatOr shoud which is heavy, requfring 2 men to
handle it and is held In place by 30 wcrew clamps.

(0) . Teflon lning of evaporator not repairable on vessel.
Heates not usualy repairable.
Windings in moton not usually vessel repairable.

('7) , Commodes and flush mechanism are IpMcial.

Stainless steel M/T pumps with bras housing are Special.
(8) . Catalyst and container special.

Heater may be special."i! . ~Nestle and union in evaporator are special. :
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E VII- MAINTAINAB•ITY

MSD GATX Sheet 2 of 2

t/I- MAINT, INABILITY
Factor/ MAINTAINABILITY
Subfactor Collect. /Transp. Trat./Dlsposal
Ident, No. Ch•arcteristics Subsystem. subsystemn

23 Effect of MSD reventive maintenance on watchstander routines

(a) No effect on watchatandes routines.
(b) There Is some effect on watohstande, routines.

33 Special dooking requirements for MWD overhau1s(
(a) There ane no special dockdng requirements fo the MSD. (1a
(b) Thtn at. ,pecial dodting requirements fot die MD.

4 laostic requirements for MND
(a) No speoial parts an required for the MSD subsystem.
(b) Few different categories of special parts are required for the MWD

subsystem and there are few parts in each category. b b
(c) Few different categories of special parts ar required. fo the M ) subsystem

but many parut of each type ate required, or many different oategorles of
sp•cial pauts arm required but the• are few parts In each category.

(d) Many different categories of partsre required for die MSD subsystem ahd
dager is k biege number of Mats In each category,_____________

(1) By C4 . direction, this applies to ali MD& considred Lu this study.
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GATX

EQUIPMENT AND INITIAL SPARES ACQUISITION COSTS

Equipment Cost of Associated
Equipment Cost n tial Spares Package(a)

Commode $ 750 $ so

Urinal Flushometer 150 10
Macerator/Transfer Pump FreshW 1, 500(ob 1,SOO(b)

. (Inaludina on•tor SaltW 3a,3000 s0

Evaporator 20 cal. 14,100 600
(With sludge
pump and 40 cal. 14,400 600
controls)

10 cal, 15,000 600

_ _80 alI I,,; Soo 600
Vapor Treatment Section

(Including controls) 2,000 250

Notes

1. Please supply cost estimates for each equipment based on a
production run of 100 units.

2. All cost estimates are to be based on 1976 costs.

3. Identify recommended contents of Initial Spares Package
associated with each equipment.

(a) Manufacturer recommends one initial spares package for every
associated equipment on board the vessel.

(b) U.S. Coast Guard policy is to use fresh water flushing and to
stock one extra MAT pump per vessel regardless of the number of
such pumps installed on the vessel.
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CHRYSIER "AQUA-SANS" RECIRCULATING OIL SYSTEM

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

The Chrysler "Aqua-Sans" is a "no discharge" MSD that differs from

most systems in its use of a refined oil to flush wastes from commodes

and urinals instead of water. Since the oil is immiscible with, and less

dense than, the wastes, gravity separation is effective in disengaging

the oil from the wastes to be destroyed. The oil is recirculated as a

flush fluid for both urinals and commodes. It is purified by filtration and

adsorption and chemically disinfected. The wastes are vaporized and

burned in an incinerator.

The equipment is available in predesigned, functional modules

of varying sizes or capacities. The modules are,

* Separation tank

. Pressurization and Fluid Maintenance package, which

is separated into two modules in the larger size.

. Sludge holding tank, used in larger systems

. Incinerator.

The collection (and recirculation) subsystem, comprised of the Separation

Tank and Pressurization and Fluid Maintenance (P & FM) package, is

operational at all times, regardless of vessel location (i.e., in or beyond

restricted waters or at pierside), in order to provide toilet facilities for

the crew. For servicing, or during an emergency, the fluid maintenance

portion of the P&FM package can be shut down and remain inoperative

until odor becomes too objectionable. While at plerside or beyond restricted

waters, collected wastes can be pumped to a pier connection or overboard

from the sludge holding tank, permitting the incinerator to be nonoperational

In a small system that does not have a sludge holding tank, an ejection

tank can be added for just this purpose.

The Chrysler MSD is essentially automatic, requIring supervision of

equipment operational status plus the following periodic efforts during

138
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normal operating conditions:

. Ash removal from the incinerator

* Addition of chlorine disinfectant tablets

. Replacement of filters (prefilter, charcoal and clay)

* Replacement of filter bag(s) in separator tank

* Addition of make up flush medium (oil)

* Complete replacement of system flush fluid.

A functional block diagram of the Chrysler "Aqua-Sans" Oil Recirculation

System is presented in Figure 9.
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

For ease of description and visualization of a hybrid WMS, the

Chrysler MSD is presented in two subsystems: a collection and recircula-

tion subsystem, and a disposal subsystem.

It is noted that in a recirculation system, the division between the

waste collection, transport, treatment, and disposal subsystems is not

clearcut. For purposes of describing the system, it is subdivided into two

subsystems, such that the waste collection, transport and treatment

functions form one subsystem, and the waste disposal function (i.e., the

incinerator) forms the other subsystem. However, for purposes of

analyzing some of the' effectiveness characteristics, it was more

convenient (mainly to preserve some similarity with the Grumman and CHT

collection subsystem) to use a different subdivision. The subdivision there

is such that the waste collection and transport system (consisting of the

commodes, urinals and the standard drain pipes only) forms one subsystem,

with the treatment and disposal functions (consisting of the remainder of

the system) forming the other subsystem."

Collection and Recirculation Subsystem

The collection and recirculation subsystem is comprised of the
following:

0 Standard commodes and urinals
. Existing standard, sloped, gravity - drained sewer pipes
. Separation tank
. Pressurization and fluid maintenance package
. Return piping for flushing medium
, Controls

A. Commodes and Urinals

The commodes and urinals are the existing, standard, full-flush

fixtures. The associated flushometers might require a change in the timing

orifice in order to maintain the same flush vq1ume, if it is so desired.

Otherwise, everything remains standard.

141
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B. Separation Tank

The separation tank is a two compartment module in which the old

disengages from the aqueous wastes, is disinfected, filtered and stored

in a reservoir. The first compartment provides a quiescent volume in which

oil and water (aqueous wastes) separate by gravity. The urine, feces and

toilet paper settle, to be contained in the hopper shaped bottom. An

external level sight gage shows the height of the interface between the
aqueous phase and the oil. Valves at top and bottom provide isolation for

chemical cleaning of the level gage. The transparent section of the level

gage is made of a short block of acrylic in which two electrodes detect

the presence of water between them. Upon signal from the level sensor,

a macerator/transfer (M/T) pump, operating for about ten seconds, with-

draws some of the aqueous waste from the hopper. The pump is mounted

externally at one end of the separator tank and is connected to the hopper

by a four inch line with a diaphragm shut off valve in it. Vertically

mounted on the 1-1 /4 inch discharge pipe from the pump is a ball check

valve.

Inside the tank, lying horizontally at the top of the first compartment,

is a fiberglass furnace filter which acts to coalesce any fine droplets of

water. Larger water drops settle more readily. Keeping the coalescer in

place is a piece of expanded metal plate, upon which the chemical chlorine

tablets are laid. As flush fluid and wastes enter the settling compartment

through a submerged pipe, separated oil is displaced upward through the

coalescer and plate, dissolves some disinfectant and overflows the com-

partment baffle.

The falling oil is filtered through a preformed felt bag which removes

particles of the chlorine tablets that might be carried over. The bag is

located in the second compartment above the reserve oil level. A small

blower pulls air into the tank through an inverted vent connection across

the top of both compartments and discharges it into a two inch vent line.

The cover is a flat lid that provides sufficient sealing to allow odor removal

by the blower. It is secured by four quick release clamps.
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In addition to the contactor for the M/T pump, the controls include

relays and timers for the following logic functions. The signal from the

level sensing electrodes must be continuous for about 20 seeonds before

the M/T pump will start. This avoids false signals due to sloshing caused

by vessel movement. After pumping for 10 seconds, the pump is deactivated

for two to three minutes before accepting another signal from the level sensor.

This allows equalization of the level in the hopper and the level gage as well

as permitting wet solids (e.g. pieces of toilet paper) to fall from the down-

ward slanted electrodes. The delay helps prevent excessive withdrawal from

tne hopper, assuring that only aqueous fluid is removed.

Separation tanks are available from the manufacturer in five sizes, all

operating on the same principles. The two largest sizes are designed with

each compartment as a free standing tank to be installed close to each other.

This option Is available with the smaller units on a custom designed basis.

The sizes of interest to this study are the three smallest separation tanks

which have a maximum oil capacity and a 24-hour man-loading of:

• Model A: 81.5 gallons - 20 men
0 Model A/B: 156 gallons - 50 men
, Model B: 209 gallons - 160 men

C. Pressurization and Fluid Maintenance

The Pressurization and Fluid Maintenance (P&FM) package is a pallet

mounted assemblage of equipment which provides (1) the pressurization of

recirculating flush oil for distribution to the commode and urinal flusho-

meters and (2) the purification of the oil in a bypass stream.

The pressurization portion consists of the following:

2 * Two centrifugal pumps installed in parallel
A vertically mounted cylindrical accumulator
A pressure switch and pressure gage

. An automatic air injector.

* Manual ball valves are used to isolate the standby pump, making pump

alternation a manual procedure. The pressure switch actuates the operating

pump, which serves to keep the pressure in the accumulator between the presetU

limit of 32 to 42 psig. An accumulator is necessary in order to accommodate
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peak flows when several flushometers are operated simultaneously. The original

accumulator design contained a troublesome rolling diaphragm to separate the air

from the oil. When it was eliminated, an air injector was added for replacing

the air that dissolved in the oil (air is more soluble in oil than in water).

The air injector is a single-stroke, flat diaphragm, compressor that operates

once every time the pressurization pump starts up, using the oil pressure

to compress air.

The fluid maintenance portion of the P&FM package is a passive

system that bleeds a continuous flow of oil from the accumulator, purifies

it and returns it to the reservoir compartment of the separation tank. The

components, in sequence, are as follows:

0 A prefilter

. A pressure regulator

. A charcoal filter

* A clay filter

The pressure regulator stabilizes the pressure, and thus the flow, from

the fluctuations of the accumulator. A pressure gage helps set the flow

and gives some visual indication of the condition of the purification

components.

ThP prctiter Is a corrugated, cylindrical paper filter in cartridge

form. The easily replaced, throw-away element protects the regulator and

the fine filters from clogging prematurely. The first filter holds activated

charcoal contained in a bag of non-woven, very porous polypropylene

cloth. The charcoal adsorbs organic, odor-producing compounds as well

as some chlorine. The second filter contains a larger, cylindrical

cartridge in which an annular layer of clay is held. The clay acts

as a very fine filter for particulates as well as acting as an adsorbent.

Replacement of the filters is performed on a regular basis or when the

the color, clarity or odor of the flush fluid is unacceptable. An indication

of imminent need for filter replacement can be seen from the pressure

reading on the regulator gage or the flow rate of the return stream inside

the separation tank. A hand valve isolates all the bypass components
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from pressure. The prefilter element is replaced by dropping the enclosing

shell after unscrewing a central post that projects through the top of the

head casting. The charcoal and clay are accessible by removing the tops

of their containers, after releasing a single quick-opening V-band clamp.

The pressurization and fluid maintenance functions for larger systems

are provided on two pallets: one for the dual pumps and one for the puri-

fication components, The accumulator is usually custom designed and
installed independently of the two pallets. The component functions are

identical to those of the smaller P&FM package. The pressurization pumps

are essentially the same as those for the smaller P&FM package but the

fluid maintenance components are larger and have different methods for

closure. The prefilter elements are accessible after dropping the shell

which is held up by four screws. The charcoal filter housing uses a cover

plate fastened to the body flange by six bolts. The housing for the clay

cartridges is separated in the middle, after releasing a single V-band clamp.

D, Return Piping

The return piping for the flushing medium Is simple, ordinary piping

but is mentioned separately to emphasize that in an exiisting vessel, it will

require additional piping. At some point or points on the way back to

the commodes and urinals, it joins to, and makes use of, the piping, already

in place, that leads to the flushometers. At the point(s) of Juncture,

complete separation from the previous flush water supply must be effected.

E. Controls

Controls for the separation tank and the P&FM have been described.

They are located with the module that they serve. There are some inter-

connecting control functions between the separation tank and the disposal

subsystem,which are described with the latter.
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Disposal Subsystem

The disposal subsystem consists of an inuinerator only for the smaller

systems, but Includes an intermediate sludge holding tank in larger

systems.

A. Sludge Holding Tank

The sludge holding tank (called a waste holding tank in the manufac-

turer's catalog) is a rectangular, hopper bottom tank that primarily accommo-

dates the mismatch in instantaneous flow rates between the separation tank

discharge and the incinerator input. Its other function is as a secondary

separator to remove any oil that might be carried over from the separation

tank.

The tank is supplied with its own stand on which is mounted a close-

coupled centrifugal pump-motor, a belt driven progressing cavity pump,and

the necessary interconnecting piping. Ancillary items on the tank are:

1) three level sensors, 2) external level sight gage, 3) exhaust blower

and motor, and 4) electrical controls. The centrifugal pump periodically

recirculates the top layer of liquid in the tank back to the separation tank

carrying with it any oil that has separated out. The progressing cavity

pump feeds the incinerator in short, timed, batches.

The middle level sensor signals the incinerator to warm up in prepa-

ration for receiving wastes, and the lowest sensor stops the cyclic transfer

of wastes to the incinerator. The uppermost sensor Indicates an overfill

situation and can actuate an alarm. The level sight gage gives the operator

a visual indication of the tank status. The exhaust blower pulls odor bearing

air from the tank Interior and discharges it to a two inch vent line.

Two sizes of sludge holding tanks are available and both are considered

for this study. The Model B holds 100 gallons and the Model C holds 200

gallons and are identical in function and ancillary equipment. The difference

lies in the physical dimensions of the tank and structure.
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B. Incinerator

The incinerator is a free standing, rectangular unit with a weather

resistant enclosure, in which the concentrated sewage is dehydrated and

j, !burned. The wastes are piped from above into a metal pot where the water

is evaporated and the organic residue is burned. A downward-firing oil

burner assembly directs the flame into the pot from which the hot gases

must pass up, around, and under the pot, before exiting the chamber. A

short Metalbestos section, rising vertically from the top of the unit, is

supplied as the start of the exhaust stack. A hinged, insulated door on
' the end permits withdrawal of the pot for ash removal.

The pot was originally a rectangular box, welded up from stainless

steel sheet, Rapid corrosion failures of the pot prompted development

through a series of designs that included welded reinforcements and

exotic metals. The current design, apparently successful, is spun from

two pieces of S8309 plate with only one circumferential weld. Failure

seemed to be due to stress corrosion which is substantially reduced with

the current method of fabrication.

Controls include solenoid fuel valves, ignition transformer, tempera-

ture controller, thermocouple probe, overtemperature sensor and timer.

The sequence of actions is as follows: The level sensor in the separator

tank (or the sludge holding tank) signals a high level, when the electrodes

become wet with aqueous waste. At this time, the incinerator timer and

blower start. If the high level signal is continuous for 64 seconds, the
0incinerator burner ignites. When the temperature reaches 1100 F the burner

begins to cycle in order to maintain this temperature. At the start of the

second cycle, sludge is pumped into the incinerator. The incinerator burns

for approximately 34 minutes and then shuts down. If the temperature reaches

1250 0 F, the overtemperature sensor actuates visible and audible alarms

and shuts down the burner.

A larger incinerator is available with twice the capacity for human
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waste (8 gallons per hour vs. 4 gallons per hour). Aside from being physically

bigger, the unit has two burners and a two stage temperature controller.

One burnier fires into the pot from above, as in the smaller unit, and one

fires horizontally, below the pot level. The controller actuates one or

two burners depending upon the heat demand (difference between set point

and actual temperature).

Scaling

Because of the modularity and the predesign of the major pieces

of equipment comprising the Chrysler MSD, various combinations are

available for differing capacity r~quirements. For example, 152 men can

be accommodated by three Model A sepac,-.tion tanks or one Model B.

Pressurization and fluid maintenance can be provided by three Model A

packages or one Model B pressurization unit and onb Model B fluid

maintenance unit. The smallest system package is designed for 20 men

on a 24 hour basis.
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CHRYSLER

COMPONENT: PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

waigl t ([bl) VouoDimensions (Inchcs)
.onlp ouionta C apacity Dry rilled (Cu ft) 1108ht Length Width

Chrysler Model A 20
men

Separation Tank* 635 1370 51.9 68 55 24

Pump and Fluid
Maintenance Pkg. 435 540 59.6 67 48 32

Incinerator 575 588 27.1 47 36.5 27.3

Chrys1er Model A/B so
men

Separation Tank* 1000 2400 79.1 68 67 30

Pbmp and Fluid
Maintenance Pkg. 435 540 59.6 67 48 32

Incinerator 575 588 27.1 47 36.5 27.3

Chrysler Model B 160

men

Separation Tank* 1060 3120 116.7 77 77 34

Fluid Maint. Pkg. 325 555 22.0 49 31 25

Pump Pkg. 245 250 10.6 18 34 30

Sludge Holding Tank 610 1445 40.8 49 40 36

Incinerator 575 588' 27.1 47 36.5 37.3

"Chrysler Model C

Sludge Holding Tank 980 2650 73.6 80 43 38

Incinerator 1600 1626 79.2 41 63 53
n in

NOTE: Control panel Is decentralized on current production models. Individual
controls are located on seiparatlon tan;-, pump or pumv.i and fluid main-

ten•anco package, waste holdinj tank and incinerator.

k Soparation tank normally has two vertical compartmont3 ahich can be furnishedI '4as two Individual Lanks. This may hclP p]accin.-ct tn tight quarters.
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CHRYSLER

STANDARD COMPONENT PIPE CONNECTION SIZES

Chrysler WNS Components Pipe Connection Size

Separation Tank (for Models A, A/B, 13)

Waste Inlet: 4 in. NPT

Waste Outlet (Pump discharge) I in. NPT
Flush Fluid Outlet .1 1/2 in, NPT
Flush Fluid Return 1/2 in. NPT
Vent Blower Outlet 2 in.

Pump and Fluid Maintenance System (for Models A, A/B)

Flush Fluid Inlet 1 1/2 in. NPT
Flush Fluid Supply 1 1/2 in. NPT
Bypass Fluid Return 1/2 in. NPT

Flush Fluid Pump Package (for Model B)

Flush Fluld Inlet 1 1/2 in. NIPT
Flush Fluid Supply I 1/4 in. NPT

Fluid Maintenance Module (for Model B)

B.'suid Inlet 3u/ in. NPT

Bypass Fluid Return 1/2 in. NPT

Sludge Holding Tank (for Models B, C)

Waste Inlet I in. NPT

Transfer Pump Outlet 1 in. NPT
Recirculation Pump Outlet 1 in. NPT
Vent Blower Outlet 2 in.

Incinerator (for Models A, A/B, B)

Waste Inlet I in. NPT
Fuel Suction and Return 3/8 OD tubing
.qtack 8 in. ID Metalbestoa'

Incinerator (for Model C)

W3aste Inlet I in. NP3T
Fuol Suction and Return 1/2 in. NPr
Stock 12 in. ID Motalbestos

Ii ~ Sludge E jection 'l'inh

Wnste Inlot 150 1 in. NPT .
Vent Blower Outlet 2 in.

-V',;..!i may vary hei on~ tci c size doponding• t111on hnsrailation.. :
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTI DATA
I ADAPTABIIITY FOR

M/ S IuIrPB J )NSAL[ATION

IVISD CHRYSLER Shoet 1 of 4

N "• -"INSTALIATION:, Att'ibuta Data
Factor/ INSTALLATION
Subfactor Collect./Transp. Treat,/Disposal
Sj•a _acte.t_ __cs_" jUnstem Subsystem"• - • With I . ...with

12 MvISD materials disaillowed or not recommended.) InOin Howldln

(a) No disallowed or not recommendrd materias prwesnt•) In MSD subsysstcm. a Tank

(b) So:ne disallowed or not rocoinminded materials present In MSD subsystem, a a

but resultant problems can be solved or cornperuatcd for.
(c) Presence of disallowed or not rucommended materials in MSD subsystem

presents problems with no feasible, solutlons.

13 Extont of additional support systems or equdpment required to accommodate ( I (9)
MvSD(3)

identification of support system requirements for .iiSD subsystem.

2A1 Extentt of fLxture modiflcations required for MSD installatlion.

(a) MSD uses standard commodes and urinals.
(b) WASD uses non-standard eommodes and spec[al equpment Is associated i/A

with the urinals.
(c) MSD uses non-standard commodes, special equlpmcnt Is associated with

the urinals Ard vach fixture has additional hook-up reqatrements. I

22 Extent of flush medium supply modifications mquired for MSD instalation. I

(a) MSi) use.s sea water for flushin fixtures. N/A
(b) MSI) uses frosh water for flushing fixtures.
(c) MSD ues a non-aqueous for flushing fixtures. _ _I

231. Hookup requiroments(4) for MSI) Collectdon/Tra'spart subsystem installation. (10)

(h) M!.A) u'•.1 nh' il,1:,daii b lhNction//A,';L•.• s:d .,' ( NIA
(CU) Mi80 u oS 11an-standard and ceneallzcd Coll'cton/'rsaosport subsystemn.
(d) JM2SD uses non-stmadard and nou-centralzcd Coliectilon/Transport

-.... - tsubsYSteml.(0) ___________-

(1) As specified In sublchpters J&F of Merchant Marine Code and C;.G, MSD regulations.
(2) For purposes of this study, C.G. ditects choice (a) for all MSDs.

(3) Exanzljes
. Firefighting system must be Installed wiflh incinruatot.
. Bileu alarm requirod if larae tank Is installed atovo bllge,.
. Compressor required on vessels that do not already have o1e.

"" Detectors of toxic or noxious gases should be Installed with any systnm that, as an linir-mrer designi featuro, usem
"such ga;es In processlns wastes.

(4) Drain plpling electric cables for coruzectlnpi co.lrinOde, M/i putnp ai1d control panel, compressod air, etc.

(6) In Cexisting gravity drain systum.
(6) Includes conversion front reduced flulth VACtUlM Wllcction to a standard gravity raitn siystem with or without recirculation.

(F?) Possibly fire fighting Cquipmnent irt hiad spaces.
(8) Fire fighting tquiptommrt: vc,,tilhtlo,|.
(gi) 91uge altimi if mnewessary,
110) Recirculating oil return liookup required, standard dral.s used,•ii•'.15 2
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA
I - ADAPTABILITY FOR

M/E SHIPBQORD INSTALLATION

MSD CHRYSLER Sheet _2,_ of 4

WE/. INSTALLATION
Factor/ Attribute Data

Subfactor Sollect. /TrAnsp. Treat. /Disposal
ident. No. Chuacteristics (1) Subsystem Subimem

232 RoUting flexibility for drain piping modiftcaons() auociated with MSD With HoldiCollcotion/Transport subsystem installaton(2) W iminin Tfln

(a) Routing of MSD Collcction/Transport piping Is highly flexible.
(b) Routing of MSD Collection/Transport piping is moderately flexible with

some restrictions. N/A(o) Routing of MSD Collection/Transport piping is highly Inflexible. c 1

233 Space requirements for MSD Collection/Transport subsystem installation (4) .

(a) Space required for MSD Collection/Trausport subsystem is little or no
greater than that required fo, standard Collection/Transport subsystem.

(b) Space required for MSD Collectiou/Transport subsystem Is moderately b N/A
eincauod over that required for standard Colle.otion/Transport subsystem.,

(C) Space required for MSD Colleotion/Transport subsystem is much greater
than that required for standard Collection/Transport subsystem.

234 Modularity of MSD Collection/Transport subsystem (as it affccts installation). (5)

(a) Collection/Transport subsystem is highly modular. a N/A A
(b) There is an option for some decentralization of dte MSD Collection/

Transport subsystem. .

(c) The MSD Collection/Transport subsystem Is highly entralzed. .I

235 Vent requirements for MSD Colcection/Transport subsystem installation,

(a) NISD Collection/Transport subsystem requires no vents. N/A
(b) MSD CoLlcction/Transport subsystem reqtdres few vent.s.
(c) MSD Collecton/Tratlsport subsystem ~equires many Vents. , -

(1) of the three relevant categories of routing lines (piping, ventilation, electrical), p'pimng is the most important for
asss•sing ease of NiSa installation.

(2) Notcs:

W with gravity drainage, lines must always slope downward and requiro venting,
. Smaller size lines ar inherently more flexible.
* With pump or vacuum Collection/Transport subsystem, sharp bends, risers and long rum can be accommodated

in piping.

(3) Gravity drainage through standard drain lines. Routing of return lines (plessurived and filled) is highly flexible. Answer
applies to new InstaUation onlyl If standard drain lines already installed in vessel, then (a) applies.

(4) Components for preurizcd return (e.g.. accumulator).

(a) . Pressurization o, fluid maintenance package is separated Into two modules In the larger (100 man) Model ID of the
Chryslar .SD,

-NISD available as packaged subsystems.

(6) As for standard drain lines (i.e. all trap must be vented). Answer applies to new installation onlyi if standard drain
line already Installed in vesel, then (a) applies.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA
I - ADAPTABILITY FOR

M/E SHIPBOARD INSTALLATION

MSD CHRYSLER Sheet 3 of 4

Attribute Data
Factor/ INSTALLATION ..... t
Subfactor Collect./Tranip, Treat. /Disposal
Ident. No. Characteristics Subsystem qubs stem

242 Hookup requirements(l) for MSD waste Treatment/Disposal subsystem With I
installation ,nin Tan
(a) Pipe, ducts and/or cable requirements for the MSD Treatment/Disposal (

subsystem.are minimal. N/A b l b
(b) Pipe, ducts and/or cable requirements for the MSD Treatment/Disposal

subsystem are moderate.
(c) Pipe, ducts and/or cable roquirements for the MSD Treatment/Disposal

* subsystemre extensive, I
243 Deogm of modularity of MSD waste Treatment/Disposal subsystems (as it it)

affects installation)%)

(A) MSD Tioatment/Disposal subsystem is highly modular. N/A a a
(b) There Is an option for some decenualization of the MSD Treatment/

Disposal subsystem. I
(o) MSD Treatment/Disposal subsystem is highly centralized. _

(9) (9,10)

244 Vent requirements for MSD waste Treatment/Disposal subsystem insta.lation(s) N/A 1.

"(a) No vents are required for MSD Treatment/Disposal subsystem,
(b) Vents are required for MSD Treatment/Dhsposal subsystem. , b p b

245 Exhaust stack requirements for MSD waste Treatment/Disposal subsystem
installation. (4) NIA a
(a) Exhaust stack not required for MSD Treatment/Disposal subsystem.
(b) Small exhaust stack required for MSD Treatment/Diposl subsystem.

- () Large exhaust stack required for MSD Treatmen.t/Disposal subsystem. _ I

(1) Pilpng for fuel oil, fre4h water, cooling water, compressed air, interconnecting remotely located equipment, overboard
discbarge Une, etc. I electric cables for power supply, remote panels, etc, I ducting for ventilation, etc.

(2) Decenualzation of componenU may require additional hookups and pinAng runs,
(8) Vents that aft only Internal to the compartment In which subsystem is located are not conmdered hem.
(4) oa

lectric incinerator requirue small (2") exhaust.
Fuel Incinerator requires large (10") exhaust.

(d) Electric powael electrical controls (each package in subsystem has Its own control panel)t no compressed air.

(0) Fuel mspply for incinerator.
('7) Subsyatem comm in package units.

(8) Incinerator separable from treatment subsystemsl may be mounted In any convenient location.
(9) Separation tank requires smal, vent.

(10) Sludge holdIng tank requires vent.

1.
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• MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA
I - ADAPTABILITY FOR

•' M/E SH IPBOAR D INSTALLATION

I
,,. MSD GHRYSLER Sheet 4 o! 4

' M/• . .... INST•L•TION
SFactor/ INSTALLATION Atutbure Data
•', Subfaetor Collect./Tranlp. Treat./Dllpogal

1' ;dnt, NO, Charaetezisties SubsyKem S ubl•vu, em

•' g5 Ease of lmtalling MSD support equipmentO)

InoinJ Tane
Extent of additional luppozt equipment •ulsed m accommoda• •D

t' I
• (a) No addl•ona.l lupport equipmemt required for lviSD suN, tern. (8) I (4)
'•' (b) Some eddldonal support equipment required for MSD sublystem, b b I b

, (•) Muoh addlHonal support equipment required for MSD subly•em,

I • I I I ii i I I I I I I I II I I I

(l) ExamPlul

++ . Fh'eflghttn8 I•tem must be lmtalled wi• tnc4ne•al:or.
• Bilge alarm required ff large tank 11 Installed above bilge.
. Compml• required on veuels that do nor already have one.

: . Det•on or toxic or noxioui Bezel should be ir=talled with any system •at, u an inherent dmrlgn feature, u•
. 1 ZUch Bue4 in pz'o•e.•lng waztei.

(2) I•ire fighting equlpm•t in headl.

(3) Fire fighting equlplne.tl Ve•ltilatlon.

(4) Bl•e •larm if required.

_J ....

it+,
? .I..+I?
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4 MSD EMOETIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

MA II -PERFORMANCE

MSD CHRYSLER Sheet I of 4

F I tor Attribute Data
Subfactor Collect. /Tr~nsp. Treat, /Disposal
_______No Characteristics subsystem Susse

3il Effe~ct of peak hydraulic loads in black" water stream on MSD performance(2 ()With I o

(a) No signflltcAnt affect of black water peaks on l4SD subsystem performance. rn. Tn
(b) Effect of black water peaks It of short duration, with temporary imp~cA-

tions for MSI) subsystem performance, easy to overcome. bt b b
(C) Long-term effect of black water peaks, difficult to overcome, with long-

term implications for MSL) subsystem performance.
(d) No ability of MSD subsystem to handle black water peaks.1$312 E~ffect of peak hydraulic loads in Gray~l wiater stream on MSD performance (2)
(a) No significant effect of gray water peaks on NISD subsystem performance.

(b fetOf gray Witter peaks is of short duration, with temporary Implications /NA
for MSD subsystem performanco. easy to overcome. System cannOt hbsndle gray water

(c ) Lo~ng-term effect of gray water peaks, diffloult to overcome with long-teri
Implications for MSD subsystem perfotmance.

(d) No ability of MISD subs stem to handlo gra Water peaks.______

321 Effect of low flow conditionst/long idlo rimes in black water stream on MSD 071 (6
perforMAn)Ce(

(A) No s10igncant effect of black water low flow conditions/long Idle timis on
MSD subsystem performance.

qth) Effect of black water low flow conditions /long idle time$ of short duration,
with temporary Implications for M.SD subsystem performance, easy to
overcome. b b gb

Ccc) Long-termi effect or black( water low flow conditions/long Idle times.
difficult to overcome. with long-term implicationi; for MSV subsystem
performance.

(d) No ability of 108D subsystem to handle 11e1Ck Water low flow vondition&s/
loireyidle thimes, _______

(1) tnclutlos iristaitanecis~liourly and daily loa'ds.
(2) Pocah load handling ability depends on C/T subsystem. The abiliry of an WDI whlich employs an Latluent surge tank to

(~)Alhandle peaks usually depends almust entirely on the sizing of this tank.
(3 A oaniplo of low flow conditionm Is wheni 76t4a of tire crew Is not on board veswel for a wouk and usage rate by

-- rumnlalrmIn3 2fil'v of crew it normnal, Loag idle times aire on the order of several weeks of virt-..4y no usage of MSD.
(4) L~ot of flsigmay temporarily reduce supply of flushing medium,
(5) .Hydraulically, system can hitndle poaks, but it would degrade the quality of receive oil for several hours by rendering

sepiration tank lost efficient; filtration would clean up receive oil gradually after several hours.
If separation tank is full or Almost full when peak arrives. it may not be able to sacept mote inp'it.
If separation tank Is full and recirculating pumip tries to recirculate, there aaZ.Lotbe any mechanism to stop

recirculation.,
*Accumulatro presturlzatiosm pumips are Large (45 gpni) and have good capacity for peak handling.

(ii) .Many lines could get packed; advisable to flush out lines with watee before letting stand idle.
*Line from bottom of separation tank to MWT pumnp could Bet hardened.
* or long idle times must drain systemn to clean out separatini tonki residue may cake up.I(7) ,SludgO tank (associated with Incinerator) positive displacement transfer pump tends to stick oat sludge (even caked sludge),
* Lne fromt hi/ pwnip is sludge filled but lilgh velocity tends to clear line.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/. II - PERFORMANCE

MSD CHRYSLER Sheet 2 of .

iiW'Eo/ Attribute Data.

,.ubfactor Callect./Transp. Treat./Dlsposal

No. Characteristics subsystem Subsystem.
,, I With

322 Effect of low flow conditions/long idle times In gray water stream on MSD W'.•,perlormnanco~l) Wt I tl.dn
• Incin. Tank

(a) No significant effect of gray water low flow condltions/Iong Idle times on
MSD subsystem performance. I

"(b) Effect of gray water low flow conditions/long idle times of short duration,
Swith temporary implications for MSD subsystem performance, easy to
overcome.N/A N/A

(c) Long-term effoct of gray water low flow eonditiona/long idle times, System cannot ha die gray water
difficult to overcome with long-term implications for MSD subsystemI
performance. I

"(d) No ability of MSD subsystem to handle gray water low flow conditions/long I
-id'e times,

331 Ability of black water portion of MD to handle additional pensontiel (on a (4)1 (4)(5)
long-term basIA)(P)

(a) MSD black warm subsystem will handle additional personnel with little or I
no degradation in performance.

(b) &ISD black water susystem will handle additional pesonnel with
moderately degraded (but still barely acceptable) performace. b b

(c) NISD black water subsystem will not handle additional prsronnel

332 Ability of arsy water portion of MSD to handle additional personnel (on a long-
term bauis)(f)

(a) MSD gray water msbsystem will handle additional personnel with little or i te N/A N/A

degradation in performance.
(b) MSD gray water sulsystem will handle additional personnel with moderatel,

degraded (but still barely acceptable) perforrnance.
(c) MSD gray water sbbsystenm will not ha•dle additional personnel. .

(1) An example of low flow condition is when 7&1o of 1he crcw Is not on board ves•el for a week and usage rate by
renialintig 2,' of crew Is neortnal, Long Idle time are on the order of ieveral weeks of virtually no usage of MSD.

(13) Rosulting In long-term increase in Average black water stream hydraulic loading. The ability of an MSD which
employs a black water (or sludge) holding tank to handle additional personnel may bu determined by the size of
that tank.

(3) Restillng in long-term -increase In average gray water stream hydraulic loading. The abiUty of an MSD which employs
A gray water (or sludge) holding rank to handle additional porsotnnl may be determined by the size of dtat tank.

(4) Handles additional personnel with sonic degradation of oil quality, so filtration elements may have to be changed
more often.

(5) Cannot handle additional personnel and meet maximum holding time soqwtlroments,
, May take additional personnel for short time (tank sized in man aO if required, tank capacity Is accommodated

by inswtllation.

V
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MSI) EFF'ECTIVEZNESS A'FrRUBUTE DATA

M/ Hj . PEREORMANOE

MSD CPT~SL~RSheet 3 of 4

Paetdrt Attribute b~t&a
oallect./1 Tranmip. Tre~t, /lMsposai

Wn.N.C~haracteristics sub~yliterr n uaytem

4ý. Ability of black wa¶Lir handling rpodon of M'SD to operate for Austained time Wirth loldiq

(a M6 lakdwae sub~ystehi can operate for idllteperiod of time If no I-
Ca -1nsfail. (1) a

.(by.. MSD Iaok* water iuthyswcn' call operisto for only Urrmited period bf time.

42* lIN ri if Stay Wate hndlitg attl oil of MSD to okita. forsutie -n

a)MSD wa*r yto
Jirly wattsubsyse rjan operateor indeflinlti period of kInio If no

componwits fall. W1 .NA N/AAl

(b) WDSt~gay water subsystem cart operate !or only lirnilted poriod of time, Systemt cannot .ha, idle Sray watr.
eveir if no Components fail. (2)

181i Ability of MS0 to handle ground garbagu in black wazer stream (4 (6 5

(a) MSD black water iubsyst'.n will hikndlo ground SarIbage Ini black water
P srranli oil a long-tell), basis.

(b) MYID black water subsystem will handle ground garbage in black water
stream on at least a short-torin basis.

(c), MID Wickl water uitilystemi wll not handle ground garbage In black water

52 Abhility of MSV to hanidlim foreign nisterials/ohject's in bllack water sariam (6)

(a) MSD sul-systcni will handle foreignl matrlals/olbjocu In black water I
Izz"an onl a long-term basis, a

I'(b) MSl? subsystcoi will handle ioretgn matetial/objects in black batb
screani onl at loast ii short-trmit Nas, b b

j(c) NMSD subsystcm will not handle foreign moteriladot'jects in black water

C)Applie to a 1-/D suhsysterm with an Incinerator,
r2) Applies to A T/ti~stibystem wldit oi a inciticritor.
(3) Exanwloipe:

. Long, narrow objctns (pouns, pencils, toothpicks. let.)
f~~ .small hard objects, (nut shells, puU tab fiorn A flip top can, bottle COP11, Paplet CliPs, coins, nutu/bolts/

screwil/nalls, cuff links, etc.)
. Large soft objects (paper towels, newspaper page, stiff otmd shiny m~agazine page, strings f~rom a f'loor mnop,

--- rag, tamipons and minitary napkins, etc.)

(4) Ground garbage not collected by sewage C/T subsystem; It goes by separate line to elitht %ludge holding tank or
inc~neratr food tank.

(5) Ground harbage not processed by T/D subsystem; it goes by separate line to either sludge holding tank ur incinorator
feed tank, in which cii~e (a) app~ies.

(0) A rag could plug up pumps.
('7) M/T pump wfill handle If object not 'oo hard; A nuit or bolt will stay in the line preceding dhe W/T pump.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E 11 - PERFRMANQF

MSD CHRYSLER Sheet 4 of 4

Factor/ Attb ta
Subfaotor Collect. /Tranip. Treat. /Disposal
ldent. No, Characteri.dcs subsystem su ystem

53 Ability of MSD to handle detergents/surfactants in black water stream on a Wit Wl
long-term bais. Inchn I Tannk

"(a) MSD subsystem wlJl handle detergens/surfaotants In black water stream (12) I (1)
on a long-teom bads. I

(b) MSD subsystem will handle detergents/surfactants In black water stream
on at It41s a short-term basis.

(c) MSD subsystem will not bandle detergenu/surfactansa In black water stream. cc

54 Ability of MSD to handle toxic mlterials in black water stream
(a) MSD subsystem will handle toxic materials In black waicrr atream on o

long-term badis, a a i
(b) MSD subsystem will handle toxic materials In black water stream on at

least a short-term bais,
..- ,�(a) MSD subsystem will handle toxic materials in black water stream. ,,, _ _

61 Ability of MSD secondary emissions to meet applicable standards for
die discharge of au pollutants

(a) fo possibility of discharge of sIgnlfloant air pollution fErom MS subsyttom. a a
(b) MSD subsystem wil meet standards for air pollutants under normal oper-

axing octididons. b
(0) MSD subsystem will meat standards for air poUutants under normal oper-

ating conditions and these is a strong possibility of non-conformance to I(. s itandards under unusual opating conditions. -.- - I

62 Abillty of MSD secondary emissions to meot applicable standards for
disposal of oil-contaminated residues at sea

(b) MSD subsystem has a potential for producing o0l-contamlnated residues :4

, at sea. b b b

* 71 Performance sisk for black water handling portion of NSD (4) (5)
(a) MSD black water subsystem has a history of Air or better test rsults, A I a

L (b) MSD black water subsystem has a history of poor test results. b I
72 (c) No test reult am available for the _ed black water subsystem.

,1 2 Performance risk for gray water water handling portion of MWD I
(a) MSD gray water sulystorm has a history of fair or better teAt results. N/A NIA
(b) MSI) gray water sulsystom has a history of poor test results. System cannot hai 4i1 gray watr
(c) No toss results are available for the SISD gray water sulvystem, _

(I) Degrades quality of oil neeusitating early change of oil.
(2) Detergents may cause some oil to get through to incinerator, cutting the amount of fuel oil needed to burn the sludge.
(3) , If bower SOe off and incinerator continues to burn, may result In pollution,

if oil Is in incinerator, may yield sooty air.
(4) Problems with incinerator (pot). 159
(5) Level sansor Interconnects must be worked out.



MSD EFFE.CTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E III - OPERABILITY

MSID CHYLRSheet 1 of 2

WE O PERABILITY~
Pacor/OPERABILITY Attribute Data

Subifactor Collect. /Transp. Treat, /Disposal

Td!MtL Lo. Charucteristlcs Subsystem Susse

11 Degrse of automation for MSD operation (1) With HodTan

(A) NOD subsystem is almost fully autom~atic. a(') -4
(b) MSD subsystem is seniia-automatict requires Infrequent operator

(c) MW subsystem is semi-automatic: requires a moderate degrme
of operator attention. c Ic

()MSD subsystem is semi-automatict requires frequent operator
attention.

- (6) MSD subsystat is operated manually. _______

12 Mse of disposal of MSD rehlduso)( 1)(2)(56 I ()

(A) WSD subsystem has no residues, or disposal of residues from NvlSDI
subsystem Is very convenient. a

(b) Disposal of residues from NOD subsystem Is moderatrely convenient. b b
11(c) Disposal of residues from WSD subsystem is Inconvenient._______ - -

14 Ukelihood of violating effuent standards because of procedural eortor In MSD (7,.8) (7)
operation, (8)

(a) There Is virtually no chance of violating effluent standards because of
procedural errors In MSD operation. a

(b) There Is a low likelihood of violating effluent standards because of
procedural errors in WSD operation.

(c) There Is a fair to moderate chance of violating effluent :tandards because
of procedural errors in MMD operation. c

(d) There It a high likelihood of violating effluent standards because of
procedural errors in MSD operation. .

23 Skill level requirements for operator of %18D

MWS subsrystem complaxity rankdng from 1 to a 5 1

24 Training requirements for operator of NMD

MSO subsystem comple~dty rankting from 1 to 5 14 3

(1) Residue lisany by-product of normAl W51 opertidon, disposal of which Is regular operating task. Examples are ash
produced by an incinerator, seal water used by vacuum pumps, wastewater or sludge held in a tank, evaporator
residue, eitc.

(2i) Length of time required tor disposal Is die main factor considereds other factors are ease of access of area of MSD
t . containing the residue, amount of residue to be disposed of, and ease of storing residue on board or tatting if off

vessl, as appropriate,
(3) By dumping overboard effluent which doesn't meet standards, flush oil, evaporator residue, air pollutants from

incionerstor, aet.
(4) Pilter changos must be inade moderataly frequently.
(5) Incinerator ash removal (must remove put, scrape out Ash).)

(6) flaS 11lter change (to remove residue of chlorine tablets).I(7) May pump oil overboard,
(6) Improper operation of Incinerator may result in discharge of air pollutants.



MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

MAI - OPERABIITY

MSD CHRYSLER Sheet 2 of 2
W F. OPERABILITY

factor/ OPERABILITY Attributa Data
Subfactor Collect. /Transp. Treat. /DloposaI
Ident. No. Characteristics Suboystemn Subsystem

95 Effect of MSD operation on vessel work routine/ichedulu

(a) MSD operation has minimal or no effect on work routines/schedules. a a
(b) Effect of MSD operation on work routinea/schedules Is more than

minimal1 (L.e.. Is moderate or extensive).

with32 Availabiliy of spec•liazed or unique consumableu/expendables required for With I Holdin

MSD operation Iomn. Tank

(a) No specialized or unique consurm.iblu or expendables required for MSD (5. () (5)
subsystem operation. a

(b) Any specialized or unique consumables or expendables required for MSD I
subsystem operation are available from ship's inventory,

(a) Any specialized or unique consumables or expendables required for MSD
subsystem operation are AvaJhatle from Fedexal Stock System.

(d) Any specilized or unique consuniables or expendables required for NMD
subsystem operation am available from A commerolal sou•co. d I d

33 Operating requiremeunt for special or unique MSD support equipment (7) (a

(a) No special or unique support equip~ment required by MSD subsystem. a
(b) some special or unique support equipment required by MSD subsystem,

equipment reufres only minimal and Lnfhequent attention(2 ) to keep
operational.( ) b l b

(c) Some special or unique support equipmnent required by NOD subs stem;
requires more than infrequent attention to keep oparational.(") I

(1) By C. 0. direction, (a) applies to all MSDs considered In this study.
(2) No more frequently than weekly with a duration not grater than 10 mnnutes; or more frequently than

semi-annually with a duration of 2 hours,
(3) E.g., firefight•ig equipment, special transtfrmers, ozone detector, bilge alarm.
(4) E.g.. compresor irutalted to support IASD opera.lon.

(5) Fllters! charcoal, clay, bag: possibly pro-filter,
(0) Incinerator related items (pot) available from manufacwrei only,
(7) Pireflghting equipmenti ventilation,
(8) iBile alanr may be reqtlired.
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M/4 IV - PERSONNEL SAFETY

MSD CHRYSLER Sheet of 6.

M/E SAFETY
Factor/ SAFETY Attribute Data
Subfactor Collect. /Transp. Treat. /Dltpoeal
Mdent. No. Characteristict Subsystem Subsystem

11 Hazard of contact with/spillage of toxic/dangerous substances d, duo1
inherent design (2.3) 1 (2.3)

L - Likelihood of hazard ( ,"

(a) No chance g
"(b) Highly unlikely b ,
(0) Fair to even chance c 0
Ldji$ h ý li~kely4. .......•y_ ........... ...... -

S - Severity of hazard

(a) No resultant injury, a a I A
(b) Results In Injury of low to moderate severity requiring first aid or limited I 4

medical treatmem. I
I Results in severe Injury or deah_.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
C - Hazard cortection

(a) Hazardous Situation can be eAslly corrected. A a a
(b) Hazardous situation is difficult to correct.

--- ( �c) Hazardous Situation cannot be corrected. ....... __

(1)Exa les
. Leaklage of fAmes rom Incinerator Into adjacent berthing and worlting Spaces.
. Hydrogen sulfide (a toxicant) may be generated In sewage holding tanks.
. Fresh water connections to MSD subiystoms have a potential for contaminating the vessels potable water supply

with toxic/dangerous substances.
. Sewage contamination.

The following padiogens may be transmitted through saewage.
- Tetanus (bacteria)

Typhoid (bacteria)
-Dysentery (bacteriA)

- Cholera (banteria)
- Hepatitis (virua)
- Polio(virus)
Possible methods of infection (a healthy person may be a carrier; Infection hazard depends on a penon's
resistance).

- Oral (from hands while smoking or eating) - the most common method of tranmitting enteric
(Intestinal) diseases.

- Through breaks in skin (curs, abrasions, sores).

- Eyes and nose (form hands).

*) .il tI very high grade (mineral oil used in food and cosmetics).
contact with Blush fluid by user:; theretaym' be some bacterial activity In fluid.(3) . S servicing fluid maintenance packages, It It possible to come into contact with oil, e.g., in changing Alters thern

is a skid tray to catch oil drippings.

l Whole system is pressurized and a low pressure may start up a pump malting any leak wore.

p.' 1629

• o.L',•:(,:;.,;-t -. . . . . . ..- .-. ".,. • ,-... . . .



'NASD EFFECTIVE NESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E IV - PERSONNEL SAFETY

IAS.D CHRYSLER heet
MSD Sheeq 2 of o._..

,,aco/E Attrbute Data

Subfactor Collect. /Transp. Treat./Disposal
i"det. No ,Characteristics subsystem . Sublystern

(2)Wih H
12 Hazard of contact due with/spillage of toxic/dangerous substonnes( due to Incin.

procedural error/equipment failures of MSD (a) (4)

L - Likelihood of hazard I

(a) No chance I
(b) Highly unlikely
(') Fair to even chance C c c

S - Sevet of hazard

(a) No resultant Injury.
(b) Results ia injury of low to moderate 1everity requiring tirst aid or limited b b I b

• :medical treiatment.
*.• Rtcsultsin severe lnJur• or death, ,.-

C - Hazard correction I
(a) Hazardous sltuaton can be easily corrected.
(b) HazaVI'ous situation is difficult to correct, b b b
(c) Hatardous situation cannot be corrected.

W Leakage of fumes from incinerator into adjacent berthing and working spaces.
H Hydrogen sulfde (a toxicant) may be generated in sewage holding tanks.
F resh water connections to MSD subsystems have a potential for containinatins the vessel's potable water supply
with toxic/dangorous substances.

. Sewage contamnaltion.
The following pathogps may be transmitted through sewage.
- Tetanus (bacteria)
- Typhoid (bacteria)
- Dyfentery (bacteria)
- Cholera (bacteria)
- Hlopatitls (virus)
- Polio (virus)
Possible methods of infection (a healthy person may be a cnrrier; Infection hazard dopeznds on a person's

resistance).
Sra- l (from hands while smoking or eating) - the most common method of transmitting enteric

(intestinal) dLseaes.
Through breaks In skin (cuts, abrasions, sores),
Eyes and nose (fom hailds).

(2) if too much chlorine has been put In system, flush fluid would burn (very unlikely)
tcontact with oil not unlikely (whole systam Is pressurized), especially due to procedural error during maintenance.• (3) .Hot all hal gr'eater potenttial for causing Injury.

• Need interfacing controls to stop garbage grinder Input.

. Leakage of fu-nos from Incinerator possible.
(4) Hydrogen sulfide may be generated in sludge ho! ling tank.
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W/E IV - PERSONNEL SAFETY

MSD CHRYSLER Sheet of r,

W/E SAFETY
Pacti/ SFETYAttribute Data

Subfactor Collect. /Transp. Treat. /DIsposal
Ident, No. Characteristics Subsystem Subiystrni

With Holding
21 Hazard of explosive potential for operator/ maintainer due to Inherent MSD 110n Tn

design

L - U.kelihood of hazard

(a) No chanc'e aa
(b) Highly unlikely b,
(cl Fair to even ch-inoc
Ld H!I&Xj likely .J ........

S everit of hazard

(a) No resultant injury, a a a
(b) Results In injury of low to moderatc soverity roq1iiritg frirt aid or Ilimited

medical treatment,
SR ulsisvrsiurordeath.--------- -

C - HazAard correction

(a) Hazardous situation can lio easily !orrected, a a
(b) Hiazardous situation is difficult to correct,

- SI) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected.
22 Hazard of explosive potortial for uperator/maintainer due to procedural errors/ (2) (3)

equipment failures of MSD

L - Likellhood of hazard

(a) No chance I a
(b) Highly unlikely b
(c) Fair to even chance c I

S -Severity of hazard

(a) No resultant injury. a
(b) Reiulti in Injury of low to moderate severity requiring drirt aid or Umnitcd b b

medicAl treatricnt.

C - Hazard correction

(a) Hazardous situation can be eaily corrected. a a a
(b) Hazardous situiation is difficult to correct.
(C) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected.

() *P'tfsurcs low, vapors minimal.
Sl~lower purges Incinerator huforo ipnition,

2) if a pipe leaki oil onto a hont surfsosn, explosive vapors may he produced.
03 If Oil Sets through While hicismcrator pot Is still warrnt, there is a potential for explosion.

A, ~If operator/maintaninr opens Inchimerstot while smoking.
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* MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E IV - PERSONNEL SAFETY

MSD CHRYSLER Sheet - of 6

M/E SAFETY

Factor/ SAFETY Attribute Data
,Subtator Collect. /Transp. Treat, /Disposal

Sld ent. No, , Characteristics Subsystem Subsystem ,
- (2) 1 With

31 Hazard of fire ignition potential due to Inherent MSD design with 11-loldi•g
ncn. I Tank

L - Likelihood of hazard 3) 12)

(a) No chance
(b) Highly unlikeiy I
(c) Fair to even chance c c c

S t-S.verirt•of hazard I

(a) No reultant injury, I
(b) Results in injttry of low to moderate severity requiring first air or limited b b I b

medical treatment, I
(c) Results in severe infi ry or deati, I

C - Hazard correction I

(a) Hazardous situatiout can be easily CLurrectLd. a
(b) Hazardous situation is difficult to correct. b
(o) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected,

p ) 0 (2) ({2. 1) i1 (2)
32 Hazard of ftre ignition potential due to procedural errors/equipment failure of

lMSDI

L - Likelihu•d of hazard

(a) No chance
(b) Highly unlikely
(c) Fair to even chaice c C C

:,11 (• 2Hi1y Ukclz

S - ';everity of ha-:ard

(a) No resul:ant injury,
(b) Results in injury of low to moderatce severity requiring first aid or limited b h b
(c) Results in severe injury or death,.

C - Hazard corrcý:tion

(a) Hazardous iitutation can be easily corrected.
(b) Hazardous siLtuation is difficult to correct. h b 1)
(c) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected,

(1) Oil used for flushing is not flatninable under ordinary conditions, However, at high temperatures, eg., in the
presence of a flie. It will support combustion.

"(2) if there is a fire already, it will feud it; or If It drips onto hot surfacvs.
(3) Presence of fuel oil and flush oil.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E IV - PERSONNEL SAFETY

MSD CHRYSLER Sheet 5 of v

SAFETY
Factor/ SAFETY Attribute Data

Subfactor ollect. /Transp, Treat. /Disposal

Ident, No. Characteristics Subsystem SubsystemS..... .... . . . . .. ... I W ith

Hazard of electrical shock potential (1) for operatcr maintaine, of MSD With THoldan4~ Inin Tank
L- Likelihood of hazard (3) (3)

(a) No chance a
(b) Highly unikely h b
(c) Fair to even chance

S - Severity of hazarJ

(a) No resultant injury. 4

(b) Riulut in injury of low to moderate severity requiring first aid or Ulmited
medical treatment. b I b

e Results in severe injury or death.

- Hazard correction

(a) 'lazardous SItuation can be easily correctoi, a I a

(b) Hazardous situation is difficult to correct. I
c Hazardous situation cannot be corrected.

61 'h.islcal hazards associated with MSI) due to sharp edgesM2 ) (4) 1 (4)

L - tikelihood of hazard

(a) No chance a aI a
(b) Highly unlikel)
(c) Fair to even chance.

S -Severitl.,of haz'ard I

(a) No resultain Injury. a ai a
(b) Results in injury of low to moderate severity requiritig first air or limited

medical treatment.
(c) Results lin se eeIjrordenth."-(c2 -~e~~tL • sve-re" inJur' ord-a -.. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. I

C'- lazard ,'.rcction

(a) Hazardous rituadon can be easili- corrected, a a
(b) I lazardous situation is diffi,'ulh to corrcct.
(c) Hazardous siPfuation cannot be corrected.

(I) lMectric shock may result in severe burns and/or death: in addition, reaction to electric shock may casue affectred
individual to be thrown aside, pomibly subjecting him tu severe impact injuries and/or contact with sharge edges./ot
surfaces.

(2) Combined effect if injury due to sharp cdges/points and si:wagc contamination may introduce harmful pathogens into
the bloodstream of ant affected individua!.

(21 Inside elcctrical control panels, in servicing electric pumps there is always somc hazard if operator/maintalner is not

sufficiently carefiul.
(4) Upandod metal plate on top of which chlorine tablets rest is de-burred.

""166
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTR'IBUTE DATA

M/E IV - PERSONNEL SAFETY

MSD CHRYSLER Sheet 6 of 6

W.E SAFETY
Factor/ SAFETY Attribute Data
Subfactor Collect./Transp. Treat. /Disposal
Ident.hNo . Characterisics Subsystem Subsytem

Wi. With
52 Physical hazitrds associated with MSD due to hot surfaces With. I HoldilgInoin.__•.ITAnk

L - Likelihood of hazard (lJu [ (1)

(a) No chance A

(b) Highly unlikely b I a
(c) Fair to even chance

Od) 1IOhly ---- --- --- -- - --

S - Severity of hazard I a

(a) No resultant Injury. a
* (b) Rejults in injury of low to nioderate severity requiring first aid or limited b

medical treatment. I
.c) Re~suhtsin severe inJur• or death.

C - Hazard correction a a

(a) Ilazacious situation can be easily corrected.

(b) Hazardous situation is diffitult to correct,
(C) Hazardous situation cannot he corrected, ...... .. _

53 Pl.hysical hazard for maintainer of MSD due to rotading machinery (3,4) (3

L - Likelihood of hazard

(a) No chance a
(b) Highly unlikely b b
(c) Pair to even chance

S - Severity of hazard

(a) No resultant injury. [
(b) Results In injury of low to moderate severity reqtiring first aid or limited bh

medical treatment

.LLIS.).Suts in severe inJu.y or death,

C - Hazari correction I

(a) Hazardouq situation can be easily corrected, a a
"(b) Hazardous situation is difficult to correct.
(c) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected. l .. :

(1) No hot surfaces; only if niotors overheat or electrical controls burn out.
( i2) incinerator outside temperature supposed to be under 145°FI maiintainer could try to empty ash while it is too hot.
(C) Possmble to put fingers on rotating shaft of flush fluid pumju.
(,i) Belt drive on transfer pump Is guardedi blower blades almost Inaocesuiblo (blower or. sludge tank); blower for oil burner

inlide a housing and well protected, but mainta•ner laig!U get into It.
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M'I HABITABILITY

MSD CE YI.RShect .j of 3.

__ _ __ _ ___E HABITABILITY

F~actor/ HABITABILITY Attribute DatA
Subfaetor ....ollect. /Trisnsj: 'Treat. /Disposal
Ident. No. -Charactcristics ______Subsyste Subsys~te

WulU
11 Habitability problems(l) associated with bacterial contamination duo. to hMSD Inoin I Holding-

Lnhoreon design Ing. -nITn

* (a) There is no bactitrial contaminsation habitability problem due to NMSD
subsystemi inlieretit de~sgts features, a

(b) There Is it bacterial conitamnination habitability problem due to MASV)

susytm nhrnt& gufetre. b j b

(b) Contodcs andurinal are ot co rorabi aond asyinian u ite tne sI /

22 prceural urrotsequuipment aiurs o f MSDfCwo flsh._______

2 W ast batertiainMS conttint'iou problebb b

(a) Chommodes o waid tha rtuis aecinfotnhe hond anyto s vntner iuhniship's ta

(b)t Commo~dest andc frilu idurj no crom~lfortaleadas /it sner slap'sfii.r/

(b s Thetre zatt a fe"or-tadrd requshirri astndats for wNIAuhdW~uo

(a) The amount of waste that remains In the howl after flushiing is lore thant

asMa uemaiiin g afterflUhSi111 a fuljC jl watert fluShel0 fINtUro.

(1) As distingu~ished from problemts of health and safety;, likely psychological reactions of users are a matter for

consideat ion.I
()A vacuum waste collection subsystem is less likely to expose personnel to towage in case of a Line brea,~ than a

pressurized waste collection subsysternt; fresh water conneccdonis to MSD subsystems have, a potential for contarImtiating
the veasel's potable water supply.

(3) D~ue to theo prossurlinzd oil retturn line, iv ease of a linie break. will expose persoinnel to sowage and to bacteria
Contanilsia LeI.d Oil.
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MSD EFFECTJIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E V - HABITASILITY

MSD CHRYSLER Sheet 2 of 3

, Id/S- HABITABtLITY
F actor/ HABITABILITY Attri ute aDta
Subfactor Collect./Transp. Trest./Disposal
, dent.No, CharacteristIcs Subsystem Subsystem

2.4 Lielhood of user contact) with MSD fixture flushing medium Wit I tHolding

(a) User Is unlikely to come into contact with flushing medium. InLi. Tank
(b) User Is more likely to cone into contact with flushIng medium than with

standard water flushed fixture. b N/A
25 Appearance of MSD fixture flushing medium

(a) The color and general appearance of the flushing medium is as acceptable
aS clear water.

(b) The color arnd genMral appearance of the flushing medium are acceptable,
but clear water is preferable, b 11/A

(c) The color and general Appearance of the flushing niedlum are not I

26 Noise produced in flushing MXD fixtures

(a) The noise produced in flushing fixturts Is less than that of a standard 1conimode/urinal,

(b) The noise produced in flushing fixtures is die Same as that of a standard
commode/urinal. b N/A

(e) The noise produced in fluhiing fixtures is greater than that of a sLmndard I
commode/urinal. _

31 Odors produced as a result of inhercnt MSD design With Ieouni

(a) Thea MSD subsystemn produces no odor As a rosult of indwrant design. a**t **r~:
Vi' The MSD subsystem proouoes a noticcable odor as a rejuit of inhrie-et design. b b

32 Odors produced as a r03esui of procedural emrors/eauipment failures of MSD (6, q. m)

(a) The NSD subsystem produces no odor as a result of procedural errors/
equipment faLlure,.

(b) T'he OD subsystem produces a noticeable odor as a result of procedural
cr .ors/.quipinant failures ............ b b b

41 Ileat generation for nearby pergonnel(l) due to inherent MSD design

(a) As a result of inherent design features, the NISD Subsystem does not generate
enough heat to render its vicinity hotter than most Shipboard areas
containing machaner,, a a

(b) As a result of inhorent design features, the MSD Subsystem does generate
oaough heat to render its vicinity hotter than moat shiptoard areas

Sontaininmchinery. n- b

kq) Duo to flushilng medium composition, fixture ceslggn. motion of veSsel (which may cause splatter, splashing, or
(2 spillage of flushiug mIedium).
(2) For operator/nimataintr-/adjacent bexthing and working aear .

('J) Duc to the ptessurized oil return line. in case of a lic break, will expoense pero•onel to sewage and to bacteria contazmtinated oil.
(4) vent front sludge tank quite odiferous.
(5) If blower not working. (0) If filters don't wor .

P If sludge in incinerator pot not conmjp1t.:ly burned, If chlorine not added.
169 , if not properly ,ented,
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*MSD LIT'ECTIVE NESS A~rRII3UTE DATA

V- EA ITAIBILITY

MSD CHRYSLER Sheet 3 of 3

HABITABILITY
Fato/ 1ALBITABILITY Attribute Data

Subfactor Coilect, /Transp, Treoat. /Disposatl
)dent, No, Characteristics Subsystem, susytem

42 Heat generations for nearby personnel 0)die to procedural effort/ equipmeis it I Wt
failures of NISD, o. Tn

(.a) Yhe IMSD) subsystem does not genceate enoto8li lie-tt as a result of
procedural errors/ e4ulnipen t failures to render Its vicinity hutter than
most shipboard areas containing miachiiterv, .

(b) The MiSI) subsystern does serieration eNtouib heat as a result of
proecdttral errors/ equipmentt failures to retsler its vicinity hotnter than
tnoit shipboard aireas conta~ining nacltirerj. JL .....

5 Noise level fur personnel lIt vicinity of NISD''()I (3
Ni - Notsj~e I

(a) Thu kiSD subsystem is silent or nearly silenst,
(b) Noise level of NISD subsystemn Is approximately equal to bACkground

lloIse level of vessl. b b' b
(c) The NISD 3tubsysiterv Is very loud, products constant noise, drowns out

vessel hackigroutd noise in Immediate area of the system; niust shout
to be hteard.__________-

6 Vibrations ltevtls for netarby petrsutuel(A prtrdttco by MS1) machinery

I *Vibratioii Index
(a) INSi) subsystemn produces ltittle or no pereptnible vibratiott III addition to

hacliground level onf vessel, aa a
(b) NISI) subsystem prdLmLCe6 jVetvcptible vibrattitn, but slImilar to vessel

bac~g round.
(c) NISI) subiystemi produces atbuornt it or disturbitig ititensity and/or

freqtuency of vibrats ion.

7 Effecý! of MSD on user liuuseiieeping routines (restrictions oil ttser Imposed by (4) (4) 1 (4)
silbiystenil).

(at) Subsystem chtaracteristics do not litopse restrictions on uster. b I, b
(b) stthsystoin clsaractcrilldCS ItuposC rellti~tOdna OR Usor.

() '. Must use %yater-soluble toilet ptaper whicht Is nor as comfortable as usual
totilet Pilper,

Must Ilse Illectl iiihW I cleanlet whtich Is less effective than iusuail c tleaer
Ctamitor. duaip deterttents crouwt galley iink; musit store and off-load at sh1ore. - .,

(3l) AtIII iztt attd bilowers nake, sonic woise,
(4) Special clemnors required for fixturosi limnul tinot dump deck swahbings into cominoides.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E VI - R1ELIABILITY

MSD CHRYSLER Sheet 1 of 2

W/E RELIABILIT¶Y
Factor/ •RELIAB[LITY Attribute Data
Subfactor Collect, /Transp. Treat./Dlsposal
Ident. No. -Characteristics Subsystem Subsystemil i With

21 MSD complexiy With 1Holding

Complexity index of MSD subsystem based on a comple4ty rantid from Incin_ 'I'ak
I to 5. 3 43

23 Extent of MSD equlpment/componen' redundancy(1) (al (%8) I0 (8)

(a) There is somine significant redundancy in the MSD sutsystem's major
components. i.

(b) There Is no significant rtdundancy in the MSD subsystetn's major
components. b h b

24 Degree of equipment failure independence2g (v,10) (10)

(a) Thero is a high degree of equipment faidlme indep!ndence in MSD
subsystem. a

(b) There Is a moderate degree of MSI) equipment failure independence ill
MSD subsystem. b I b

(e) There to a low degree of equipment failure Independence in MaSD
subsystem.

26 Adequacy of MSL) equipment ratings (11, 121 (12)

(a) Most MSD subsystem equipments are ovenirted.
(b) Some MSD subsystcm equipment ratings arc nominal, Some are overrated. b
(c) Some MXSD subsystem equipments are undvrrated, some are nominally

rated. c I c
(d) Most MSV subsystem equipments are underrated. __....__

26 Provisions [Or fault actuated cut-off nieclhanisms(3) for MSD protection (72,14 (14)
(a) There are many fault actuated mcchanhinis in MSD subsystem, or they are

"not required.( 4) -t

(b) "thoe arc some fault actuated mechanisms in NISD subsystem. b I b
(c) There am no or almost no fault actuated mechanisms in MLSD subsystem.h __ .. , _

3 Reliability risk for MS81(5) (15) I (1()

(a) MSD sulbystem has a history of fair or better test resulti. a a
(b) MSD subsystem has a history of poor test results. b I
(c) No test results am available for MSSD subsystem.

(1) Any redundancy in electronic circuitry is not considered.
a a(2) I.e., failue of one item will not result in failure of major component or subsystem.

(3) Includes mrechaniams tot (I) alert operator/maintalner to high stress or abnormal condtilons that will result in failure,
and/or (ii) to correct those conditdons or turn off equipment.

(4) E.g., tandard commodes and urinals In .1 gravity drain sc:iagc collection subsystem do not zequLre fault actuated
out-off mehanisms.

(5) E.g., innovoive., design, experience.
(aa(6) Fixttures. piping.

(7) No redundancy i, Incinerator p:w-'kage.
Footnotes continued on following page, 1 7 1
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Sheet 2 of 2

(8) . In larger configurations, possible redunIdanlcy of maJor components, e.g., feed of one line into three
separate tanks.

* Two prossurization pumps manually switched-real redundancy.
* Interface sensors not redundant since they perform diffeent functions (e. S. M/T pump has two

associated sensors).
* No filter redundancy.
* In are separation tank there are three filters in parallel; all are used unless degraded performance acceptable.

(9) . If temperature senior fails and indicates temperature 13 high enough but It Isn't,sludge will be sent to incinerator
and not burn.

* If recirculating pump fails and oil accumulates In sludge tunk, may get some oil into Incinerator resulting
in overtemparature.

(10) . Pressurization and fluid maintenance package failure result In loss of oil to leads,
* Prefilter Wls closed then other filters fail, rio flow'through - 611 degrades.
* Prefilter fails open - regulator fails, oil degrades.
* Charcoal, nlay or bag filter falls - degrades oil,

(11) . Transfer pump adequate.
Oil burner adequate or possibly a bit overrated.
Pot Inadequato.

(12) Presum, purrips overrated, 4izcd adeqluately for peaks.M/'? pumps oversized.

Plit•s, sensors adequate.
Re•liculadng ptunp - overslzed.

(13) Incinerator fire eye, overtonmporature out off, time Umit on burner operation.
(14) Time delay on M/T pump to prevent over operation.

* Sludge cank - high level cut off to stop M/T pump.
'(15) . Problems with Incinerator pot,
(1) . Interface Sensing to be worked out.

17
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E VII - MAINTAINABILITY

MSD CHRYSLER Sheet 1 of 2

WEl - MAINTAINABILITY
Factor/ MAINTAINABILITY Attribute Data
Subtactor Coallct./Traflsp. Teat. /Dlsposal
Ident. No, Characteristics Subsystem Su1yonm

With iodn'1 l1 Accausibilit, of replaceable MSD components WitholdngITn

(a) ligh degree of accessibiliry in MSD subsystem components.(b}) Mvodetate degree of acessi1bility in MWDsubsystem components., b Ib

(0) Low degree of accessibility in MISD subsystem components.,

S : Extent of MSD modularization for eae of repair/replacemcnt (i (8)

(a) Ilgh degree of MSD subsystem modularizatlon. a a a
(b) .oderate degree of MSD subsystem moduladzaion.,
(o) Low degree of MSD subsystem modularization. I

133 Degree or MSD repairability on board vesal.( 1 1)
r p (a) All Wl D subsy stem Item s are repalrabla onl ve ssel .

(b) Some MSD subsystem items are repairable o:: vel sonie must be replaced. biilIi (c) All WSD subisystoni items ntuts be replace~d,

134 Availability of manufacturer ficld support and traInIng programs for MSDI

(a) Manufacturer field sutplrt and a trainting program Is available.
(b) NMAnttfacniror flold rupport(2 ) is availablo but no training program Is I

F available. b b b
(c) Ma'nuacturer traithing program is available but field support is not

available.
_._ (d) Noithar field cupport nor trrnlnhsi irogram are available from rnoailfacturer.

S ".11 Special/proprietazry(3) item requirements for MSD equipment repair (7.8 (8)

(a) No special Items rcqulird for any MSD subsy-term repairs, a b b
(b) Soi1c• special items required for somc NISD subsystem repairs.
(a) AU items required for MSD subsystem repairs are special items. _ __

23 1:oct of of MSD proventive maintcnanoc on watcihtander routines

(a) No effect oel watchitander routiUnes.(4)
(b) There Is sonom ffect on warclutandef routines . a A

3'3 Spucial docking requirements for MSD ovarhai, . .

(it) "1.Tw.e are no 1poctal docking requirements for die MSD. (4) a a a
%•I:. (b) Il iere ar e spec ial do•Id vg require m enta s for the M .,AD .

+!; ~(1) Versu~s nccQei.ity for r<Lplwc.~e~ ifflc tlu ,n.'

S('1!) tay ilidtlUht some li mi ted trafitilng SLIpport during initial N%161) ins ta In ltioll.
(3) i'.p.., Jcillcratur pot3s, 'ilttr verstis s•tWard tupply parts.

;:? ~ o)IJ CG, dircCtlo11, this ap)lo,:.. to oll .MSIN considcr,.sd hi thls.sul•

(5) %oXlhLri;%:atioln of suliystet.s.
, [ ire eye is vot repairabic - 11 throw away item.

(7) 1bts"(81) Mr lijectol, lcxcl Newiois.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E VII - MAINTAINABILITY

MSD GHRYSLER Sheet 2 of 2

WAE MAINTAINABILITY": Factor/ MAINTAINABIL ITY/ A bute Data

Subfactor Collect. /Transp. Treat./Dlspoaa,
Ident. No. Characteristics Subsystem Subsyst.m

I W1th
4 Logisdc requirements for MSD With Holding

(a) No special paris arc required for the MSD subsystem. n1fli. Tank
(b) Pow diffrent categories of special parts are required for tio MSD a b b

subsystem and there are few parts in each category. I
(c) Few different categories of special patts are required for the MSD subsystem

but many parts of each type are required, or many different categories of
special parts are required but there are few parts in each category.

(d) Many different categories of pa•ts are required for the MSD subsystem and
there is a la ,, number of parts in iech category. _______________,
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CHRYSLER

7 b. EQUIPMENT AND INITIAL SPARES ACQUISITION COSTS of

Equipment Associated':Equipment COSt Initial Spares :

_ _ _ __ -_ Package (a)_

Separator Tank Model A $4, 750 $275

(Including controls) Model A/B 5,694 275

_ _ _Model B 6,647 275

Pressurization and
Fluid Maintenance Model A 3, 319( 19 8 (b)

Package(s) .. ...........

(Including Controls) Pump Package 1,585 N/R
Accumulator 512 26

Fluid Maint. Pkg. 1,664 26
Total Model B 4, 1 9 6 (c) 4 8 7(c)

Sludge Surge Tank Model B 5, 041 350

I•.iluding -ontrols) Model C _5 200 350Llncineratcr Modal A 5,462 600

(Including controls) Model C 9,174 550

Note S

1. Ple'ase supply cost estimates for each equipment based on a
producLion run of up to 100 units.

2. All cost estimates are to be based on 1976 costs.

3. Identify recommended contents of Initial Spares Package associated
with each equipment,

(a) Manufacturer recommends one initial spares package for every 4

associated equipments on board the vessel.

(b) Includes the cost of flush fluid and expendables ($145)

3r which was not included in cost provided by manufacturer.

(c) Includes the cost of flush fluid and expendables ($435)
which was not included in cost provided by manufacturer.
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GRUMMAN FLOW THROUGH SYSTEM

PRINCIPLES OF OPEFATION )

The Grumman MSD is a flow-through system, the only MSD of this
'4'

type considered for this study. Sewage is treated in a two-stage process

consisting of physical separation of liquids and solids by centrifugal force,

followed by ozonation treatment. The effluent water is continually dis-

charged overboard. The contaminants removed from the waste stream are

dehydrated and burned in an incinerator. The MSD utilizes the standard, 4

existing, full volume flush commodes and urinals, draining by gravity,

but it can be adapted for use with reduced flush commodes and urinals.

The Grumman MSD was developed under a U.S. Coast Guard contr.ct,

but the version considered for this study eliminates two major items found

to be of marginal value: the Hydrasieve and the disk centrifuge. This

version also substitutes a Thiokol incinerator, due to operational difficulties

with the Grumman unit.

It is an automatic system; although complex, it normally requires

operator attention mainly for ash removal and filling of the fuel oil day tank.

The only expendable that it uses other than fuel oil is ozone, which is made

from air (drawn from the atmosphere) by one of the component equipmunts.

The Grumman MSD, as developed, is unique among the (commercial)

MSD's considered for this study in another respect: it receives and treats

combined black and gray water. (Although a CHT can also handle black

and gray water, it is not a prepackaged commercially available MSD but

instead is custom fitted to the vessel.) However, in applying this MSD

to a cost-effectiveness analysis, other combinations of input streams are :
examined: full flush black water only, gray water only and gray water input

with reduced flush black water going directly to the incinerator. In all

cases, there is a continual discharge overboard of treated water during

operation.
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When the vessel is at pierside or beyond the restricted zone, the

treatment subsystem can be shut off and bypassed. Wastes can be pumped

"off the vessel from the influent surqe tank located at the end of the collection

subsystem. The surge tank is normally used for smoothing out peak flows,

since the treatment subsystem only accepts a continuous one gallon per

minute input,

Only one size of Grumman MSD is available, designed for up to 20

men when receiving combined black and gray wastewaters, using full flush

commodes and urinals, For larger capacities, multiple MSD's are required,

With some combinations of waste stream inputs on larger vessels, more -

incinerators may be required than the number of decontamination/disinfection

sections. The extra incinerators can be located adjoining or remote from

the MSD. i

A functional block diagram of the Grumman Flow Through System is
presented in Figure 10.

Vti
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The description given below of the Grumman MSD (modified) is based

upon its operation with combined black and gray wastewaters, for which it

was originally designed, The MSD is divided into three subsystems:

(1) collection, (2) treatment and (3) incineration. The latter two are often

"grouped under the general heading of treatment/disposal.

Collection Subsystem

The standard commodes, urinals, flushometers and the standard

1:I sloped, gravity-drained sewer pipes that exist on board are used as is,

This assumes that the sewer lines have already been routed to a central

location in the vessel for centralized treatment and/or disposal, On a

larger vessel, multiple systems may be employed.

An Influent surge tank and dual transfer pumps are the last components

of the collection subsystem. The tank is custom designed for the particular

installation and would be expected to hold about half a day's incoming

sewage or combined black and gray wastewaters. Since the associated

pumps transfer the sewage undei" pressure, the tank and pumps can be

located remotely from the rest of the MSD, On larger vessels with multiple

drainage systems, multiple influent surge tanks are required.

The transfer pump is a marine sewage pump whose detailed specifica-

tions are dependent upon the installation. It is a non- macerating centri-

fugal type. The two pumps are piped in parallel so that either pump can

perform one of two functions, namely: sewage transfer to the treatment

subsystem, or discharge to a pier connection or overboard, The collection

subsystem is always operational, but while the vessel Is at pierside or

beyond restricted waters, the treatment and Incineration subsystems can

be shut down and bypassed. At these times, collected sewage is dis-

charged off the vessel from the influent surge tank(s).

I Of.T...
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Tramnt usystem

The treatment subsystem (1) receives the combined black and grayK. wastewaters, (2) removes particulate (suspended) solids from the water,
(3) partially oxidizes dissolved contaminants, (4) dis infects the water,

(5) discharges the treated water overboard, and (6) transfers the removed
solids (sludge) to the incineration subsystem. The process components in

the treatment subsystem, all mounted within a structural framework are:

A Afeed tank

* A metering feed pump

* A basket centrifuge

* A centrate pump

* An ozone geriorator

* An ozone reactor

* An effluent tank

[ * An effluent pump

A. Feed Tank

The feed tank is a 30 gallon, stainless steel tank that receives

batches of sewage from the influent surge tank whose transfer pump is

controlled by the low and high liquid level sensors mounted in the top of
the feed tank. The tank is a horizontal cylinder with a flattened top and

mounting legs on the bottom. The level sensors are of the conductivity
type, i.e., a small current flows through the sewage In contact with the

bottom of the probe. This current activates a solid state relay which

controls the motor contactor of the influent tank transfer pump. The low

level sensor starts the pump and the high level sensor stops it. Transfer
takes place in a minute or so,
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B. Metering Feed Pump

The metering feed pump is a low speed, flexible vane pump (Tabsco

type) that acts as a positive displacement pump. Each revolution of the

impeller discharges a fixed volume of liquid. Except for minor fluid bypass
7•,, around the vanes at moderate pressures, the pumping rate is proportional to

rotational speed, regardless of discharge pressure (within limiti). The motor

is coupled to the pump through an adjustable speed reducer, whose setting

can be changed while in operation. The specified flow rate is 1. 0 gallon

per minute (gpm).

C. Basket Centrifuge

The essential part of the basket centrifuge is a stainless steel bowl,

rapidly spinning about a vertical centerline. The bowl has a flat bottom and

a straight cylindrical sidewall, the top of which is curved inward. While it

is spinning, centrifugal force will keep about one gallon of liquid in an annulus

against the side wall. Incoming sewage that impinges on the bottom of the

bowl, is spun outward, joins the liquid annulus, migrates upward through the

annulus and then is flung radially outward when it overflows the top. The bowl

spins at 3600 RPM, developing a minimum force on the liquid of 1400 times

gravity (1400 G's). Particulate solids thdt settle out of the sewage, due to

the difference in density from that of water, are retained against the sidewall

where the centrifugal force of 2100 G's compacts them, The net overall action

involving the centrifuge bowl is that sewage flows in at a steady rate of one

gpm and overflows the top at the same rate, leaving nearly 95% of the particu-

late solids (by weight) accumulating on the sidewall. The removal of collected

solids will be discussed below.

The bowl is connected to the upper end of a vertical spindle having

V-belt pulleys on the bottom. The bowl is completely surrounded by a fiberglass

shell and cover which captures the overflow from the bowl. A large port drains
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the chamber. Incoming sewage enters through an inlet in the removable cover.

An electric motor, mounted vertically outside the chamber, drives the spindle

by V-belts. The centrifuge spins continuously under normal conditions, whether

sewage is flowing or not.

"Removal of settled solids from the spinning bowl is accomplished

periodio'hlly by a "stationary" scoop in the shape of a formed pipe. The tip

of the scoop is always inside the bowl but normally does not touch the

annulus of water at the wall of the bowl. The scoop mechanism, consisting of

a gearmotor, chain drive, limit switches and scoop pivot, are mounted on the

centrifuge chamber cover.

Upon a signal, a gearmotor drives the scoop tip outward in a generally

radial direction until the tip is close to the wall and the pipe opening is facing

the oncoming annulus of water. The momentum of the spinning water carries

it into the scoop opening, up the pipe, and out of the centrifuge. Before this

desludging operation, the incoming sewage is halted and resumes immediately

after the operation has been completed. The desludging operation takes less

than 20 seconds and is set to occtir at 30 to 60 minute Intervals, depending

upon the sludge loading experience. Too frequent actuation burdens the dis-

posal equipment with excess water (about a gallon for each desludging opera-

tion) and too Infrequent actuation can result in a discharge line clogged with

solids. Inf~equent operation also reduces the efficiency of separation.

D. Centrate Pump

The centrate pump is a close-coupled centrifugal pump that takes the

centrate (overflow from the centrifuge basket) and transfers it to the ozone

reactor column. The pump body and impeller is penton plastic. The pump has

double mechanical seals, suitable for use with particulate-contaminated

fluids. In order to keep the mechanical shaft seals from overheating and

wearing out prematurely because the centrate flow ceases periodically, a

small flow (about one quarter gpm) of cooling water is continuously supplied

JI to the pump. The maximum pumping rate is 1-1/4 gallons per minute.
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E. Ozone Generator

The ozone generator is a repackaged and physically strengthened version

of a commercial unit, capable of producing about one pound per day of ozone

from ambient air. The generated ozone is used to (1) disinfect, (2) oxidize

some of the contaminants, and (3) help remove fine particulates and dissolved

solids from the ;ewnqe already processed in the centrifuge. Ozone Is a

moderately stable Lrm of oxygen which, upon breaking up, yields an oxygen

molecule and a very active oxygen atom. The single atom, in contact with
bacteria and viruses, is capable of destroying -them.. The resultant disinfec- '

tion it tho primary reason for employing ozone in the MSD. Since air is the

source of oxygen, no chemical expendables are required for disinfection of

the effluent wastewater.
.- 1

Ozone is produced by a high voltage corona discharge (no sparks) between

electrodes, separated bye flowing stream of dry air. The ozone generator

produces and controls the high voltage electricity and distributes it among

four ozone generating -tube assemblies, receiving parallel streams of dry air.

The dry air is produced within the generator housing by an air compressor and

two molecular sieve dryers. Molecular sieve pellets absorb moisture from the

compressed airand, when saturated, are heated to drive the moisture off into

a vented, bleed stream of air. One dryer dehumidifies the air stream while

the other one is being thermalLy regenerated. Periodically, the dryer functions

are reversed. Controls and instrumentation are included in the ozone generator

for the high voltage electricity, compressed air, and cooling water for the ozone

tube assemblies.

F. Ozone Reactor Column

The ozone reactor column is a stainless steel cylinder, 10 inches in

I, diameter and about five feet high filled for most of its height with plastic

"Pall rings". The Pall rings are short cylinders of patented design which

enhance the contact of ozonated air bubbles with the sewage in the column.

The column operates filled with sewage.
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Incoming sewage enters at the top of the column, flows downward to a

bottom exit, up an external pipe to a controlled height, and then overflows

into the effluent tank. The height of the overflow point sets the height of the

liquid in the column. Ozonated air under pressure enters the column at the

bottom. It is broken up into small bubbles and distributed by four porous

stainless steel diffusers. As the bubbles rise through the sewage, ozone

diffuses into the liquid, where it disinfects and deoolorizes the sewage

stream and oxidizes some of the dissolved contaminants. Air, with some

unreacted ozone, is drawn off the top of the column by an exhaust fan and

is ducted away for discharge above the weatherdeck.

The ozonated air produces a foam on top of the liquid in the column

which is allowed to overflow into the incinerator. The foam contains fine

particulate contaminants and dissolved chemicals in greater concentration

than in the sewage in the column. This helps to further purify the sewage

to be discharged overboard.

G. Effluent Tank

The effluent tank is a rectangular, stainless steel tank with a maximum

capacity of 10 gallons, which receives the overflow of treated sewage from the

ozone reactor column. It serves as a feed tank for the effluent pump. High-low

sensors control the on-off operation of the pump. The level sensors are of the

conductance type, like those in the centrifuge feed tank, A solid state relay

converts the sensor signals into signals which actuate the pump motor relay,

H. Effluent Pump

The effluent pump is a olose-coupled centrifugal pump that withdraws

treated sewage from the effluent tank and discharges it overboard, The pump

body and impeller is penton plastic. This pump is similar to the centrate pump

except that it has a single mechanical seal, Its capacity is approximately

7 gpm.
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Incinerator Subsysteem

The incinerator subsystem receives sludge from the centrifuge (scoop),

and foam from the ozone reactor column, which it dehydrates and burns.

P-Tot exhaust gases and ashes are the resulting products. The subsystem

was designed by Thiokol Corporation and was adapted for use in the

Grumman MSD as a substitute for Grumman's MSD incinerator. The com-

ponent parts of the subsystem are:

. A sludge feed tank

[ A recirculating sludge pump

, An incinerator, with high pressure burner head

* A high pressure blower

The incinerator subsystem has not yet been mated with the Grumman MSD

for testing. Since an Operation and Maintenance Manual is not available,

details of the subsystem may not be as extensive as for the rest of the MSD.

Available sketches show that the Thiokol incinerator subsystem, using

vessel service air, fits within the original framework of the Grumman MSD,

except for a 2 0-inch wide control panel box, projecting 10 Inches past the

frame, and the incinerator burner head which extends a few inches beyond

the frame. Space is available for this subsystem after the removal of the

Grumman incinerator, hydrasieve and disk centrifuge.

The Incinerator subsystem does not have its own support structure but

is Incorporated into the MSD structure. For some applications of the entire

MSD system with varying types of wastewater feed on larger vessels, more

incinerator subsystems than the number of treatment subsystems are required.

In these cases, the components of the incinerator subsystem are mounted

individually In any convenient arrangement.

A. Sludge Feed Tank

The sludge feed tank is fabricated of fiber glass reinforced plastic,

shaped like an oblique pyramid with extended rectangular sides. One side
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flat for hanging on a wall. it will hold about 20 gallons. The influent

connection, the recirculating sludge connection and the vent are at the

top and the bottom of the hopper. Recirculation of sludge keeps the

contents aerated and the solids in suspension.

B. Recirculating Sludge Pump

The sludge pump Is a positive displacement unit that recirculates

centrifuge sludge and reactor foam, from the feed tank through a three-way

motor driven valve, and back to the feed bank. It Is driven by a quarter

horsepower motor. Upon actuation of the three-way valve, the circulating

sludge is diverted to the incinerator.

C. Incinerator

The Incinerator is a horizontal rectangular chamber with a high pressure

burner firing in line with the long horizontal centerline. A high pressure
burner, using air at two psig, was chosen to alleviate flameout problems due

to fluctuations in compartment atmospheric pressure. The sludge enters the

combustion chamber via a tube which drops the sludge into a horizontally

directed stream of compressed air. The air atomizes the sludge, which

commingles with the flame. A vertical stack rising at the end opposite the

burner, exhausts the combustion gases, Ash removal requires openiaig the

hinged end on which Lhe burner is mounted. Controls include a flame

(failure) detector.

D. High Pressure Blower

The high pressure blower is a twin shaft, lobed blower of the Rootes
type, and is belt driven. It supplies 80-100 SCFM at two psig to the incinerator

burner head. It Is mounted on the shelf of the MSD structure that formerly held

the disk ccntrlfuge.
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GRUMMAN
COMPONENT PHYSICAL CH4ARACTERISTICS

Main Structure 430 236 85 63 76

*Plus 10 inches for control panel, 20 fyn W x30

t Plus projection of Incinerator. nozzle.

GR~UMMAN

INTERCONNECTING PIPE SIZES

From To Size (inches)

influent Surge Tank Pump read T,-nk- 2 N PT

Effluent PuImp Riser 3/4 to 1 NPT

Fuel Oil PumpInirto1/NT

Inainurator Atmosphere 7 -1,'2 D x 14 OD
Insulated stack

k Stack may vary in size depending upon installation.

IA
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GRUMMAN

COMPONENT VESSEL RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

A 'mblent Compressed Piel Oil Co-oling
ComrponentU at Volts Phs Hartz Amp. Air SCP"M Air SCFM gphi Water gpm,

GAC System 120/208 3 60

Baskeot Centrifuge 2 208 3 GO

Scoop Motor 115. 120U 1 co

O2z110 Generator 21.00- 120/208 3 60 2

ErnlUCnt PUmp 1/3 115 1 60

Ccutritc Pumip 11B 115 1. 60 .1/4

Mlower 2 2 08 3 60

Opt. GO5

1ri1';IrOpt. 169 3 450 IOU 12 1-11A

Flic-1 Cii Palirp (-'L 1 /4 12, 1 G

SIi~'I~p 1-1/2 201 11 6

I GO
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MSD t:rIE:CTMw: NETSS ATTRTEIU'T: )DATA

I - ADAPTABILITY FOR
MA/ SHIPBOARD INSTALAT1ON

MSD GRUMMAN Shcuet I of .
:WE/ IN STALLATION.?

•['r :"A~trbute Data

F Factor/ INSTALLATION 1b D
SSubfactor Collect. .Transp. Treat./Disposal
' Ldent, No. Characterl~tc. Subsystem Subsystem

12 MSD materials dilsalowed or not recommoilded.( 1 ) With Holdnj:"• latin Tank i

(a) No disallowed or not recommended material. present2) In MSD subsystem. a ' a
(ib) Some disallowed or not recommended matcrah present in MSD subsystem,

but restcltant problems can be solved or compensated for.
(o) Presence of d lowed or• not recommetnde, d rmaterials In MSD subsystem

presents problems with no feasible solutions.

13 Extant of additional support systezis or equipment required to accommodate (7)(9)MvSD(3)

Identiflcarton of support systen requirements for MSD subsy~tcm. '

B21 Extent of fixture modifications required for MSi) Itstallation. l

(a) MSD us.•s starndatl counmodes and urinals, a
(b) MSD uses zon-standard commodes and special equipment is assoclated

with tho urinals.
(a) MSD uses non-standard commodes, special equipment Is associated with N/A

the urinals and each fixture has additional hooP-up rcquircmrent.s.

22 Extent of flush muedium supply miodifications rquhed for MSD istsullation.

(a) MSD uscs sea water for flushing fixtures. N/A
(b) MSD utses fresh water for flushing flxrures.
(e) MSD uses a non-aqueous for flushing fixtures,

231 Hookup requirements for MSJ) Collection/Ttaus port subsystem hIastlaU.,ton. (10)

(a) MSI)D uses standard Collectiont'ct,•itort sUbsYstMm.

(G) ?vISD Uses non-Standard and centralized Collection/lianspoat subsystem. N/A
(d) MSD uses non-standard and non-contrallzed Colluction/Transport I -,

-": - s$tltsystem.( 6 ) ______--_____-

(1) As specified In subchaptors X&P of Merchant Marine Code and C*G. MSD ragulatiuns.
(2) For purposes of this study, C.G. directs choice (a) for All MS.Ds.

. Friogrhting system must be Inhallkd with incinerator.
. Bilge alarm required if large tank Is installed above, blle.
. Compressor required on vessels that do not already have one.
. Detecturs of toxic or noxious gases should be instzlled willt any system that, as ani iinharent dcsign feature, sir'.s

such gases in procesing wastes.
(4) Drain piping; elecr"io cables for cunuccdng commoda3, M/T pump 'id control panel, compressed air, etc,
(5) In oxistiqg gravity drain system.
((6) Includcs conversion i-om reducc' flush vacuum 'oollctlon to a srtadard gravity draill system with or without reclrculatlon.

(7) Orotic detector.
:(8) Flreflightig etnulpnmeirt: ventilation

,F (9) Bilge Alarm for sludge holdfiig rank. if required. 205
(10) Influent surge tank required.
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MSD EFFECTIVNESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

I - ADAPTABILITY FOR
M/'E SHIPBOAR~D INSTALLATION-

MSD) GRUMMAN ____Sheet o

INSTALLATION
Factor!Attribute Data

Subfactor INSTALLATION Collect. /Transp. Treat, /DhspoIAl
[dent. No. chaacteristice Subsystemi Sbytem

232 Routing floxib~lIty for drain piping modiftcations~l associated with NISD ()With 1H1,ding
Colltiction /Transport subsystem Installation(2 ) "li Tn

(a) Routing of MSD CoUeetion/Transport piping is highly flexcible.
(b) Routing of msD Collection/Tiauisport piping is moderately flexible with A

ame restrictions.
n') Routn oMSColleotion/Transport piping is highly inflexible.C

233 Space requirements for MSD Collection/Transport subsystem installation()

(a) Space required for MSD Collection /Transport subsystem is little or no
rSmater than that required for standard Collection/Transport subsystem.

(b) Space required for MYSD Collection/Transport subsystem is modermatly hN/A
increaed over that required flor standard Collectdon/Transport subsystem.

(c) S3pace required for MSD Collection /Transport subsystem is much greater
than that required for standard Cotllction/Trantsport subsystem.________-

234 Modularity of MSD Collection/Transport subsystem (as it affects installation).

(a) Collection /Tratisport subsystem Is higlily miodular. a N/A
(b) There Is an option for somo decentralization of the MvSD Collection/

Tkansport subsystem.
(c) The MSD Collection/Transport. subsystem is highly centralized.

235 Vent requiremen:ts for NISD Ccllectlon/Ttansport subsystem Installation.I

(at) MSI2 Collection /Trains port subsystemn equires no vents.
(b) MSID Collection/Transport subsystem .eqidres few vents. N/A

- Mil) Collee-tion/Tro-sport subsystem requires mrany vents. c

(1) Of the three relevatnt categories of touting lines (piping, ventilation, electrical), piping Is the most important for
Assessing ease of IvSD inst.,11l1ton. *

(2)

*With gravity drainage, lines must always slope downward And require venting.
*Smaller siZe Miaes are Inhe~rently .note flexible.
*Wit PUMP or vacuum Collectlon/Transport subsystem, sharp bends, risers and long runs can be accommodated

III piping. ___________________________________________

(3) Gravity drainage through stand~ird drain lines. Answer applies to now Installation onlyl If standard drain Ifines already installed
In vessel, the:: (a) Applies.

(4) influenit surge tank and sinculated pumps occupy additional space. SaetknI rprinlt ubro etshyt~
serves.,(0

1P 40. 5 guls/nman/dayt want half clay's supply: L.'4J' - 2.J

(6)~ As for standard drain lines (i.e.. all trispe must be vented). In addition, vent required for influent surge tank. Answer applies
to new Installation onlyi If standard draln lines already installed In vessel than (b) applies.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA
I -ADAPTABILITY FOR

MAE SHI1PBOARD INSTALLATION

MSD GRUMMAN Sheet 3 of 4

Fubctor/ar miINSTlIO
(b)ato Coipect dueanss Trd/or cal/rDirsnpoorsalS Tetrat/ poa

Identsusyte No, ChratcratSbsstmuubyse

(a) Pipe, ducts arid/or cable requirements for tie h4SI) Treantment/Disposal N/ I
subsystem-are mitnimae. I

2 b3 Peipe, ofmdultarityof cabl rasequiremetsfr tema ront/Dispos sbsstm Ia i

(a subret en ipslubystern arhihl modular..
(b) Pihe, iucs and/~o or cable deqcrnont flaor ofite MWsD Treatment/DiN/Aa

Disposal sub-yreretnsive

244 Vegtrqreeofmenurts ofr MSD wasto Treatmelnt/Disposal subsystems a inttlain 3

AffecNo vmists larerqire a SI raruitIipoa usytm /
(b) Vnsaerqie o MSD Tre tment//Dsposal subsystem. ishighlymodulbrb

248 (b Exhauteareqis rcnopiont for smeD woetasizte o ofdircI ratment/Dl~a susyMe

Disposal/liapsa subsystem.

(is) Noventsr tareno required for MSDTetien/3i)sa N/Asstem
(b) Vnsmall reqhutirac ed L~r for NMI) ) Tr rient/streuDs pes S ubsystem.b I

k24 Ec a~ xhaust stack requiremet for N1DWste Treat mentr/l~sposal subsystemi -

discharge line, etc. telectric cubles for power suipply, rormote panels, etc. 1ducting for vent~latiou, etc.
(2) Decentralization of components may require additiosnal hookups and piping runs.
(0) Vents that are only Internal to tho compartment In which subsystem is located ate nor considered here.

(4)N lectri iciiierator requires small (2 ") exhaustt.

N Fel Incinerator requires large (10') exhaust.

(5) Comipressed Air; eloctdc power, electricasl controls, 00ooing wareri air for ozone generator taiken from atmosphere.,
(63) niel required. i.3actriecil supply for fihe i'/i subsystemt Is usually together in one packaige: more electrical constoctions near{ surgo rank.

('7) All components (of waste treatment portion) mounted within a structural ftaisruwork,

(83) Incinerator pAri, of' treOatment subsystemi package: howevel, may be luparisted and mounted in Any convenient location.
()For ozone0 rMctot columnn

(to) Sludge holding tank requires vent.20
M ".
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA
I - ADAPTABILITY FOR

MAE SHIPBOARD INSTALLATION-

MSD GRUMMAN Sheet 4 of 4

W/E INSTALLATION
Factor/ INSTALLATION Attribute Data

5 Subfactot Collat./Transp. Treat. /Dilsposal

ldent. No. Characteristics Subsystem Subsystem

25 Ease of installing MSD support equipment(' t Heldbri
Extent of additioial support equipment required to accommodate MSD---- - --in.' Tlnk

()o3)r (2,4)_ _

(a) No additional support equipment requited for MSD subsystem. _

(b) Some Additional support equipment required for MSD subsystem. b b
(c) Much Additional suport equipment required for MSD subsynem.. I

()Ezamrrle4:

. Firefighting system must be installed with incinerator,
, Bilge alarm required if large tanl< is installed above bilge.
. Compteor requi•ed on vesels that do not already have one.
. Detectors of toido or noxious gaic4 should be installed with any system that, as an Inherent design feature, uses

such gases in processing wastes.

(2) Ozone detector (must be near ozone reactor and generator).

(8) Virefghlaing equipmenti ventilation.

(4) Bilge alarm for sludge holding tank, if required.

4'i :I
>1!
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~1 MSD ErFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

MSD GRlUMMAN Sheet I of 4

Fatr Attribute Data

subtactor Collect. /Tranisp. Treat. /Disposal

Idert. No. Characteristics Subsystem Sustiistemi

311 Effect of peak hydraulic loads In black'1 water stream oit MSD performance ~ ~ () ~ d
With Iloldliq

(a) No significant effect of black water peaks on NISD subsystem perfoirmanca. a Incin. Tn
(b) Effect of black water peaks is or short duration, wit tempanrary impILca- (5 7 (5)

(c) Long-term effect of black water peaks, difficult to overconme, with long-

term ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ae ImlctosnlyIDsussa erotine

- (d) No Ability of MSD subsystem to handile black water peaks. -

12 Effect of lowk hyralow loaditosIn dets in black water stream onM0)'J

(A) No signifcn fecfga wtrpas n(Dsbsse efomne)/

(a) NoEgifcn ffect of black water lek s fsort floura tion. wth lompoa Idple stimson, I/ o b~
frMSD subsystem performanceeaytovrme. Wae

(b) Ln-eraffect of blgr ate lWae flows oldifficult tooverimes ofisho dualong-er

wihtmoayImplIcations for MSD subsystem performance. ayt

021 E ogtr ffect of bakiae low flow conditions/long idle timesI lc ao sra nýS

performance.s

()No abgificaty effecOubyte toofl black v. Mor low flow condtoi/ogidle imesons

(1)~~MS Inlds stanubsstemoerformandcaiylod.
(2) Peak c loa ha blang wabtyeend low flow co osubsystem idle tbimety of shnr duratwion pos nIfuetsre akt

wit hanle eak usaiy dmplidsalmons fotr N3sl-yontuem perfngofhsrmanke, ttob1 b

(0 Lnoexa -ter o fetofbakfae low flow condition I hn7'i fth rwIstot inbadl timeso ea n ia~ anb
rema ficin_25 tof ocrwiormal. %dhlong-tder impic~artions thfror ofS Susystemn I~ec fvrulyn s~ fMD

(5) No. abilittr~mty befe at subsstemd rto handl ilac t ato s low, fl ow Cek ond Aii tys

(1) Incuesnstantarneous hosudly aned tailywhc loads.Avr iitd.a ~pb~iy(5glcpot
(2) Peaosadl problinm aiify deplend ug tn s olef subsystem. ilaablity coul aus odor whc emloys of aproluem forg tray k toe

thandl peaks usuac ly deed lms nirlti deszngorhltt
l(3) An efaIdle oflo ln nnueu Is whbse enrfg lden mýi ht- of r t h rdwI:io oay reqiare disiseul y for a leekand sno at.

r zoemainimng and ofceraIstoral wo Lourng lo lwadidle t ime Aeontes 'o tero iseverablWems ofwirthal them i-t.geo ~
'(4) Ifatch en su~rgeti trin no pro perty w ith d lo siz ding loftnk Isb vesl diepednIs.stI~inwl otAcml(I

0011 fO Mh itr
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* MSD EI'FECTIVE]NSS ATTRIBIUTE DATA

M/E 11- PEAI-ORMANCF

MSD GRU.MMAXN. . Shoot 2 of 4
-4 -

Attribute Data

Subfactor Collect, /Trantsp. Treat. /Disposal
adent. No, Characteristics Subsystem Subsystem

322 Effect of low flow conditionsAong idle times In gray water stream an MSD I with

Performanco( 1) ith I Holding

(a) No significant effect of gray water low flow conditions/long idle times on (i, ) Tan4
MSD subsystem performance,

(b) Effect of gray water low flow conditions/long Idle times of short duration,
with temporary implieationrs for MSD subsystem performance, easy to N/A b I b

overcome. C/T for black I
(c) Long-term effect of gray water low flow conditions/long Idle times, water only I

difficult to overcome with long-term implicationa for ItSD subsystem
performance.

(d) No ability of MSD subsystem to handle gray water low flow conditions/long
idle tim s., ,. .... . ... -

331 Ability of black water portion of WSD to handle additional personnel (on a (6, ') (6,
long-term bals)( 2) 

I 08

(a) MSD black water subsystem will handle additional personnel with little or
no degradation in performance. a a

(b) MSD black water sulbystem will handle additional personnel with
moderately degraded (but still barely acceptable) performance. I b

(c) MSD black water subsystem will not handle additional personnel

332 Ability of tray water portion of MSD to hati,,e additional personnel (on a long- ( 6,'1)Io,(6,
term basis)t
(a) MSD gray water subsystem will handle additional personnel with little or no

degradation in performance. N/A a
(b) MSD gray water subsystem will handle additional personnel with moderately C/T for hla,*k b

degraded (but still barely acceptable) performance. water only
(c) MWD gray water subsystem will not handle additional personnel. _ _l

(I) Au example of low flow condition is when 750/1 of tie crew is not on board vessel for a week and usage rate by
remaining 25% of crew is nor•al. Long Idle times are on the order of several weeks of virtually no usage of tvlbD.

(2) Resulting In long-term Increase in average black water stream hydraulic loading, The ability of an MND which
employs a black water (or sludge) holding tAnk to handle additional personnel may be determined by the size of
that tank.

(,I) Resulting In long-term increase in average gray water stream hydraulic loading. Tile ability of an MSD which employs
a gray water (or sludge) holding tank to handle additional potsonnel may be determined by the size of that tank.

(4) . If idle time is lung, basket centrifuge sludge might get hard; may require disasuembly for cleaning,
ozone Colunlal and generator work during low flow idle titsle, so there is no problem with them.

(1i) Dattch operation; no problcm with low flow during long idle tines
(6) 20 Snan Grumnman could handle up to 40 people (handles 1.25 11ais/mint with 40 people will run 21. 0 hrs/day).
(7) Ilcinerator limits number of men which can be handled (full flush black and gray water combined -- 40. 5 gals per

capita day): with 43 men, incinerator will run 22. 5 hrs/day since incinerator can take 0 gahs/hlr.
(.V Cannot handle additional personnel and meet maximum holding time requirements.

May take aiddiUomal personnel for short time (tank sIzed In man days) If required tank capacity Is
Accomnmodated by Installation.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

__________ _M II_,__RMNE_.......

MSD GRUMMAN Sheet 3 of 4

WM/E
Pactor/ Attribute Data

Subfactwr Collect. /Transp. Treat,/Disposal
Ident. No. Characteristics Subsystem Subsytem

41 Ability of black water handling portion of MSD to operate for sustained time With Holdin
Speriods Ltoln. Tank

(a) 9SD black water subsytem can operate for indofinite period of time if no I
components fail. (T) a a

(b) MSD black water subsystem can operate for only limited period of time,
even if no components fall.( 2 ) I b

42 Ability of tay water handleng portion of MSD to operate for sstained timeI
: ~period

(a) MSD Slay water subsystem can operate for ondarbnte pgeiod of time b f no N/w
components fal. (e ) C/T for black a -

(b) iStD Sray water oubsystem can operate for only lmed period of time,a I• even if no compnieants rUi02 ) I b

61 Ability of ) M SD to handle ground garbage in black water tbreum (4) 1

(a) MWD black water subsystem will handle ground garbage In black water
stream on a long-term ba.i.

(b) MSD black water subsystem will handle gnound garbage In black water b
stream on at leaot a srt-ter m basis, .

(a) MSD black water subsystem will not handle oeound garbage in black water
"streamon. a t r

82 Ability of MSD to handle foreign matcrials/objec.t- (')in black water stream (5) (6) (]

(a) MSD subsystem will handle foreign materiasl/objects In black water
stream on . long-tom basi. a 'a

:, (b) MSD subsystom will handle foreig~n materials/objects in black water i
a- ~~tream on at least a short-term basis. [-

•, (c) M?&D subsystem wi;ll not handle foreign ma teria Is/objects in black wate

(1) Applies to a T/D subsystem with an Incinerator.
(2) Applie to a T/Diubsystean widiout an incinerator.

[~ X'(3) Examples:
Long, narrow objects (pens, pencils, toodhpicks, uta.)
Small hard objects (nut shells, pull tab from a flip top can, bottle caps, paper clips, coins, nuta/bolts/

screws/nails, cuff links, etc.)li .Large soft objw~s (ptiper towels, newsplmac page, stiff and shiny magazine page, strings from a floor mop, ,

tag, tampons and saultasy napkins, ate.)

(4) Particles in garbage (pieces of bone, melon pits, pieces of meat. etm.) may clog feed line or spray nossle In
Incinerator necesaitatlng shutdown or cleanout.

(5) A rag could plug up pumps.
(6) I.arge objects or rags probably won't get through Influent surge and feed tanks.
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MS) EFFECTIVE NESS ATTRTBU'rE DATA

MWE 11 PERFORMANCE

MSD GRUMMAN Sheet 4 of 4

Factor/Attribute Data

SuFactor/ collect. /Transp. Treat. /Disposal
Idn.N.Characteristics Subsystem Sb~ tn

long-term basis. Inom, Tank

(a) h4Sl) subsystnit will handle dotergents/surfaerants in black water arttam

Olalong-term b~asis. A a a

aleat Qst a short-term basis.

(o) N4SD subsystemi willno handle Ioi aeil n black ae tra.2

64Ability of MSl) teo hndle eoicmiserions io mbltaplckater stramdrs o

(a) NoD psusibstym of~l dhandle tofi roanlrct ain polacwtern stream MS usson. a

(b) MSD subsystem will hetsandle d tox r mater pollts unblckdaer ntrem al apt-
leastrtin aconditions.sis

(c) KISD subsystem will hetsandard tox r matrasir boluackwtsner normal oi.

(62 Ability of MR) secondary mdissions to meet appleicble standards for (1,) 1 (1)
tcdispohalg of air-polnalutantersisa o

(A) No psuibsliytm ofdshas g nof pot gntiforpricint a olui-ontarm natd rsdubsses. I

(b) X-SD subsystem hasl aee stantiald for airodn pollucontsminated oresiduoes b 1

'71 Performa Cnce isk orblsc. ae adigprto fMI 4 4
(c) NISD blbcyswater1subsysttmstasdardistory ofair porlbetatsner teotresultsper

atb n MIblckniin water sbytem has a hsuoryo pooriiltes rof ls no-ofrac bo

72 Prfosmancdardsk fodr unrsal werwaterg handlinpotionso. SDNA (4 4

(6 ) Ablt~ ry ofMDtier ruhayseinisim ha itor mef fappir rrcrbltstandrdsut./i for bl(c )
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E III OPERABIliTY

MSD GRUMMAN Sheet 1 of 2

, M/E OPERABILITY
Factor/ OPERABILITY A__ -_bu_6 Data
Subfactor Collect./Transp. Treac./Disposal
Ident. No, Characteristics Subsys.emi Subs :,em

- With

11 Degree of automation for MSD operation (l) With Holding' lncin. I Tank

(A). MSD subsystem is almost ka.y autormaac¢. a(4) 11 a (5)

(b) MSD subsystem is semI-automatic: requires infrequent operator (
attention. b I

(c) IYSD subsystem is sml-automatics requires a moderate degree I
of operator attntion.'

(d) MSD subsystem Is semi-automatic: requires frequent operator
attentiod.

(e) 0SD subsystem Is operated manually. .I

12 Ease of disposal of MSD re(sidues) (1) ()

(a) M•D subsystem has no resdues, or disposal of residues from MSD a I
subsystem is very cocivenient.

(b) Disposal of residues fbom MSD subsystem Is moderately convenient. b b
IC() Disposal of residues from ,MSD. subsystem Is inconvonient. .,.___'__

14 UkeLihood of violating effuent standards because of procedural erros in NMSD (0.8) (7)
operation. (3)

(a) Thes Is virtually no chance of violating effluent standards because of I
procedural errors In N•SD operation. Ia

(b) There is a low likelihood of viotadng effluent standards because of
procedural errors In MSD operation.

(c) There Is a fair to moderate chance of violating effluent standards because
of procedural errors In NISD operation. o

(d) There Is a high LikeUhood of violating effluetit standards because of I
Procedural errors in MSD operation. d

23 Skill level requirement: for operator of MSD

14SD subsystem compleicy ranking from 1 to 5 2 5

24 Training requirements for operator of ,AOD

WMD subsystem complaedry ranking from I to 8 2 I 5

(1) Residue Is any by-product of normal WV•D operation, disposal of which is regular operating task. Examples Are ash
produced by an Incinerator, seal water used by vacuum pumps, wurewater or sludge held In a tank, dvaporator
residue, etc.

(2) Length of time requLred for disposal is the main factor considered; other factors are ease of accsm of area of MSD
containing the residue, amount of residue to be disposed of, and ease of storing residue on board or talting if off
vessel, as appropriate.

(3) By dumping overboard effluent which doesn't meet standards, flush oil, evaporator residue, air poluutants from
incinerator, etc.

4 - (4) Ash removnl not more frequently than every 3 days. (MAy have same amount of ash with 00 ttien as with 20 men.)
(5) Operator attention required to start up ozone generator.

I7) if ozone gonerator is not generating ozone (only blowing air) can violate effluent standa.d. 213
(8) Improper operation of Incinerator mity result in discharge of air pollutants.

(0 fsse sdWCI ahrta;islioioteicnoinco s eoa.I xhne o II upadrneot
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* MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E III - OPERABrLITY

MSD GRUMShN Sbeet 2 of 2

OPERABILITY
Factor/ OPERABILITY Attribute Data

Subfactor Collect./Transp. Treat./Disposal
_dnt. No. Characteristlcs Subsystem Subsstoem

25 Effect of MSD operation on vessel work routines/schedulei

(a) MSD operation has minimal or no effect on work routines/schedules, a a a
(b) Wefnt of MSD operation on work routines/schedules is more than

minimal (I. e.. Is moderate or extenslve)..

32 AvawlAbility of specialized or unique oonsumables/expendables requied for With n In on
MSD operation Inci.. -Tank(5)

(a) No specialized or unique consumables or expendables required for MSDO
subsystem operation. a

(b) Any TpoctalLed or unique consumables or expendables required for NISD
subsystem operation are available from ship's inventory,

(a) Any speoialized or unique consumables or expendabes toqu" for MSD
subsystem operation am available from Federal Stock System.

(d) Any specialized or unique consumables or ex'pendables required for MED
subsystem operation are available from a commercial source. ,_d

33 Operating requirements for special or unique MSD support equipment

(a) No special or unique support equipment required by 'MED subsystem. a
'b) Some special or unique support equipment required by MED subsystem:

equipment reqjures only minimal and infhequent attention(2) to keep
operational. b b

(c) Some special or unique support equipment required by NESD subsystemi
requires more than infequent attenion to keep operational.(4)

(1) By C. 0. direction, (a) appLies to al MSDs considered in this study.
(2) No more frequently than weekly with a dutarion not greater than 10 minutes; or more frequently than

semi-annually with a duration of 2 hours.
(a) E.g., lfefghting equipment, special cransrmers, ozone detector, bilge alarm.
(4) E.g., Compressor Wn•slled to support MSD operation.

(8) Incinerator related items (pot) obtainable from manufacturer only.
(0) Fire fighting equipment: ventilation.
(p7) Bilge alarm may be required.
(8) Ozone detector,

214
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E IV - PERSONNEL SAFETY

, MSD GRUMMAN Sheet of

W SAFETY
Factor/ SAFETY Attribute Data

Subfaetor Collect. /Transp. Troat. /Disposal
¶dent. No. CharacterisUcs Subsystem . Subsytem

11 Hazard of contact with/spillage of toxic/dangerous substances(l) due to MSD (2) With Hhg

Inherent design 
im. Tan'

L - Likelihood of hazard

(a) No chance I
(b) Highly unlikely b b b
(c) Fair to even chanoe b
,Ld.jL likely------------------------------------------------------------ . I

$ - Severity of hazard I7 
I

(a) No resultant Injury. a I a
(b) Results in Injury of low to moderate severity requiring first aid oa' limited b I

medical treatment. I
flI aults in severe injUry, or death.

----------------------- -- --- - --- - --- - --------- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -------C -H zata d correction 
[,

(a) Hazardous stuation cati be easily corrected. a a a
(b) Hazardous uituation Is difficult to correct,
(c) Hazardous ituao not be corrected.

. Leakage of fumes from incinerator into adjacent berthing and working spaces.

. Hydrogen sulfide (a toxdcant) may be generated In sewage holding tanks.

. Fresh water connections to MSD subsystems have a potential for contaminating the vessel's potable water supply
with toxic/dangcrous substances.

. Sewage contamination.
The following pathogens may be transmitted thaough sewage.
- Tetanus (bacteria)
- Typhoid (bacteria)
- Dysentery (bacteria)
- Cholera (bacteria)
- Hepatidi (viru)
- Polio (Virus)

.. Posible methods of Infection (a healthy person may be a cdrrier; infection hazard depends on a person's
resistance).

- oral (from hands while smoking or eating) - the most common method of transmitting enteric
(intestinal) diseases.

6 - Through breaks in skin (outs, abrasions, sorae).
- Eyes and nose (form hands).

(2) only by contact with sewage in commodes.
(8) . Centifuge Is uly enclosed - no change of contstct with sewage.

. if end of vent line for ozone generator I. on deck and wind Is blowing in direction of personnel, ozone W irritate
mucous membranes of respiratory tract.

' , .215
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N!;D L-'V-'ECTIVENESS ATTR[BUTE DATA

M/E IV - PERSONNLL SAFETY

MSD GRUMMAN Sheet 2 of 6

rI Atribute Data

Subractor Collect. /Transp. Treat./Disposal
Ident. No. Characteristics Subsystem Subsystem

12 hlazard of contact due with/spillage of toxic/dangerous subatancesl) due to I •Tnk'
procedural crtor/equipment failures of IMSD (3•4) (4.5)

1, - LikeUlhood of hazard

(a) No chance
(b) Highly unlikely
(c) Fair to even liance a c9L li-ký - - - --------------------- -
S - Severity of ha,,'ard

(a) No re'ultant injury, a I a

(b) Results iM Injury of low to moderate severity re.4uiring first aid or limited
medical treatment.Ie) Rcults in. ev~erea injury yor d eath. -- -- ---- I..

C - Hazard correction I

(a) Hazardous situation can be easily eorrected,. a a
(b) Hazaotous situation is difficult to correct.
(c) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected.

* Leakage of fumes from incinerator into adjacent berthing and working spaces.
H hydrogen sulfide (a toxicant) may be generated In sewage holding tanks.
F Frosh water conlcriolns to MSD subsystems have a potential for contaminating the vessel's potable water supply

with toxic/daangcrous substances.
* Sewage contnimitiation.

The following pathogens inny he transmitted through sewage.
- Tetanus (bacteria)
- Typhoid (bacteria)
- Dysentery (bacteria)
- 01olera (bacteria)
- llcpatltls (virus)
. PoUo (virus)
Possible methods of infection (a healthy person may be a catrtril inftodun hazard depends on a person's
resistance).

- oral (from hands while smoling or eating) - the most common method of transmitting enteric
(intestinal) diseascs.

- Tl'ough breals In skin (cuts, abrasiotm, sores).
- Fyes and nose (from hands).

(2) If commode breaks or if diem is leakage from influont surge tanks and pumps.
(3) . Sludge food tank overflow.

* Wet ash from ineinerator, if Incinerator does not bum input completely.
Leakage of ftmes from incinerator possible.

(4) . since equipment is complex, it may be reassembled inoorreotly more r,,.dlly than less complex equipment.
. Ozone generator may malfunction and pout ozone into ie sit,.

(5) Hydrogen sulfide may be generated in sludge holding tank.
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• fMSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

i MiE IV - PERSONNEL SAFETY.•

MSD GRUMMAN Sheet o f

M/WE SAFETY
FActor/ SAFETY Attribute Data

Subfactor ollect./Trnnsp, Treat. /Disposal

Ident. No. Characteristics Subsystem Subsystem
With I HoldIPg

21 Hazard of explosive potential for operator/rmaintainer duo to inherent MSD rank
design

L - Likelihood of hazard

(a) No chance a a
(b) Highly unlikely b I
(c) Fait to even chance
Ld ! H. i...' - .... iel

S - Severity of hazard I

(a) No resultant injury, a a
(b) Results in injury of low to moderate severity requiring first Aid or lnited -

medical trzatment. b

£c) Results in severe injury, or dead, - --

C - Hazard correction I

(a) Hazardous &ituatlon can be easily corrected, a a
(b) Hazardous situation is difficult to correct. b
(c) Hazardous &thuation cannot be corrected,

22 Hazard of explosive potential for operatcr/maintainer due to procedural errors/ (2) (1) I

equipment failures of MSD

L - Likelihood orf hazard

(a) No chance a
(b) Highly unlikely b I
(C) Fair to even chance c I
£Lý High!Xlikely
S -. Severity of hazard

(a) No resultant injury. a
(b) Results in Injury of low to moderate severity requiring first aid or Urmited b

medical eatr•etnt.
_ - Results in sevmrn nJury or death. .

C - Hazard corre.tion

(a) Hazardous situation can be easly corrected. I a
(b) Hazardous situAtion is difficult to correct, b b l
(c) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected.

(1) Incine~ra~tor 116C8 fuel oil.
C(2) If illfluclit surge tani( goes septic and methane gas is generated.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E IV - PERSONNEL SAFETY

MSD GRUMMAN Sheet j of 6

"W/E SAFETY
Factor/ SAFETY Attribute Data
Subfactor Collect. /Transp. Treat. /Disposal
.dent, No. Characteristics Subsystem Subsystem

31 Hazard of fire ignition potential(l) due to inherent MSD design wit TankI--

1. - Likelihood of hazard (2,S) i ()

(a) No chance a
(b) Highly unllely b
(c)ý Pair to even chance

S - Severity of hazard

(a) No resultant Injury. a I a
(b) Results in Injury of low to moderate severity requiring first afr or limited

medical teatment. b I
.• Rs.uluin severe inrti or death, -"I
C - Hazard correctio

(a) Hazardous situation can be eatily correctcd, a a
(b) Hazardous situation is difficult to correct, b
(c) Hazardous situadton candiot be corrected, .

32 Hazard of tro ignition potential1) due to procedural nrrors/cquipment failure of (4) (3,5) I (5)
MSD

L - likelihcod of hazard

(a) No charnce'
(b) Highly unlikely h I b
(c) Pair to even chance c I
-A Hi-.h lJYkelx -

S - Severitof hazard

(a) No resultant injury a
(b) Reultu in injury of low to moderate severity requiring first aid or llmited b

.1-)Reults in severe injury or death., c

C - Hazard correctio,

(a) Hazardous situtation can be easily corrected. a
(b) Hazardous oituAtion is difficult to correct. b b I
(c) Hazardous situaton cannot be corrected.

(1) Oil used for flushing Is not flammable under nrdinary conditions. However, at high temperatures, e.g., in the
presence of a fire, it will support combustion,

(9) At low conceotrations, ozone not combustible.
(3) Due to incinerator ,se of fuel oil.
(4) If influent surge tank goes septic and methane gas is generated.
(4) , Motor may overheat

". Electrical fire.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E IV PERSONNEL SAFETY

M.SD GRUMMAN Sheet 5of

M/E SAFETY
Factor/ SAFETY AtiueDt

Subfactorollect. /Transp. Treat. /Disposal
Ident. No. Characteristics I________ Swbith

(~~) ~With ,oda
4 aarofeesalshock potential Mfor operator/niAIntalner of MSD ln H.Tlank

L - Likelihood of hazard (3)j ()

(a) No chancebb b
(b) H-ighly unlikelybb b

(c) Fair to even chance

S - severity of hazard

iI(a) No reutant injury.
(b) Results in injury of low to moderate severity requiring first aid or Ulimited

JS_.ýtJLýr~~r rdeath.J

C - HAazar correction

(a) Hazardous situation can be easily corrected,. a
(b) Hazardous situntion Is difficult to correct.

- ~c) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected,.-

51 Physical hazards associated with MSD due to sharp edges(2)

L - Likelihood of hazard

(A) No chance a a'
(b) Highly uniUkely
(c) Fair to even chance

dJihy l- -- -- -- -- -- --- - --- - --- - -- -- -- --------- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---. -L....

S - Severity of hazard

(a) No resultant injury. ai a
(b) Results in injury of low to moderate severity requiring ftrst air or limited

medical treatment.I
Je)t sults in se vtre ijury or death,

C"- Hazard correction

(a) Hnzardous situation can be easily corrected,. a a
(b) Hazardous situation Is difficult to correct,
(C) H"Aardous situation cannot be corrected.

(1) Electric shock may result In severe burns and/or deatht In addition, reaction to electric shock may ousue atffeted
individual. to be thrown aside, possibly subjecting him to severe impact injuries and/or contact with sharge edgeas/Oot

t2) combined effect of Injury due to sharp edges/points and sewage contamination may itouehrflptoesIt

(3) Interlock on ozone generator door may not operaito.

V 219
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E IV - PERSONNEL SAFETY

MSD G!UMMAN Sheet 6 of 6

WE SAFETY
Factor/ SAFETY Attribute Data
Subfactor Collct. /Transp. Treat./Dlsposal
Tden. No. Characteristics Subsyster Suy~tem

S .. . . . ... I W Iln
With iHoldlng

52 Physical hazards aIsociattd witi MSD due to hot surfaces InWi |HTi. k
L - Likelihood of hazard!,v--(1) I (1)

(a) No chance A
(b) Highly unlikely I b
(a) Fair to even chance c

----------- ------ -- -------------- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -------- -- -- --- - ------- 4-.---
S Severity of hazard

(a) No resultant injury. a
(b) Results in injury of low to moderate severity requiring first aid or limited

medical trcattnent. b J

-Re-ult- in severe njur--or death, I----

C - Hazard correction

(a) Hazatrous situation can be easily corrected, a I a
(b) Hazardous situation is difficult to correct,
(c) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected, ..__ _

53 Physical hazard for maintainet of MSD due to rotating machinery (2) (3,4) 1 (4)

L - Likelihood of hazard

(a) No chance I
(b) Highly unlikely b b
(c) Fair to cveu, chanco c

. (d) Hihly likely------------------ ---- - -.

S - Severity of hazard

(a) No resultant injury.
(b) Results in injury of low to moderate severity requiring first aid or limited

medical treatnent bb I b

ACL -Reults insever i.J• or de- -. -......
C - Hazard correction

(a) HaZardous Situadin can be easily corrected, a I a

(b) Hazardous situation is difficult to correct. I
(a) Hazardous stuation cannot be corrected. -4

(1) Molecular sieve dryer has heaters and has safety interlock on Its door. If careless, could touch hot surface.
(2) In servicing pumps,
(3) High pressure blower is belt driven.
(4) Centrifuge enclosed, scoop IA .1o', motor is enclosed: smooth inside.

220
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E V HABITABILITY
;i• MSD GRUMMANMS Sheet I'of 3

Factor/ HABITABILITY Attribute Data
Subfactor Collect. /Transp. Treat. /DliposalIdent. No (l;hiaacteristics Subsystem . .

11 Habitability problems(l) associated with bacterial contamination due to MSD With iHol 49g
tinherent design mo_ . j Tank

(a) There, Is no bacterial contamination habitability problem due to MSD I
subsystem Inherent design features. a

S(b) The1e is a bacterial contamination habitability problem due to MSD b -i sP, subsystem inheent degat~ features..

.12 Habitability problemi(l) assci~ated with bacterial contamination due to
procedural errors/equipment failures of MSDV-)

failures of MISD subsystem is highly unlikely.

(b) Procedural errors/equlpment failures ofMSD subsystem are likely to cause b b
a bacterial oontarinadou mti ....

23 htSD fixture comfort

(a) Commodes and urinals are comfortable and easy to u.. even under ship's
L motion. A

(b) Commodes and urinals are not comfortable and easy to use under ship's NIA[ ' motion.

22 FlushIig pro•cedure requirements for MS) fixture

(a) There are no "non-sitandard" requirements for flushing. at N/A
(b) There are *non-standard" requiremenrs for flushing.

23 Waste retention inI MSD commode bowl

(a) Thi amount of waqtc that remains in the bowl after flushing is less than
ihat rL'rnaling arftvr fltthin. a standacd full water fluslw, fixturo.

(hi) 'rh aruuu:it of wa>tz that rell slrl t in rh o oi after fluihint Is dhi :k, illu
as that remainring after flushing it standard full water flushied fixture. N/A

(c) The amount of waste that remains In the bowl after flushing Is more than
that remainirng after flushing a standard full water flushed fixture.

(1) As distinguished from problems of health and saferyp likely psychologlcal reactions of users Are a matter for
eonideoartion,

(2) A vacuum waste collection subsystem is less likely to expose personnel to sewage its ease of a line break than a
pressurized waste collection iubsystem: fresh water connections to MSD subsystems have a potential for contaminating
the veasel's potablo water supply.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E V- HABITABILITY

MSD GRUMMAN Sheet 2 of 3

S WE HABITAB ITY
Factor/ HABITABILITY AttrlouteaData
Subfictor Collect. /Transp. Treat./Dlspostl
Ident.No. Characteristics Subsystem Subsystem

24 Lllelthood of user contact(I) with MSD fixture flushing medium
(a) User Is unlikely to come into contact with flushing medium, a N/A
(b) User is more likely to come into contact with flushing medium then with

_ , standard water flushed .txture.

25 Appearance of MSD fixture flushing medium

(a) The color and general appearance of the flushing medium is as acceptable
as cler water, a N/A

(b) The color and general appearance of the flushing medium are acceptable,
but clear water is preferable.

(') The color and general appearance of the flushing medium are not
.acceptable.

26 Noise produced in flushing MSD fixtures

(a) The noise produced in flushing fixtures is less than that of a standard
(,) commode/urinal,
(b) The noise produced in flushing fixtures is the same as that of a standard

commode/urinal. b N/A
(c) The noise produced in flushing fixtures is greater tb'-n that of a standard

commode/urinal.

31 Odors produced as a result of inherent MSD design With

(a) The MSD subsystem produces no odor as a result of inherent deaign. a a a
.b. The WSD subsystem produces a noticeable odor as a result of inherent desgn".

32 Odors produced as a result of procedural erotrs/equipment failures of MSD (4) (6,6) (6)
(a) The MSD subsyctem produces no odor as a result of procedural errcrs/

equipment failures.
(b) The MSD subsystem produces a noticeable odor as a result of procedural

er" -. .equ . ment failures. b b b
41 Heat generation for nearby personnelP) due to inherent MSD design

(a) As a result of inherent design features, the MSD subsystem does not generat
enough heat to render its vicinity hotter than most shipboard areas
containing machinerv, a b I a

(b) As a resuh of inherent design features, the MSD subsystem does generate I
nough heat to render its vicinity hotter than most shipboard areasS~~containing machinery.VJ,

.•(11 Due to fl~ushng medium composition, fixture cesign, motion of vessel (which may cause splatter, splahing, or

• lllase of flushing medium).
(2) For operator/maintainer/adjacent berthing and working area.
(3) E Even with ozone J

, Odor milder when treating gray water only.
(4) * Odor milder when treating gray water only.

in the event that leakage occurs.
(6) Due to fuel oil leakagel leakage of sewage: wet ash in incinerator 222
(6) If leakage and ozone odor occur simultaneously, ther may not be any detectable odor.
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MSD ErFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E V- HIAR[TABIL[TY

MSD GRUMMAN Sheet 3 of 3

MIE i HABITABILITY
Factor/ HABITABILITY Attribute Data
subtactor I Colleoct./TrAnsp. Tret. IDlspomal
Idont. No. Characteristics Subsystem ub sytem

.42 Heat generation for nearby personnel(1 due to procedural errors/equipment with ng
failures of MSD.

(a) The MSD subsystem does not geneaate enough heat as a result of
procedural errors/equipment failures to trnder its vicinity hotter than ab

most shipboard areas containing machinery.
(b) The MSD subsystem does generation eanoub beat as a result of

procedural erors/equipment failures to render Lts vicinity hotter than I

most hipboaMd areas containing machinery, ( I

" Noise level for personnel in vicinity of MSD)

NI - Noise Index

"(a) The IYISD subsystem is silent or nearly silent. ,
(b) Noise level of MSD subsystem is approximately equal to background

noise level of vessel. b b b
(c) The MSD subsystem is very loud, produces constant noise, drowns out l

vessel bachground noise in immediate area of the syttemt mutt shout
to be heard.

6 Vibration levels for nearby personnelC1 ) produced by MSD machinery (7) (7)

VI - Vibration Index I

(a) MSD subsystem produces little or no perceptible vibration in addition to I
background level an vessel. a

(b) MSD subsysten produces perceptible vibration, but similar to vessel
background. bi b

(c) MSD subsystem produces abnormal or disturbing intensity and/or
- fr!9•_c of [ ibra lion. _____________-

Effect of MSD on uses housekeeping rotutines (restlctions on user imposed by
subsystem2 ). I

(a) Subsystem characteristics do not impose restictions on user. A a a
,__ (b) Subsystem ohataoteristics impose restdotios on uwret

(1) For operator/ma inteiner/adjacent berth and working areas,
(2) M . ,ust use water-soluble toilet paper which is not as comfortable as usual

toilet paper,
* Must use special bowl cleaner which is len effective than usual cleaner
. Cannot dump detergents dowu galley sink; must store and off-load at shore.

(8) Even with heater for molecular sive.
(4) Due to pumps.
(5) High pressure blower makes sotle noise (83-84 dbA at 3ft.).
((6) . Scoop makes some noise (periodically, for 10 seconds at a time),

. Compressor in ozone generator 12t loud.
(7) Centiifuse vibratos somewhat.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M A VI - RELIABILITY

MSD GRUMbMA.N Sheet-1 of .

WME RELIABILITY
Factor/ RELIABILITY Attribute Data
Subfactor Collect. /Transp. Treat. /Disposal
Ident. NoI Characteri:ldcs Subsystem Subsystem

21 MSD compluxity with IHoldi
Complexity index of MSD subsystem based on a complexity ranking from Inetn, I Tank

1 to a. 2 5 5

23 watent of MSD equipment/component redundancy 1 () I

(a) There is some significant redundancy in the MSD Subaysten's major
components. a { a

(b) There Is no significant redundancy In the MSD subsystem's major
components. __ ._,, b.

24 Degree of equipment failure independence). I (2)

(a) There is a high degree of equipment failure Independence In MSD
subsystem. a

(b) There Is a moderate degree of MSD equipment failure independence in
MSD subsystem.

(c) There is a low degree of equipment failure independence In MSD
- subsystem. , 1

25 Adequacy of MSD equipment ratings (10) (11, 12)1 (12)

(a) Moat MSD subsystem equlpmrnts are ovcerAted.
(b) Some MSD subsystem equlpment ratings are nominal, some are overrated. b
(a) Some MSD subsystem equipments are underrated, some are nominally

rated, c c
(d) Most MSD subLtem equipments are underrated. ..

26 Provisions for fault actuated cut-off mechanlsrns( 3) for MSD protection (1,141 (14)

(a) There are many. fault actuated mechanisms In MSD subsystem, or they are
not required.() a I

(b) There are some fault actuated mechanisms in MSD subsystem. b I b
(o) There are no or almost no fault actuated mechanisms In MSD subsystem. I

3 Reliability risk for K¶SD(8 )6

(a) MSD subsystem has a history of fair or better test reults, a I
(b) MSD subsystem has a history of poor test results. h b
(c) Nu test results are available for MSD sublystem,

(1) Any redundancy in electronic circuitry Is not considered.
(2) I.e., failure of one Item will not result in failure of major component or subysrom.
(3) Includes mechanisms tot (i) alert operatnr/maintainer to high stress or abnormal conditioni that will result in failure,

and/or (iU) to correct those conditlons or turn off equipment.
(4) E.g. , standard commodes and urinals In a gravity drain sewage collection subsystem do not requo•r fault actuated

out-off mechanisms.
(5) F.B,, innovative design, expertltice.

V.-6)Fxtrs transfer pumps
(1) Ozone diffusers are all used, but e lce. get by with little degredatiun of performance, on fewer diffusers.

rhere are 4 ozone tubes, all used, but could get by oi fewer, with degraded performance.
i[otnotes ontinued on followin twao. 224
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Sheet 2 of 2

(8) If die high pressure blower fails, the incinerator cannot operate.
. If motorized 3-way valve fails, may get Just a spill from sludge feed tank. If valve locks open, could cause

incinerator lining ýo fail.
(9) . If basket centrifuge fails, reactor column may get plugged up.

SIf scoop fails, centrifuge performance may be degraded to point whete no solids separation occurs.
If ozone generator fails, performance of ozone column may degrade significantly.

(10) Some pumps may be overrated.

(11) Incineratori
Adequate-sludge pump and high presure bloweri underrated - motorized valve.

(12) . Baskt centuifuge overrated.
F oeed pump overrated (now uses gear reducer to reduce Its speed).

SCentrate pump overrated.
* Ozone generator and air CompreMor adequate.

(18) Pire eye, ovettemperature switch.
(14) High level sensors fall safe for equipment upstream of senior.

l22 1'I
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MSD EFFEC.TIVNESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E VI1 - MAINTAINABI1LITY

MSD RMM NSheet 1 of 2~___________

MANTAIUNABI1LITYFactor/ MAINTAINABILITY Atribute D at
Subfactor Collect. /TtAnsP, Treat. /Dlsposal'
Ident. No. Chaactrisic ami!~ti~ Subsystem

131 Accessibility of replaceable MSD components With j Holiding

(a) High degmee of accessiblity in MSD subeyoem.components. (4)1 (4)
(b) Moderate degmae of accessibilty in MvLD subsystem components. a

- (0) Low dogmee of accessibility in MSD subsystem components. c c

139 Extent of MSL) moduatization for ease of repair/replacement
(a) High degree of MSD subsystem moduulariation.a
(b) Moderate degmae of NOD subsystem inodulasimation, bi b

- (a) Low d"ge of MSD subsysltem modulatization._______

in3 Degmee of MSD repataWity on board vess*L(1) ()
(a) All hWD subsystem Items ate repairable on vessel.
(b) Some MSD subsystem items aea repairable on vasselt some must berepl.ored. b b b

(c) ~~~~~ ~_ _ Al I usse tmsms erpae.

134 AvaIlability of manufacturer Haeld! support and training programsu for MSD
(a) Manufacturer field support and a training program Us available,.
(b) Manufacturer field support( 2) is available but no training program Is

available. b b b
(0) Manufacturer training program is available but fteld support Is notI:______________________________________________available.____ ________

(d) Neither field support not training program are available from manufacturer. _____________

142 Special/proprietary(3 item requirements for NED equipment repair (6 7 (7)
(a) No special items required for any MSD subsystem repairs.a
(b) Some special items required for some MSD subsystem repairs. b I b
(a). All Items re4uired for MSD subsystemn repairs are special Items. _____

(1) Vernus necessity for replacement of fiailed equipment.
(2) May include some limited training support during initial NOD installation.
(a) E.g., Incinerator poll, filter veosu standard supply Parm.
(4) .Centrifuge accessible.

*Packaging of equipment In framework sometimos makes access difficult, e.g., pumps and tmnks are placed low.
*Difficult to get Inside ozone generator.
*Diffusers may have to be disassembleds if they get plugged up, this is not easy.
ozone tubes slide out on real%, must then disconnect wires to service tmem.

(8) .Ozone tubes not repairable.
High voltage traniformer in ozone geneator is not repairable.

(0) . Sludge fesed tank is a h~~pdftberglus tank.F , incinerator Pot special. i
. ozone reactor column is proprietary.

.Ozone generator has some special parts.

. asket centrifuge is special (can be obtained from original manufacturer - not Grumman),

4 226
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/*E . VI - MAINTAINABILITY

MSD GRr'MMAN Sheet 2 of 2

E .MAIN TAINAJILITY
!,,•':tc tne~or/ MAINTAINABILITY ttrbut¢ Data
Subfactor Collect./Tranlp. Tret,/Disposal
Ident. No. Character•stics Sub tmytem

d With
with oldi~ng

28 Effect of KSD prevcntve maintenance on watolurander rotines Tanki Tank
,- ~~~(a) H4o affect on watchstande routines.() Ia

!/•. b) Th Is som affect on watc~hatander routines.

, ,:"as Special docking reqluirements for MSD overhauls

S•(a) Them are no special doocki ng requirerments for the MsD. A1 A a

-• •,(b) There UG special docking toquirements for the MD.

! 4, Woistic requirements for MSD
•(A) No special pno_ requiaed for the aSD subsystem.

(b) Few different categories of special paur are required for the MSD a b b
subsystem and there are tMw parts in each category.

(c) Few different categories of special pats are required for the MSD sbsystem I
but many parts of each rype an required, or many differeat categories of I
"spocial part are required but there ame few parts in each category.

(d) Many different categories of parts are eqmumd for the MSD subsytem and
- tet.m is a large aumber of pans in each oategory. - -

(1) By C. 0. direction, this applies to all MSIs considered in this stdy.

!.........
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GRUMMAN

EQUIPMENT AND INITIAL SPARES ACQUISITION COSTS
" ~~Cost of Ass•ociated '

Equipment Equipment Cost* Costiof associate,
Inital Sars Package

Treatment
Subsystem $25,000 $2,500
(Including Controls)

Incinerator

Subsystem - Thiokol 25,000 2,500
(Including Controls)

Notes:

1. Please supply cost estimates for each equipment based on a production

run of up to 100 units.

2. All cost estimates are to be based on 1976 costs.

3. Identify recommended contents of Initial Spares Package Associated
with each equipment.

* Estimates provided by U.S. Coast Guard.

I2
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COLLECTION, HOLDING, TRANSFER (CHT) SYSTEM

PRINICPLES OF OPERATION

A Collection, Holding, Transfer (CHT) System provides storage volume
to receive and hold wastewaters, deferring discharge from the vessel until

an appropriate time. It is a "no discharge" system. It is the simplest of

the MSD's considered for this study from a processing point of view. Various

w arrangements of wastewaters and storage tanks are possible and have been

considered by others for different applications. These are:

One tank to hold:

Black* water only, gray* water not retained

Black water, with gray water while in port

".. Black water, with gray water while transiting between open

seas and port

Two tanks: One tank for black water and one tank for gray water

as follows:

Separate and distinct pump-out facilities

Common pump-out facilities

.Serial pump-out, i.e., gray water is pumped into black water

tank, from which both wastewaters are discharged.

CHT systems are usually thought of In connection with standard flush

volumes of sea water, Supply limitations on board vessels preclude the use

of fresh water with standard flush commodes and urinals. However, a CHT

tank can be used with fresh or sea water flush medium in a system containing

Black water is synonymous with sewage and soil wastes. It is comprised
of human wastes, flush water and, if collected separately, wastewater
from a garbage grinder (CuasL Gucid pulliuy), Gay wuL&i& is uomprised of
wastewater from lavatories, sinks, showers, laundry, galley, scullery
and inside deck drains.

243
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feddced volume flush commodes and urinals. One reduced volume flush

system, using vacuum transport (Jered), requires a separate vacuum tank

for collection, in addition to the vented holding tank. Alternately, the CHT

tank can be designed as a vacuum tank which may be practical where the

total retention volume Is small,

A functional block diagram of a Collection, Holding, and Transfer

(CHT) System is presented in Figure 11.

iJ.,
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The black water tank is aerated by bubbling air through the liquid, in

order to keep septic odors from being generated. Compressed air is furnished

from the vessel's service air supply system or by a specially installed com-

pressor or high pressure blower. For purposes of this study, it will be

assumed that compressud air is taken from the vessel's compressed air

"supply system (if the vessel is so equipped),

The black water tank is sized to retain a specified number of hours

worth of wa3tewater flow. The Navy design goal is 12 hours. Coast Guard
6IA vessels, having different mission profiles from Navy vessels, will have

design goals related to the maximum number of hours spent away from home

port while in restricted waters. The tank is generally free of internal

structural members in order to permit effective washdown. A washdown

nozzle inside the tank is supplied with water from the firemain. The tank

bottom is sloped toward a sump basin at the pump suction. Maintenance

access openinqs are provided. The tank is non-pressurized, has a vent to

the atmosphere and an overflow line. Multiple liquid level sensors are set

to various heights (tank volumes). Below are the set points 'prescribed in

a preliminary Naval Ships technical manual:

, At 10% of maximum level, shut off discharge pump(s)

, At 30% of maximum level, actuate one discharge pump

At 60% of maximum level, actuate standby discharge pump

* At 85% of maximum level, actuate alarm(s)

Gray water tarks are similar in design to black water tanks, except

that no aeration of the liquid is necessary. There is no compressed air

requircment, no diffusers, and the vent line need not extend to the weather-

deck. Gray water may be diverted overboard from the manifold external to

tte tank, whenever regulations (or Coast Guard policy) allow it, and the

manifold is above the waterline. Such a bypass is riot allowed for black

water drainage. If the manifold is below the waterline, the gray water must

enter the holding tank before being pumped off the vessel.

246
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Each tank, black and gray, is connected to two, non-clog, marine

suwage pumps connected in parallel, which discharge to shore or barge

through a valved deck connection. There may be a total of two or four

pumps for both black and gray water tanks, depending upon the installation.

The pump(s) can alternately discharge to overboard through a gag scupper

valve. The vessel design may allow discharge to one or both sides for

either deck or overboard lines.

Retention of wastewaters, black and/or gray, may be effacted in one

or more tanks, with a practical limit of no more than a total of three tanks

(Coast Guard guideline). Every effort is taken in both design, equipment

selection and operating procedure to prevent black water tank, whereupon

it becomes black water.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBYTE'DATA
I ADAPTABILITY eOR

W/E 1SIPBOARD INSTAMLATION

MSD OHI Shoot 1 of 4.K4

MIS 1INSTALLATION
FActor/ INSTALLATION Atributo Data

Subfactor Collcat. /Transp. Treat./Disposal
!dnt• o. Characteritics Subsystem Subsystem

12 MSD materials disallowed or not rocommertded. 1 )

(d) No disalowed or not recommended materials presont(2) in MSD subsystem, a a
(b) Some disallowed or not reconmmended materials present In MSD subsystem,

but resultant problems can be solved or compensated for.
(a) Nesence of disallowed or not recommended mAtcrialA in MSD subsystem

presents problems with no feasible solutions.

13 Extont of additional suppoxrt systems or equlpment required to accommodate (1)MtSD(3)

identificatio, of support system requirements for SI$I) subsyst•oiun_ .... _ __,_......

2l. E xtent of flxtu nodtfcatlous:equired for MSD installatlon.
(a) MS13 use4 standard commodes and urilna. aN/A

(b) MSD uses non-standad conMmodeS and special equipment Is assoclated
with the urinals.

(c) MSD uses rion-statidard comniiods, special equipment I% associated with
the urinals and each fixture has additionM1 hook-up requirements.

22 Extent of flush medium supply modifications requred for MSD installation. - -

(a) MSD uses sea water for flushing fixtures. N/A

(b) MSD uses fressh water for fludltig fixtures.
(c) MSSD uses a non-aqueous for flush!tin fixtures.

231 Hookup requirements(4) for MSI) Collecton/Tratisport subLuYstem immstaulaUon.

(a) MaD uses stam'!mrd Colecton/Trausparz subsystem. N/A 4
(h) MS1) uses roci'cul•tul;n Colh.ction/ iPaIh',cL sUb,."stenl.("•)
(0) MI8) uses non-itandard and contraUlhd Collecaotitr•ansqx-rt sulsystem.
(d) MSD uses non-standard and non-centralized Coliecton/Transport

subsystem. (6)

(1) As specified In subchapters 3&F of Merchant Marine Code and C;G. MSD rogulations.
(2) ror ptrposes of this study, C.G. directs choice (a) for alU MSfs.
(3) Exampnles: '

. Firefighting system must be Installed 1ith incinerator.

. Bilge alarm tequirod if large tank is installed above bligo,

. Compressor required onl vessels dint do not aire-idy have ono.
' Detectors of toxic or noxious gases should be installed Nwth nny Sysmen. thai, at. an ilnherent deslgn feature, uk:13

such gases in procering wastes.
(4) DrAin pipinmg; e•ectr•c cables for conrsectisj; t umtiod.as, M/T JIIInii 1ild control pantl, compressed air, ate.

(6) In existing gravity drasin system.
(0) lneldcs conversion from nruducvI flshi vacuumr cl',lction to a staodard gravity drain system widt or without reirciulatiot.

(7) Bilge alarm if required.

248
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA
I - ADAPTABILITY FOR

MAE SHIPIOARD INSTALLAT Q&

MSD HTSheet 2j of j

W Z INSTALLATION
Attribute Data

Subfactor CoTLATO llect. /Trsnip. 'reat. /Diiposal
Identt.~No. Characteristics Subsystem Susse

232 Routing flexibility for drain piping modlfteations~~ associated wish MSD
Collection/Tranhport sutiiys am installacion(2)

(a) Routing of MSD Collection/Transport piping is highly flexible.
(b) Routing of NISD Calloction/Tran~sport piping is moderately flexible with N/A

some restrictions.
(a) Routing of tNISD Collection/Transport piping to highly Inflexible. ______

233 Space requiremorits for ?vSD Colloedon /Transport subsystemn installation

(A) Space required for MSD Colic tilon/Transport subsystem is little, or no a
greater than that roquirzd for standard Collectit'i/Trtineport jubsystem.

(b) Space required for MSn Colloction/Transport subsystem is moderatoly NIA
Increased over that required for standard Collection/T'rarssport subsystem.

(c) Space required for MSI) Collection/TrAnsport iubsystcw Is much greater
than that required for standard Collcction/TranApott subsystuni. _______ ______

234 Modularity of MSD Collection /Transport subsystem (as it affeots installation).

(a) Collection /Transport subsystem Is highly modular, a N/A
(b) There is an option for ionic decentralization of the MSD Collection/

Transport subsystem.
-- (c) The MSL) CollactionTrrAnsport subsyse is y h centralized.

235 Vent requirements for MSD Collection/TrAnsport subsystem Installation.

(A) MSD Collcc don /Transport subsystemn requires no vent3..N/
(b) MvSD Collec Lion /Transport subsAystem rcquires few vents.
(c) MSD Collection/Tr~uansprt subsystem requires, many ventis.

(1) Of the three relevant categoriea of tmuting lines (piping, ventilation, electrical), piping is tie most Important for
anuessng ease of MISD Installation.

(2) Notes,

*With gravity drainage, lines must always slope downward and require ventilig.
*Smaller size lines are inherently more flexible.
*With pump or vacuum Collec ton /Transport subsystem, sharp bends, riser& And long runs 0c11 be accommodated

In piping.

(3) Gravity drainage through standard drain lines. Answer applies to new Installation only: If standard drain tines already
installed in vessel. tleiei (a) applies

(4) As for standard drain lines (i.e.. all traps must be vented). Answer applies to new Installation only; if standard drain un-
already installed in vesscl, then (a~) applies.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA
I- ADAPTABILITY FOR

M/E SHIPBOARD INSTALLATION

MSD DC.T Sheet 3 of 4

Attribute Data
Factor/ INSTALLATION t Da
Subfactor Collect. /Transp. Treat. /Disposal

Idant o, N Characteristics Subsystem Subsystem

242 Ilookup requiremonts( 1 ) for MSD waste Treatment/Disposal subsystem
installation

(a) Pipe, ductu and/or cable requirements for the MSD Tteatment/Diupoal
ti.bsystemare minimal.

(b) Pipe, ducts and/or cable requIrements for the MSD Treatment/Disposal N/A a

subsystem are moderate.
(c) Pipe, ducts and/or cable requirements for the MSD Treatment/hisposal

subsystom.are extensive.

243 Degree of modulaity of MSD waste Treatment/Dlsposal subsystems (as it
affect; istallation)ý)

(a) MSD Treatment/Dlsposal subsystem Is highly modular,
(b) There is an option for some decentralizatlon of the MSD Treatment/ N/A

Disposal subsystem,
(c) WISD Truatmenr/Dlsposal subsystem is highly centralized, a

244 Vent requirements for MSD waste Treatment/Disposal subsystem lnstallatlon()()

(a) No vents are rcqtired for MSD 'reatment/Dlsposal subsystem. N/A

(b) Vnts are required for WSD Treatment/Disposal subsystem,. b

245 Whaust stack requlrements for MSD wAste Treatment/DIsposal subsystem
Installation. (4)

(a) Exhaust stack not required for NISD Troatment/Disposal subsystem, N/A a
(b) Small exhaust stack required for MNSD )Treatment/LDsposAl sull ystm.
(a) Large exhaust stack required for MSD Troatnent/Dlsposal si soystamn. .......

"(1) Piping for fuel oil, fre•h water, cooling water, compressed air, at -raonnecting remotely located equipment, overboard
discharge line, etc : elctric cables for power supply, remote par .is, etc. i dueting for ventilation, etc.

(2) DecentralIzatIon ol ;omponents may require additional hoolups Pad piping runs.
(3) Vents that are only internal to the compartment in which subsystem Is located are not considered heue.
(4) Note's

Electric Incinerator requires small (2') exhaust.
Fuel Incinerator requires large (10") exhaust.

(5) Mininal hook-up requirements,

Overboard discharge piping for gray water
Compressed aLr for black water system
Electricity for pumps

(6) , Gray water requires local vent,

. Black water vent to aunosphere, e.g., to weather dock.

N.! 250
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

I - ADAPTABILITY FOR
M/E S1PBOAR D INSTALLATION

MSD CHT Sheet 4 of 4
WE ,INSTALLATION

Faotor/ INSTALLATION Attribute Data
Subfictor Collect./Transp, Tret,/Disposal
Ident. No. Chuacterlities Subsystem SubDtem

25 We of installing MSD support euIpment

Extent of additional support equipment required to accommodate MSD

(a) No additional support equlpment required for MSD Subsystem. a b
(b) Some additional tupportaquipment requited for MSD subsystem.
(o) Much additional support equipment required for MSD subsystem.

Fireflghting system must be installed with incinerator.S. Bilge, Alarm required If• large tank is Installed above bilge.
Compressor xequr on vessels at do not already have one,

. Detectors of toxic or noxiou gasec should be installed with any system that, as an Inherent design feature, uses
such gases in procering wastes,

(2) Bilge alarm if required.

[-l
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MSD B.rI'EGTIVrNrSS ATTRIBUTE DATA

11 I - PE~RFORMANCE

C HT
MSD ____________Sheet 1 of 4

Facor Attribute Datm

subfactor Colloct. /Transp. Treat. /Disposal
kiept. No.Characteristics Subsystem uyse

al1 Effect of peak hydraulic loads In black (1 ) water stream on MSD perforMAneeC12) (4) I
(a) No significant effect of black vrater peaks on NISD subsy~tem performance. A a
(b) Effect of black water peaks is of short duration, wvith temporary implicai-

tions for ?YISD subsystem performance, easy to overcome.
(C) Long-term effect of black water peaks, difficult to overrome, With long-

term Implications for MSD subsystem performance.
(d) No ability of MSD subsystem tO handle black water peaks._______

32 Effect of peak hydraulic loaids in gray~l water stream on NWD performance (2) (4)

(a) No significant effect of gray water peaks on MSD subsystem performance. W4A A
(b) Effect of gray water peaks Is of short duration. with temporary implications CIT for black

for MSD subsystem performance, easy to overcome. Water Only
(e)Log-term effect of gray water peaks, difficult to overoome with long-term(C oImplications for MvSD subsystem performance,

- (d) No Ability of NISD subsystem to handle gray water peaks. ______

i321I Effect of low flow conditions/long Idle times in black water stream on MSD(5
performance(s)

(a) No signlificant effect of black Water low flow conditions/long idle times on
MSV subsystem performance. a a

(b) Effect of black water low flow conditions/long idle times of short duration,
with temporary implications for MWD subsystem performance, easy to
overcome.

(c) Loncg-termi effect of black water low flow condItions/long idle times,
difficult to overcome, with long-term Implications for MSI) subsystem
performance.

(d) No ability of MSD subsystemn to handle black water low flow conditions/
longt Idle dtimes. ________ -

(1) Includes instantaneotiliohurly and daily loads.
(2) Peak load handling Ability depends on CIT subsystem. The ability of An MED which employs An Influent outgo tank to

handle peaks usually depends almost entirely on the sizing of this tank.
(3) Anl example or low flow condition is when 70'b of rise crew is not on board vessel for A WOUkC And usage race by

I" runairilng 26"' of crew is normal, Long Idle dmrue are oil the order of several weeks of virtually no usaige of MED.
(4) Ability to handle peaks, if not full.
(5) Itf blAvk water tank is Aerated, low flow and/or lung idle timies Is not A problemn.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

MW I1 - PER-ORMANCI;

MSD CHT Sheet 2 ofj4

,t/I •Attribute Data
Fiactor/
Subfactor Collect. /Transp. Treat./DisposAl,
Ident. No. Characteristics Subsyltem Subsystem

822 Effect of low flow conditions/long Idle times in gray water stream on MSD
performance(l)

(a) No significant affect of gray water low flow conditions/ong idle times on
MS.SD subsystem performance. N/A a

(b) Effect of gray water low flow conditions/long idle times of short duration. C/T for black
with temporary Implications for MSD subsystem perfotmance, easy to water onlyovercome.

La) ong-term effect of gray water low flow oraong le tim.
difficult to overcome with long-term implicatlos for M5D subsystem
performance.

(d) No Ability of MSD subsystem to handle gray water low flow condftionst/onr
idle times,

'.1 Ability of black water portion of ND to handle additional personnel (on a (4)

long-term bLas)(2 )

(a) MSD black water subsystem will handle additional personnel with little or
no de•gtadation •n performance. a

(b) MED black water subsystem will handle additio.al personnel widll b
"moderately degraded (but still barely acceptable) performance,

- .(c) MSD black water subsystem will not handle additional personnel _ _ _ _

802 Ablity of ray water portion of MSD to handle additional personnel (on a long- (4)
term buis~)l 3 "

NIA
(a) NiS gray water subsystem will handle additional personnel with little or no N/ A

degradation in performance.
(b) MSD gray water subsystem will handle additional personnel with moderately water only

degraded (but still barely acceptable) performance. b
(c) MWD gray water subsystem will not handle additonal personnel. I

(L) An example of low flow condition is when 7&Jo of die crew is not on board vessel for a week and usage rate by
remaining 25%/ of crew is normal. Long idle times are on the order of several weeks of virtually no usage of MSD.

(2) Resulting in long-term increase in average black water stream hydraulic loading. The ability of an MSD which
employs a black water (or sludge) holding tank to handle additional personnel may be determined by the sie of
that tank.

(8) Resulting in long-term increase in average gray water stream hydraulic loading. The ability of an MSD which employs
I• ' a gray water (at sludge) holding tank to handle additional personnel may be determined by dhe size of that tank,

(4) . Canant handle addition)al personnel Ald snee6 maximum holding time requirements,

, May take idditional personnel for dsort time (tank shted in man da.s) if required tank capacity Is
accommodated by installation. c
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

Mi• , I - PERFORMANCE

MSD CST Sheet 3 of 4

•S Attribute DataFactor/

Subfactor ollect. /Transp, t'reat. /Disposal
d e t. No. Characteristics Subsystem Sub!ystem

periods

(a) MSD black water subsystem can operate for indefinite period of time if no
components fall. (a)

(b) MSD black water subsystem can oporata for only limited period of time,

e oven If 11e componenets fall.( 2 ) - b

42 Ability of gray water hAndlinig portion of MSD to operate for sustained time
period 

N/A
(a) MSD gray water subsystem can operate for indefinite peoted of time if no C/T for bleok

conl IXncrits full. water only

(b) K.,O giay water subsystem can operate for only limited period of time,

even if no components fall.(2) b

SII Ability of MbD to handle ground garbage lit black water stream

(a) MSD black water subsystem will handle ground garhage In black water a
stream on a long-tcrin basis A

(b) MMSD black water subsystem will handle ground garbage In blaok water
sttroam oil at least a short-term basis,

(c) MIS black water subsystem will not handlo ground garbage In black water
stream.

52ater ials/objects (t£i, Ability ,4 MS1) to handle foreign maell/bccs in black water stream (4) • :

(a) MSD iubsystem will handle foreign materlals/objects in black watur
stroam on a long-term basis. A a

(b) MSD tb.ystem %41ll handle foreign materials/objects it• black water .
Pstreanm on at least a short-ernil basis.

(c) NMSD subystcm will not handle foreign niaterials/oljects in black water

(1) Applies to a T/D ibsysteni wlN an Incinerator.
(2) Applies to a T/fflubsystcm without an incinerator.

P3) EDamplell
. Long, narrow objcc.s (pens, pencils, toothpicks, etc.)
. Small hard objecsa (nut shells, pull tab from a flip top can, bottle carA, paper clips, colin, nut/itolts/ .1

""r.AInhlh, cuff Unks, etc.) .
. Large soft objects (papr towels, nLwspaper page, stiff and *hiny mnagazine page, stWings fron a floor mop,

; tag. tampons and sanitary napkins, etc.)

(4) A rag could plug up pumps.
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MSD ErFECTIVENXESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E II- PERFORMAN E . .

MSD CHT Sheet 4 of 4

Factor/ Attribute Data

Subfactor Collect. /Transp. Treat. /Disposal
Ident.No. ' Characteristics Subsystem Subsyst.m.

53 Ability of MSD to handle detergentu/surfactants in black water strearn on a
long-term haslls.

(a) MSD subsystem will handle dutergents/surfactants in black water stream
on a long-ternm bai•S, a a

(by) MSD subsystem will handle dtergents/surfactants in black water stream
on at least a short-term basis.

(c) MSD subsystem will not handle datorgonts/muraotanu in black water stream.

54 Ability of .ISI) to linlid2 texi•, inaerivzIt iL .. " wak ter W tCPiA'!:"

(a) MSD subsystem will handlC toXiC materials in blar, ,'aL.r stream-n on a
long-term basis, a a

(h) MSD subsystem will handle toxio materialit it black water stream on at
least a short-term bais.,

(a) MSD subsystem will handle toxic materials in black water strean.

631 Ability of MWD secondary cinlistoits to moot applicable standards for (2)
tie discharge of air pollutants

(a) No possibility of discharge of signlflcant air pollution fromn MSD sUbsystem. a a
(b) MSD subsystem will meot standards for air pollutants under normal oper-

ating c onditionr.
(q) NISD subisystem will meet standards for air pollutants under normal oper-

aMng conditions and there Is a strong possibility of non-conformanco to
standards under unusual operating; conditions.

62 Ability of MSD secondary emisils to meet applicable standards for (3)
disposal of oil..contarnnated residues at sea

)ISD subsystum has to potenltial for producing oil-contamriatud reidues
at oe ul.._

(b) MSD subsystem has a potential for producing oil-contaminated residues,,
at son. b

71 Performance risk for black water haendlhig potion of MS :;

( S) SD black water subsystemI has a history of fair or better test results. a i

(b) MSD black water subsystem has a history of poor test results.
(c) No., test results are Available for L MSD black water subsystem. ,_.........___

72 Performance risk for gray water water handling portion of MSi

(1) MSD gray water subsystem hais a history of fait or better test rults. N/A a
(b) MSD gray water subtystem lhnt a history of poor test restlts, C/T for black
(c) No test results are available jor die MSI) gray water subsystem. water only

(1) iots of detergeita will cause foaming: in In extreme case, same foam may excape through vent.
(2).Remote possibility of venting bacterisa no itandards prohibit this, however
(3) May discharge kitchen grease In gray water,
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/A III -OPERABILITY

MSD C HT Sheet 1 of 2

WE/ OPERABILITY
Factor/ OPERABILITY Attribute Data
Subtactor Colgect. /Trantp. Treat. /Disposal
Ident. No. Characteristics Subsystem Subsystem

11 Degree of autiomation for MSD operation ~ 4
(A) W~D subsystem is Almost fsuly automatiC, a
(b) WVID subsystem is seml-autorhatio; requires Infrequent operator

attention, b
(a) MSD subsystem is semni-automnatict requires a moderate degree

of operator attention.
(d) MSD subsystem is semi-automatici requires frequent operator

(e lSD usytm is Opttl Manualy, ____

1 Eaeof disposal of MRSD residue(e)( 1)(2 (5

(a) W~D subsystem has no residues, or disposal of resdues from ?MsD
subsystem Is very convenient, a

(b) Disposal of residues from MSD subsystem is moderately oonvenient, b
(o) Disposal of residues from WD~i subsystem Is Inconvenient._____________

14 Ukelihood of violating effuent standards because of procedural errors in MSD(6
operation.0()

(a) There Is virtually no chance of violating effluent standards becatioe of
& procedural errorv in MSD operation.

(b) There is a low likelihood of violating effluent standards because of
Vprocedural errors in IYISD operation, b

(a) There Is a fair to moderate chance of violating effluent standards because
of procedural errors In MSD operation,

(d) There Is A high likelihood of violating effluent standards because of
Procedural erors In MSD operation.

23 Skill level requirements f'or operator of MSD)

WSD subsystem complexity rarilting from 1 to 85

24 Training requirements for operator of N(SD

MSD subsystem completdty ranking from 1 to 5 -

(1) Residue it arny by-product of normal MSD operation, disposal of which is regular operating task. EXAMPesS ate ash
produced by an incinerator, seal water used by vacuum pumps, wastewater or sludge held in a tank, evaporator
residue, etc.

(2) Length of time requited for disposal La the main factor consideredi other factors Are ease of Access of area of MSD
containing the residue, amount of residue to be disposed of, and ease of storing residue on board or taking if off
vessel, as appropriate.

(0) Bly dumpind ovetboard effluent which doesn't meet standards, flush oil, evaporator residue, air pollutants from
incinerator, etc.

(4) Disoharge reqUires operator attention.
(5) ,Wadi down of tank required,

Navy has Installed rinme nozzles In tank.

ti(a) start dischiarge pumip at wrong time.......256 ,. . . .. .
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

44/EIII -OPERABILITY

MSD CTSheet 2 of 2

M/E OPERABILITY
i'Actor/ OPERABILITY Attribute DAMa
Sub(Actor Collect. /Transp. Treat, /Disposal
~dent, No. Characterisrics Subsystem _Subsystem_

25 Effect of MvSD operation on vessel work routinea/schodules
(a) MSl) operation has Minimal Or no effect on work routines/ schedules a
(b) Effect of MSD operation on work routines/ schedules is more than

mInim&l (I.ea.,_is moderate or extensive), _______

82 Availability of speolalixed or unique consumnables/expendable. required for
MSD operation

(a) No specilaized or unique consumables or expendables required for IYSD a a
subsystem operation.

(b) Any specialized or unique consumrables or expendables requited for MSD
subsystem operation are available ftrom ship's Inventory.

(c) Any specialized or unique consumable. or expenidables requ 'ifred for MSD
subsystem operation ANe avaiable from Federal $took System.

(d) Any speclauzead or unique consumnables or expendables required for NISD
subsystem operation Are available from a omrmercial source._____________

as operating requirements tot special or unique WED support equipment (5)
(a) No special or unique support equipment required by MSD) subsystem. a a
(b) Some special or unique support equipment required by MSD subsystemi

equpmenat ULM~ only minlimal and Infrequent Attention('2) to keep
()Some special or unique support equipment required by MYSD subsystem:
'c) requires more than infrequent attention to keep opertioal.C')U

(1) Dy C. G. direction, (a) applieS to All MSDs considered In this itudy.
*(2) No more trequer'tly than weekly with A dutation niot Sgeate than 10 minute.t or moet frequently than

Semi-AnnuaUy with a duration of 2 hours,
(3) E.g., firefighting equipment, special transformers, ozone detector, bilge Alarm.

*(4) E.g.. compressor installed to support MS D operation.

(5) .Might want combustible vapor detector for black water sytem (hot wire filament typo with temperature sense*~,
7, Bilge alarm mnay be required.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

[• M/E_ IV - PERSONNEL SAFETY

MSD CHT Sheet .. of 6

"W M/SAFETY
Factor/ SAFETY Attribute Data
Subfctor Collect. /Transp. Treat. /Disposal
-_'dnt, No. Characteristics ....... . Subsystern Subsystem

11 Hazard of contact with/spillage of oxc/daero sb )due to MSD ()
•,.:.inherent design

L - Likelihood of hazard
(A) No chance a

m(b) Highly unlikely b
(c) Fair to even chance

L, dL jg h~ lj l. ... .. ............. .......... . .. .
Eufc: 6 - Severity of hazard

(a) No resultant Injury, a

(b) Rouhs in Injury of low to moderate severity requiring first aid or limited
f:medical treatment. b

IFI---- ------- ------- M ly.!4!8h---------------- ----- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---------

(C Hazard correction
[ (a) ~Hazardous situation can be easily corrected,. a,

(b) Hazardous situation is difficult to correct.
(.) Hazardous stuaton cannot be corrected. ......)( )

. Laakage of fumes from itieineAtor Into adjacent berthing and wotking spaces.

,, . Hydrogen sulfcle (a toxicant) ntay be genlerated In sewage holding tanks... MAi water connection to MSD subsysterm have a Noential for contaminating the veusels potable water supply
it'with toxioldangero,, substances.

• . sewage contaminat~ion. I
ii . The following pathogtra may be trns~mitted through sewage. ,

!•- Tetanus (bacteria)
i•- Typhoid (bacteria)
!'- Dysentery (bacteria)
;•'" Choleta (bacerida) .

- Polo (viou)
Possible methods of infection (a healthy person may be a cardert Infection hazard depends on a person's

redstafcd).
- Oral (from hands while smoking or eating) - the most common method of transmitting onteric

(Intest'nal) diseaes.
- Through breakl in skin (cuts, abrasions, sores).
- Eyes and nose (form hands).

C'.) Only by contact with sewago in commnodes.
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M:) FI'I'ECTIVI2NESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

IV -' PERSONNEL sAITTY

,.,IIi _ CHT Sheet 2 of 6

Attrtbute DataFatctor/

Stubfactor Collect. /Transp. Treat. /Dispoial
Ideint. No. Characuri__dcs_,_ .Subsystem Subsystem

,IInzard of contact due with/spillage of tuxic/dangerous substances due to

ptocedural ertor/cqulpment failures of MSD

L - Likelihood of hazard

"(a) No chancu
(b) Highly unlikoly b b
(o) Fair ro even chanse

S - Sevcrity of hiazard

(a) No resultant lojury. a
(b) Results In injury of low to moderate seveity requiring first aid or limited b

- I medical treatment.
j-1 .Results III seorte Injury or death.

"I C - Hazard correction

(a) Hazardous situation can be easily corrected, aa
(b) Ilntardous dtuation Is difficult to clrrtect.
(c) Hazardous situatioi cannot he c'rrectud,

L, l aga of urnic. from incinerator Into adjacent berdilng and worldng spac•s.
*Ilydrogeut sulfldo (a toxicant) may be generated In aewago holding taniti.
. Frosh watc connuctlons to MSD subsystems have a potential for contami~nating thi vaossl's potable water Supply

with toxio/datuqerous substancos.
SuwngO colltaittlnaron.

' The follos0lrg patlogers may hi transinittd through sewage.
- "rtanuo (bacteria)
- Typhoid (bactdria)
- Dysentery (bacteria)
- Cholera (bacteria)
- lepatltis (vinus)
"'- Polo (virus)

Possible methods of Infection (a flealthy pvrson may ho a carrir•l Infection hazard dolpnds on a person's
resistance).

- Oral (from hands white smoldng or eating) - the most common inethod of tsminintdng entario
(intesdninl) diseases.

- Through breals in skin (cuts, abrasions, so&=4).
- i':ys and nose (from hailds).

(2) If commode breaks
Y, (3) . overfIlllng tink may result In backup of sewage

Hydrogen sulfide may he generated in sewage holding tank.
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"MSD EFFECTIVE, NESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E- IV - PERSONNEL SAFETY

CHTj
MSD _ _TSheet .. of

MWE SAFETY
Attribute DataFactor/ SAFETY

Subtactor Collect. /Transp. Treat. /Disposal
Ident. No. Characteristics Subsystem Subsystem

21 Hazard of explosive potential for operator/maintainer due to inherent MSD
design

L - Likelihood of hazard

(a) No chance a a.
(b) Highly unlikely
(c) Fair to even chance

S - Severity of hazard

(a) No resultant injury, a a ,
(b) Results In Injury of low to moderate severity requiring first aid or Limited

medical treatment,
ol..RSultilnh severe InJury or death.

C - lHazard correction

(a) Hazardous situation can be easily corrected, a a
(b) Hazardous sitauion is difficult to correct,
(c) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected, ._ ..... ..........

22 Hazard of explosive potential for operator/maintainer due to procedural errors/
equipment failures of MSD

L - Likelihood of hazard

(a) No chance a
(b) Highly unlikely b
Ic) Pair to even chance
LdL_ !hVi lkeIy.
S. .Severity of hazard

(a) No resltant injury, a
(b) Results in inJtwy of low to moderate severity requiring first aid or limited

medical treatment. b
-c Reul-t- in severe Injur- or death, --

C - Hazard correction

(a) Hazardous situation can be easily corrected. S

(b) Hazardous Situation Is difficult to correft. b
(c) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected.

(1) . If aeration falls, black water tank may go septic and produce explosive gases.
. Might install air sensor
. If diffusers arc clogged, they cant readily be pulled up out of tank for clearing.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E IV - PERSONNEL SAFETY

MSD CHT Sheet of 6

WE SAFETYt/E SAFETY Attribute Data
Pacror/
Subfactor Collect /Transp. Treat. /Disposal
!dentNo. Characterislcs Subtystem Subsystem

31 Hazard of fire Ignition potential(1) due to inherent MSD design

L - Likelihood of hazard

Ca) No chance a a
(b) Highly unlikely
(c) Fair to even chance

S - Sevetity of hazard

(a) No resultant injury, a a
(b) Results In injury of low to moderate severity requiring first air or limited

medical treatment.
J Results in severe injir• or death.

C - Hazard correction

(a) Hazardous situation can be easily corrected, A a
(b) Hazardous situation is difficult to correct.
(c) Hazardous situation canriot be corrected.

32 Hazard of fire ignition potential(1) due to procedural errors/equipment failure of (2)
MSD

L - Likelihood of hazard

(a) No chance
(b) Highly unlikely b
(c) Fair to even chauce

Jd)_ H_~hlyUkoi.

S - Severity of hazard

(a) No resultant injury, a
(b) Results In Injury of low to moderate severity requiring first aid or United b
(.cJ._.Results in severe in.lury or death.

C . Hazard correction

(a) Hazardous situtatiosn can be easily corrected, a
(b) Hazardous situation Is difficult to correct. b
(c) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected.

(1) Ol used for flushing is not flammable under ordinary conditions. However, at high temperatures, e.g., In the
presence of a fire, it will support combustion.

N) if aeration fall,, black water tank may go septic and produce explosive gases.
* Mlkt instaU air senior.
if diffusers arc clogsed. they can readily ýe pulled up out of tank for cleaning.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E IV - PERSONNEL SAFETY

MSD CHT Sheet 5 of

M/F. •SAFETY
Factor/ SAFETY Attribute Data

Subfactcr Collect. /Transp. Treat. /Disposal
.den6 No, Characteristics Subsystem Subsystem

Hazard of electrical shock potenatl() for operatot/maintainer of MSD

L - Likelihood of hazard
(a) No chance a b

[b) Highly unlikely
(c) Fair to even chance

S - severity uf hazard

(a) No resultant injury, a
(b) Results in Injury of low to moderate severity requiring first aid or limited

medical treatment. b
_R~es.ults in severe inJ or death.

C - Hazard correction

(a) Hfdzardous situation can be easily corrected, a a
(b) Hazardous situation it difficult to currect.
cc) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected.

61 Physlcal hazards associated with MSD due to sharp edges( 2 )

L - Likelihood of hazard

(a) No chance a
(b) Highly unlikely
(c) Fair to even chance

S - Severity of hazard

(a) No resultant injury, a
(b) Results In injury of low to moderate severity requiring first air or limited

medical treatment.
.c Results in severe iniurI x ý- death.

C - Hazard correction

(a) Hazardous situation can be easily corrected, a
(b) Hazardous situation is difficult to correct.
(c) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected.

(1) Electri shock may result in severe burns and/or deatht in addition, reacdon to electric shock may cuue affected
individual to be dtirwn aside. possibly subjecting him to severe impact injuries and/or contact with sharge edgesahet
surfaces,

(2) Combined effect of injury due to sharp edges/points and sewage contamination may introduce harmful pathogens into
the bloodstream of an affected Individual.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E IV - PERSONNEL SAFETY

MR)SD CHT Sheet 6 of 6

EM/ SAFETY
Factor/ SAFETY Attribute Data
Subfactor Collect. /Transp. Treat. /Disposal
Ident. No. Characteristics Subsystem Subsystem

52 Physical hazards associated with MSD due to hot surfaces

L - Likelihood of hazard

(a) No chance a
(b) Highly unlikely
(a) Fair to even chance

~B l i -- -- -- ----------- -- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ------ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -
S - Severity of hazard

(a) No resultant injury,
(b) Results in injury or low to moderate severity requiring first aid or limited a 4

"medical treatment.
A) ResLults in severe injuryor death.

C - Hazard correction

(a) Hazardous situation can be eaisly corrected. a a
(b) Hazardous situation is difficult tc correct,
(c) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected.

53 Physical hazard for maintainer of MSD due to rotating machinery

L - Likelihood of hazard

(a) No chance a
(b) Highly unlikely b
(c) Fair to even chance

S - Severity of hazard

(a) No resultant Injury. a
(b) Results ill injury of low to moderate severity requiring first aid or limited

medical treatment b

LcL M.glts in severe InJM'u or dea th,

C - Hazard correction

(a) Hazardous situation can be easily corrected, A
(b) Hazardous situation Is difficult to correct.
(0) Hazardous situation cannot be corrected.
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VqMD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E V -HABITABILITY

MSD) .1 .... ___ Sheet 1of 3

MIE HABITABILITY
HABIABIITYAttribute Data.

Subifactor Collect. /Transp. Treat./Disposal
IdentW'Ci~cci~ Subsystem Subsystem

11 Habitability problems(1 ) associated with bacterial contamination due to MSDI

(a) There Is no bacterial contaminat~tn habitability problem due to MSD
subsystem Inherent design fe~aturs. A a

(b; There i; a bacterial contamnination habitability problem dun to MSD
-~~~~u st~sem inherent desian features. ______

12 Habitability problsms(1 ) associated with bacteriAt cornamiluaion due to
procedural crtors/ertuipmunt failures of MSDC2)

p ýCa) A bacterial contamination problem due to procedural errors/ equipment
failures of MSD subsystem is highly usnlikely. a a

(b) Procedural errors/equipment failures of ýMSD subsystemn are likely to cause
a bacterial clontaivnaioahu ptoblem ________

21 )MSD fixture comafort

(a) , Commode~s and urinals are cornfortable and easy to use even under ship's
motion,. NIA

(b) Commodcs and urinals are not comfortable and easy to use under ship's
motion. ________________

#42 Flushing procedure reqvt'iemetsts fuit 1vISl fixture

(at) There are no " non- standard" requitemenks for flus;hing. aN/A
()There are *nan-standard" requirementsi for flushing.

23 Waste retention In NLSD commode bowlI

(a) The amount of waste that remains In the bowl after flushing is ic~s than
that renialning afrer flushing a statidard NIul water fluslwd fixturc.

(b) *ril al1!uiul: Lif waistu 0ith rurululam i~t Ole bo.wl aft,..r flushim-.iS Lilaill
as that rematial.ng after flushng a st-indard full water Rlushed fixture. b, I/

(c) The amount of waste that remains lit the bowl after flushing is more than
-~ ~~ta remainingafterflushingA stansdatci full water flushiA fixture. ________

(1) As distingu~ished from problemis of health And saferyi likely psychological reactionis of users are a matter for
consideration.

(2) A vacuum waste collcction subsystom is less likely to expose personnel so Sewage in Case of a line break than a

pressurized waste collection tubeystemi fresh water connurections to NISD subsystems have A potential for contasminAting

the Vessel's PoLable Watur supply.
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.MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA"t

MAi V - HiABITABILITY

MSD HTSheet 2 of 3 '

ý!, , , iIX

facor/e HABITABILITY Atiute aet

Subfactor Collect. /Transp. Treat.Dgtposal

Ident, No. Characteristic..... ......... ..... Subsystem Subsystem

24 Ukellhood of wet contact(1 with WSD fixture flushing medium

(A) User Is unlikely to conic into contact with flushing medium. N/A
(b) User Is more likely to come into contact with flushing medium than with

sta•ndard Water flushed fixture. .

26 Appearance of MgD fixture flushing medium-

(A) The .color and general appeArance of the flushing medium is as acceptable '

As clear Witter. a NIA i "

; (b) Th. color and general appearance of the flushing medium are acceptable,
S~but clear water is preferable.

(c) The color and general appearance of the flushing medium Are not • ,
: ~acceptable..

26I Noise produced in flushing MSD fixtures
(a) The noise produced In flushing fixtures- is loss than that Of A stndard

I

: commode/urinal.
(b) The noise produce~d in flushing fixtures it dile it•nle its that oft & standard

commd e/ urinal.I b NIA '
(cO The noise produced in flushing fixtures Is greater than that of A standiard

commode/urlntal.

31 Odors produced as a result of inherent MgD design (3) .

(a) 'rho MSD subsystem produces no odor as a result ot Lniberant doiign, a b
(b,) The MS•D sUbsyste m produces a n~or.Jcuable odor As a reslult of inherent desin.

32 Odors produced as A result of procedural eirotir/equilpment failures of M SD (4) (3)

(it) The MSD subsystem produces no odor as a result of' maocedural errors/ i
equipment failures,.•

(b) The WSD subsystem producesl a noticeable odor As a result of procedural
S.......... .•oJqupqent failures. b b"•

41 Heat generation for nearby personnel(2) due to inherent MSD design

(a) As it result of inherent design featres, the MwD subsystem does not generate i

enough heat to render ite vicinity hotter than most shipboard Areas
containing machinery. a

!(b) As & result of inharent design features, die MSD subsystem does generatei
enough heat to ten~der its vicinity hotter than most shipboard areas

S.... ~containing machinery..
i (1) Due to f•tdng medium compositon, fiIxture amign, motion of vessel (which may cause splatter splashing, or "•

I spillage of tluhWng medium). •
'A'(2) For operator /inintainer /adjacent berthing and working aea(.

(3) Low intensity odor for taultkst "not a bad odor".
•; (4) In die event leakage Occurs.

.. . .. . . ...

-Z~
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MSD EITECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E V- HABITABILITY

MSD CHT Sheet 3 of 3

WE /HABITABILITY
Factor/ HABITABILITY Attribute DataSubfactor H Aollc.t/Transp, Treat./Disposal

... jdent., No., Chunaetolstcs Subsystem, Subsy/stem,

I:..'42 Heat generation for nearby personnel(1 due to procedural errors/equipmelit

,•.. failures of WSD.
.(a) The M50 subsystem does not generate enough heat as A result of

procedural errors/equipment failures to render its vicinity hotter than
[most pboatd aeas containing machInerv, A a

(b) The WSD subsystem does generation enough heat at a result of
procedural errors/equipment failures to tender its vicinity hotter than
most shipboard areas containing machinery. __

SNoise level for personnel in vicinity of MSD(I)

NI - Noise Index

(a) The MlSD subsystem is silent kr nearly silent, a a
(b) Noise level of MSD subsystem is approximately eqtual to background

noise level of vessel,
(c) The MSD subsystem is very loud, produces constant noise, drowns out

veal background noise in immediate area of the system; must shout
to be heard.

" Vibration levels for nearby personnell) produced by MSD machinery
VI - Vibrationl IndexI (a) SD subsystem produces little or no perceptible vibration in addition to

background level on vessel, A a
(b) ',!Qn subsystem produces p~erceptibIe vibration, but similar to vessei

background,
(c) MSD subsystem products Abnormal or disturbing intensity and/or

frequenoy of vibration,

"1 Effect of MI) on us,, ho ssireeping routines (resrictions ost user imposed by
Ssubsystem").
(a) Subsystem characteristics do not impose rotrictions on user. a a
(1) subsystem characteristics impose ret•olotions on user. ......

(1) For operatr/maintalner/adjacent berth and working areas,
(2) j , Must use water-soluble toilet paper which is not as comfortable as usual.

toilet paper,
* Must use special bowl cleaner which is less effective than usual cleanler
* Cannot dump detecgents down galley sink; muit store and off-loud at shore.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E VI - RELIABILITY

MSD CHT Sheet 1 of

M/E RELIABILITY
"Faotor/ RELIABILITY Attribute Data
Subfactor Collect, /Tranip. Treat. /Disposal
Ident. No. Characteristlcs Subsystem Subsystem

21 MSD complexity
Complexity indeu of MSD subsystem based on a complexity raniing from

1 to5. 1.1

28 Extent of MSD equipment/component mdundanoy( 1) ()(7)

(a) There Is some dgnfJclant redundancy in the MSD subsystem's major
components. a a

(b) There is no signiflcant redundancy In the MSD subsystem's major
components. _

* 24 Degree of equipment failure independence(2)

(a) There is a high degree of equipment failure independence In MSD
subaystom. a

(b) Theta I a moderate degree of MSD equipment failure Independence In
MSD subsystem.

(c) There is a low degree of equipment failure independence in MWD
-,ubsystom. ..

25 Adequacy of MSD equipment ratings

(a) Most MSD sbsystem equipments are overrated.
(b) Some MSD subsystem equipment ratings are nominal, some are overrated, b b
(a) Some MSD subsystem equipmens are undettated, some are nominally

rated.
(d) Moat MSD subsystem equipments ar underrated. _.__

20 Provisions for fault actuated cut-off mechanlsms( 3) for MSD protection (9)
(a) Ther- are many fault actuated mechanisms In MSD subsystem, or they are

not requirtd .(4) a
(b) There are some fault actuated mechanisms In WD subsystem. b

- (c) Thete Are no or almost no fault actuated mechanisms in MCD subsystem.
-, PeUsblllly risk fot MSD(6)

, (a) MSD subsystem has a history of fair or better test results. a
(b) M•D subsystem has a history of poor rest results.
(c) No tet results are available for MSD subeystem.

(1) Any sdundancy In electronic circultry is not considered.
(2) I.e., failure of one item will not result In failure or major component or sulysterm.
(3) Includes mechanisms to: (1) alert operator/maintainer to high stress or abnormal conditions that will result in failure,

and/or (ii) to cotrect those conditions or turn off equipment.
(4) E.g., standard commodes and urinals In a gravity drain sewage collection subsystem do not zequire fault a( mated

cut-off mechanisms.
'. (5) E.g., Innovative design, expcrience. ._.... ....... ...

(d) Fixtures, if mom than one.
(7) Pumps.
(8) If compresed air goes off, diffuser could get coated and air will not flow again until diffim Is repaired.

S(9) High level liquid sensor' extra high level alarm. 267



MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E VII - MAINTAINABILITY

MSD CHT Sheet 1 of 2 I

MAINTAINABILITY Attribute Data
SubfActor Colect. /Tranip. Treat. /Disposal
Idany.-No, Characteristics ___________ Subsystem Subsystemn

131 Accessibility of replaceable MSD componrents

(a) Hi1gh degrme of accessibility in MSD subsystem components. ab
(b) Moderate degmee of acaessibilltY In MSI) subsystem components.
(c) v egree f aceussibiitry in ?VISD subsystem components._______

132 Extent of MISD moduladzation for case oit repair /replacement
(a) IlUgh degree of MSD subsystem modularizatior. a b
(b) Moderate degree of MSD subsystem modulasizatiou.
(c) Low degree of MWV subsystem modulatization. ____ _____Ii133 Degree of WMW rapairabilty on board vessel'1
(a) All WD subsystem Items are repairable on vessel. a a
(b) Some MSD subsystem items are repairable on vessel; some muit be replaced.
(c) AUl WD subsystem items must be replaced._______

184 Availability of manufacturer field support And trainng programrs tot WSD

(a) Manufacturer field support and a training program Is available, a A

(o) anufctuer tainig pogra isavailable but field support Is not

aravalblarollabfatre._________
(d) Neither field support 2 isailbeut not training program aeaalbefo auatrr

142 Speial/pfpri tay() iem eqummets orMSD equipment repair

(tNoseilIesrqiefoan S subsystem repairs. a a
(b) omespeialites rquied or omeMSD subsystem repairs.

_____iemeqiedfr__) usytr repa~rs are special items.

23 Efec ofMSDpreentie mintnaw onwatcititander routines

()No efconwatchstander routines.' (4
03) 1tor Is omeeffect an watcharander routia~es,

13 Secia docingrequiroemens for WSD ovurhauls

()7tearnospecial dckioing reqauirements for die M81). 4 ) a a
()"eeaespecial dociting requirements for the MSD. _______ ____

(1) Vsu eeiyfrreplacemont of failed equipment.
(2) Myicueinclimited training support during Initial MSV Installation.

(3) E~g., Inchim tat s, filters versus standard supply parts.
(4) ByCG ie tion ei applies to till tslPs considered In this study. --

(5 Diffuser not very accewtible.
Lvlsensor pulls oteasily.
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

M/E VII - ,AINTAINABILITY

MSD CHT Sheet 2 of 2

i M/E M AIiNTA INABILI TY
"Factor/ MAINTAINABILITY
Subfactor Collct. /Transp. Treat,/Disposal
Idernt. No. Chaxacterlitics SuyLtem Sub,.t ,, rn

4 LogisJic requirements for 14D

(a) No special parts are required for the MSD subsystem.
(b) Few diff-rent categories of special parts are required for the MSD a

subsystem and thore are few parts in each category.

(0) rew aifferent categodes of special pat are required for the MlO vubvystern
but many pans of each type are required, or many different categorie of
speclal parts are equired but there are few parts in each cateGoy.

(d) Many different eAtegtodes of parts are required for the MSD subsystem and
-.. . . there ts a large number of parts in each category, .,

4 269
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APPENDIX A

DEFINITIONS OF OPERATING/MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES

The definitions of operating and maintenance activities given below

will help provide objectivity in selecting the category into which a personnel

action fits. There are some actions however, that require subjective

judgment, for which guidelines are given.

Operation (AQP

There are two groups of activities in this category. The first group

is necessary for system operations; such as:

. Manual actuation of a switch or valve

*,Sequencing of subsystems or component processes, e.g.,

servicing of evaporator when full

a Obtaining readouts to assure safety, performance or sequencing

* Addition of a critical expendable or making a critical adjustment,

without which action some function does not take place.

The second group is necessary to have the system perform according

to minimum criteria. Without these actions the quantity or quality of the

system process is degraded, e.g. throughput decreases or the effluent is

not purified sufficiently. The criteria for these activities Is that failure to

do them will cause performance degradation, in quantity or quality, but will

not cause a greatly accelerated wear out or failure of a component. The same
type of activities listed for the first group would apply to the second group

except that the activity is not critical, i.e., the system will function, but

in a degraded mode. One example is the removal of ashes from an incinerator.

Failure to remove them can cause air pollution, decreased combustion

efficiency and a rise in ash accumulation rate.

A-1
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Preventive Maintenance (MP)

Preventive maintenance is a scheduled or conditionally scheduled

action that is designed to prevent early component failure or unduly rapid

wear out. Failure to take the action does not generally affect system

performance, e.g. "Lubricate motor bearings". The motor will

continue to maintain system performance for some period of time even with-

out lubricant. Early bearing failure would be expected because of the omitted

PM action. Preventive maintenance for multiple items, e.g., commodes,

directs the action to all of the items. I

A conditional action is a two step procedure, whether stated as such

or not, where the second step depends upon the condition found in step one.

Example: "Add lubricating oil to raise level up to scratch mark, once a
week." Step one is implied, i.e. once a week, check level of lubricating

oil and step two is the oil addition. This is different from the single step

example above since no examination is requirud before lubrication of the

bearings. Conditional action statements often use the phrase "if necessary", J
but should not be confused with combined preventive/corrective maintenance

statements discussed below.

Corrective Maintenance (CM)

Corrective maintenance is the repair or replacement of a defective or

failed component. It is a random occurrence and is therefore unscheduled.

It includes diagnostic time to locate a fault and the check out after repair.

Where a CM action addresses multiple units, e.g., commodes, the action

is concerned only with the one failed item. The failure interval will depend

on the number of multiple units.

The definition of failure can be subjective, arbitrary, continously

r variable,functional and/or logical based upon the effects of degraded per-

formance. Whether a failure Is critical or of minor consequence to the over-

all system may help determine the failure criteria and establish the priority

for the corrective action but once the criteria is set, it alone determines if

A-2
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:I
the action Is corrective. Example: A nickel-cadmium battery in an alarm

circuit has failed when the open circuit voltage drops below 1. 1 volts.

This is the criteria, however arbitrary or logical. Even though the battery

could still actuate the alarm buzzer at 1.05 volts, it is still considered

failed below 1.1 volts.

Confusion often arises out of combined preventive-corrective main-

tenance statements which should be kept separate. For example: "Check

battery voltage quarterly and replace with recharged battery when open circuit

voltage is below 1.1 volts." Quarterly battery checks are preventive mainte-

nance actions. Replacement of the battery is the corrective maintenance action.

An often encountered dilemma that requires a subjective decision for

classification is the impending failure that causes performance degradation

during a short time interval before component failure. Examples are: a

slipping V-belt causing decreased pump output, an unoiled rotary vane
vacuum pump pulling a diminished vacuum. In a short time the belt will

break and the vanes will freeze up; both are failures. The difficulty in

classifying these situations is anticipating when the discovery will take

place. This is a problem for the analyst doing a cost estimate. For the

on-site personnel, the time of discovery determines the type of action; i.e.,

if the belt is still slipping at the time for scheduled belt adjustment, he

performs PM. If it has already failed, it becomes a CM action. If discovery

is not at a scheduled time, belt adjustment could be considered an OP

action.

Overhaul (OH)

Overhaul is a general cleaning and refurbishment of a system. It has

elements of both preventive and corrective maintenance in it. It is scheduled,

usually at intervals much longer than any preventive maintenance actions.
SIt pormits low priority Corrective actions to be carried out. The criteria for i

replacements are often different or have different values than for corrective

Smaintenance. An obvious additional criterion is the question of a part lasting

Ar 3
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until the next overhaul. Overhaul often includes diagnostic examinations

that are too involved or require too much equipment to be performed more

frequently. It also inuludes upgrading components or performance capability __

by substitution of improved parts or modification kits, It is difficult to

anticipate the development of improvements to a system and therefore none

S:.is included in the estimates.

Reclassification/Subjective Classification of PM and OP

Frequency of an action may be sufficient reason for reclassification.

Daily preventive maintenance (PM) actions could reasonably be called

; operational (OP) activities. One example is the daily lubrication of a

plastic cam and follower in the Grumman system ozone detector. Failure

to do so will cause accelerated wear out which ordinarily would be a PM

action.

An example of the reverse situation is the low frequency of adjustment

(e.g,., semni-annual) of the temperature control set point for an incinerator.

Too low a temperature would degrade system performance, an OP action.

Because the frequency is so low, the action could reasonably be classified

as PM, Classification of activities with intermediate frequencies will

require subjective decisions.

Another reason for changing PM to 01' is that the action is dependent

upon component operational status e.g. the incinerator must be off and cool

or the evaporator must have just been emptiod. The action is not critical

enough to shut down the incinerator or empty the evaporator but can await

a suitable operational status.
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APPENDIX B

"COST OF VESSEL RESOURCES

Ths resources of a vessel are those supplies that are stored or

generated for general use. Of all resources that are or might be available

on board, this analysis is concerned only with those that are required by

the MSDs, namely:

*.Fuel oil

* Electric power

* Fresh water

. Compressed air

. Ventilation air
"' . Cooling water

The costs that were assignod to these resources by the Coast

Guard are:

Fuel oil - 30¢ per gallon

Electric power - 3V per kilowatt-hour. This is derived from a

fuel consumption rate of 0.075 gals/kw-hr for electric, power

generation. This rate is based on data for diesel driven generator

sets with rated output of 200-400 kilowatts, at 1800 RPM, direct-

connected, 450 volt, 3 phase, 60 cycle A.C. genorators. 1 This

does not include the cost of acquisition, installation, mainte-

nance, labor, depreciation, etc.

Marine Fngineering, edited by Roy L. Harrington, Society of Naval

Architects and Marine Engineers, 1971, pg. 611, figure 2.
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Fresh water

70V/1000 gallons when using stored water supplied by

shore facilities.1

$20/1000 gallons (2C/gallon) when generated on board by
2

an evaporator.

I: . Power consumed in pumping of water - F = 0.0007314 pq, where

P is power in kilowatts

p is pressure in psig and is
to be assumed as 50 psig
for flushing commodes

q is flow in gpm

Power consumed in compression of air - P - 0.492592 (r 1)9 , where

P is power in kilowatts

V1 is inlet flow in CFM

r is the compression ratio

1 Following data obtained from LCDR Wilkinson, Public Works Officer at

3rd Coast Guard District, aud City of New York. Based on water rate
charged by City of New York for commercial customers (i.e., Governors
Island).

$0.525/100 ft x SO 00007018/gal
7.48 gal

2Based on data obtained from Mr. Warren Dietz, Naval Engineering at

CG Headquarters.
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Power Consumption and Associated Cost of Pumping Flush Fluid

The power and cost of pumping flush medium is derived in the follow-

ing mannnr. The power required for pumping water is:

PF7 I10.74 where: P =power in kilowatts
4E mp = head in psiq - volume flow rate in gpm

0.746 = conversion factor from hp
to kw

1714 = conversion factor for units
Ep = pump efficiency in decimal
Em = motor efficiency in decimal

Assuming Ep = 0.70
Em = U. 85

kw
P 0.0007314 (p q)

This equation is converted for convenience in calculation to:

hr
P 0,0007314x 50(psi) (q) hr

60 min

kwhE = 0.0006095 7 x Q where E energy in kilowatt hours per day

Q flow in gallons per day

q x 1440 min
day

The cost to pump flush water is:

kwh 361 1000 Q1
E 0.0006095 xkwh xgal kwh " xQiian

C = 1,83U (/1000 gal) x Q' where C = cost in ¢

Q'= flow in thousands of gallons

The cost of three cents (3¢) per kilowatt hour is assumed by the USCG

for both vessel generated and shore supplied electricity.

* "Marine Engineering, " edited by Roy L. Harrington, Society of Naval
Architects and Marine Engineers, 1971, pg. 408, equation #17.
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Power Consumption and Associated Cost of Compressed Air

The power and cost of genera:.ing compressed air is derived in the
following manner. The equation for adiabatic compression in a multi-

stage compressor with perfect intercooling is:

144 0.74r6-~Zi -P W4 (n) p, V1  r -I 1[T
33,000 --- ' Ek Lmni

where: P - power in kilowatts
n = # of stages
k = exponent for adiabatic' compression 1.4 for air

P1 - initial pressure in psia
r = compression ratio = P2/pi
P2 m discharge pressure in psia
VI = actual volume flow rate at p in cfm
0.746 -conversion factor from hp to'kw

Ec = compressor efficiency in decimal
Em = motor efficiency in decimal

Assuming:

n = 2 stages
k = 1.4
P1  = 14.7 psi (standard atmosphere pressure)
Ec = 0.80
Em = 0.85

P 0.492592V [r 0,1429

This equation is converted into more convenient forms by using the

two relationships:

V V where V = standard cubic feet
1 d44 ym per day (SCF'/d-y)day

=P 2" 'P + 14,7
r 14.7 where p = gage pressure (psig)

I absolute

0,1429 0.1429 + 14.7)0.1429 1.46828

14.7 Jj 1.468281

-t !iL"Marine Engineering, " edited by Roy L. Harringtcn, Society of Naval

Architects and Marine Engineers, 1971, pg. 440-444.
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By substitution:

j8 p + 014. 0.1429P 0 .492 592 V .62 .621*
(p +4 1.46 28~ ~ o1v

1~~ ~4 4)0.1429 4L][

Using the assumed cost of electricity as 3V/kwh, the annual cost of

compressed air is derived.

V¢ day hr4
C P (k w) x -h x 3 6 5dy-- x 24 pa- =P (kw) x 2.6280 x 10

kwh year a

C c 12268(14.7 + P)' 14 29 - 8.9898] V ]where C =cost in ¢/year
S-V = flow in SCF/day

p = pressure in paig

For compressed air costs in aerating a black water holding tank, the gage

pressure in psig is taken as 0.434D where D is the maximum vertical depth

of the liquid in feet, and the flow is 16.3 SCFM (23,472 SCF/day) per

1000 gallons measured when the holdinq tank is full.

T UU*tJI'.0. 727-o 00/1 3(x'-1J' 9-5


